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n an old Yiddish joke, a wife goes alone to a summer hotel in the Catskill Mountains and her husband comes, a few days later, to spend the weekend with her. When he arrives, she's sitting in a rocking chair on the hotel porch, waiting, impatiently, for him.
I
"Take me home right away,:' she says.
"What for?" he answers. You just got here."
"I don't care. Take me home."
"What's the matter? Your room isn't nice?"
•
"The room is nice."
"The swimming pool is dirty?"
"It's clean."
"The help is snotty?"

—
T•
,
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"So what's the matter, then?"
"It's the food."
"The food is no good?"
.
"No, the food is good. You wake up in the morning and a man rings a bell, so you go downstairs
and eat breakfast. First, you have a whole grapefruit. Then you have hot cereal, two kinds, or if you
want, three kinds dry cereal. All with cream. Then you have eggs, soft-boiled, hard-boiled, scrambled,
fried, anyway you want with toast, After that comes cream cheese and lox on bagels and a piece Banish pastry with coffee, tea or milk. Plenty. After you finish eating, you go sit on the porch in a rocker.
Then right away a man comes and rings a bell. It's time for a morning snack. Maybe a cup bouillon or
beef tea and crackers. You finish the morning snack and you go back on the porch and sit in the rocker and the man comes and rings a bell, it's time for lunch.
"For lunch, it's first soup, hot soup or cold soup. Then comes the fish, maybe with only one kind
to pick from, but after that you could have three kinds meat with potatoes and gravy and four vegetables with two salads. For dessert is fruit compote, cake, cookies, ice cream or maybe sherbert. After
you finish eating, you go sit on the porch in a rocker and the man comes and rings the bell, it's time
for afternoon tea with cookies. Af.er tea, back on the porch, in the rocker, the bell rings, it's time for
supper. It's a cold supper, only except for the hot borscht with the sour cream and potatoes. Also sour
cream with the herring and then comes a big plate whitefish, also with potatoes and cheese blintzes,
also with sour cream. For dessert, apple strudel and cookies with coffee.
"So you finish eating the supper, you come back on the porch to sit in the rocker, right away, the
man is coming ringing a hell for the bedtime snack. A glass ginger ale or celery tonic and a plate chocolate ice cream."
"So what are you complaining about? What's the matter?"
"What's the matter? What's the matter is that they don't give you no time to take a shit!"
No one in the FBI has time to take a shit, either, if we are to believe the Media Papers: the incredible
number of niggling bureaucratic procedures demanded of each FBI agent is overwhelming! All these
years we thought our G-Men were out there tracking down kidnappers; pursuing, hotly, bank robbers;
staking out the hideouts of Russian spies and making dogged investigations into the homosexual habits
of State Department aides, they were really sitting in an office, filling out forms in quadruplicate and
bitching about the latest directives from "Bureau," as FBI headquarters is always described.
One such order, which must have caused groans of dismay, was issued on January, 1971, requiring
each agent to be weighed once a month in the office with an overweight agent forced to lose his excess poundage and to "be weighed weekly by his supervisor until his weight is brought within Bureau
standards." fpage 201
Cr, take anotner example of a typical memorandum (page 521 issued on February 29,1968, to all the
agents in the Philadelphia area, which included the Media office: the memo exhorted the agents to "develop a large number of additional racial informants," explaining to the agents that "In the inspection
just passed, the Inspector pointed out, as we all know, that this is a problem of the entire office in

which every Agent and every squad shares responsibility." (The "inspection" and "Inspector" mentioned in the memorandum refer to the dreaded annual efficiency checkup each FBI field office gets from
the headquarters Inspection Division.)
The agents were advised in the memorandum that it is their responsibility "to learn, in advance, if
this is humanly possible, if a riot is planned or is expected to occur... Whether or not a riot does occur,•
the Bureau holds us responsible to keep the Bureau, the Department, and the White House advised in
advance of each demonstration... In addition, we must advise the bureau at least every two weeks of
existing tensions and conditions which may trigger a riot. This type of information can only come from
a widespread grass-roots network of sources coupled with active informant coverage by individuals
who are members of subversive and revolutionary organizations."
Let's put aside, for the moment, the FBI's almost insane vision of how urban riots develop and focus on the pure bureaucratic operations which the memorandum then describes as being required to
carry out the racial informant program.
First, three types of racial informants arc classified, with I he most important being the "racial informants (ghetto)" who are defined as "individuals, white and black, who live and/or work in ghetto type
areas and are in a position to advise of activities, rumors, tensions, etc. in those ghettos. More specifically, they may be able to advise of the activities of individual trouble makers and rabble rousers."
Each agent is instructed, then, to "obtain at least one racial informant (ghetto)" from a list of occupations considered most likely to be open for recruitment — ghetto businessmen, janitors, barbers,
taxi drivers, installment collectors. food salesmen, etc. Then the "Administrative and Investigative Procedures" arc spelled out, for the agents, in detail; procedures guaranteed to drive anyone except a committed bookkeeper absolutely mad.
"Each prospect will be the subject of a new 170 case. Pertinent information regarding administrative handling appears in the handbook part I, pages 19i, 19j, 20, 20a and 20h. Notification to the Bureau appears on 19i. The background investigation necessary appears on page 20 as does information
regarding 4 month progress letters and payment. Contact must be made at least every 2 weeks. An FD
209 must be submitted at the end of each month. Each contact should be recorded thereon with information as to whether it was positive or negative. All information should be recorded by memo or
in the FD 209, with copies for the files on any individuals or organizations mentioned. Information
pertinent to the general racial situation should be designated for Philadelphia file 157-1214.
"Pertinent information must be submitted at once so that any necessary teletypes can be furnished
to the Bureau immediately and information disseminated to the PD and intelligence agencies.
"Regular contact should also be made with existing criminal and security informants and potential
informants who live and/or work in ghetto areas or have access to pertinent information. Some of these
should undoubtedly be converted to racial informants or racial informant (ghetto). There is no reason
why such a person cannot also be given criminal or security assignments. The Bureau has, in fact, already instructed this office to convert several such persons to racial informants.
"For your information, all of these sources, regardless of their designations, will be set up in an area
breakdown index of 3 x 5 cards which will be maintained in the office of the hb. 3 supervisor ..."
Bear in mind, please, that all this paperwork had to be carried out for each individual informant the
agent recruited. Now imagine the amount of paperwork involved when the Bureau increased the agents'
quota of racial informants, as it did, and kept increasing it until, finally, each agent had to have ten
ghetto informants!
What did happen, of course, was that the agents responded to these demands upon them in the
same way as occurs in any large-scale bureaucracy: they learned to manipulate the procedures in order to survive. Thus, ex-FBI agent Bob Wall described how he and other agents selected names out of
the phone books, listed them as their informants and wrote up reports without ever even contacting
the individuals. And, presumably, everybody was satisfied because reports were flowing from each field
office into Bureau headquarters and sent on from there to the Justice Department and the White 1-buse.
The fact that most of the material in the reports was fictitious was ignored by those who knew it and
not suspected by those who believed FBI agents incapable of filing false reports.
It is precisely because the Media FBI documents show the FBI internal organization that they are
so valuable. A sense of the FBI's politics, too, also emerges from a careful reading of these papers. Indeed, even the FBI's own vision of itself and its mission can be seen through these internal memoranda,
i.e., the breakdown of the activity carried on by this typical FBI office shows, clearly, what the agency
considers its most important work:
40% Political surveillance and other investigation of political activity. Of the cases, 2 were right wing,
10 concerned immigrants, and over 200 were on left or liberal groups
25% Murder, rape, and interstate theft
7% Draft resistance, including refusal to submit to military induction
7% Leaving the military without government permission
1% Organized crime, mostly gambling
The assumptions behind this range of activities are simple. The basic one is that Communists threaten, constantly, the security of the United States by engaging in a vast conspiracy to take over our government.
Thus, the rationale for the FBI's justifying the investigation of anyorganization and its leaders, as
well, is COMINFI LT, meaning the possibility of "COMMUNIST INFILTRATION." And the FBI sees
the Communist conspiracy everywhere: in colleges and universities, for example, which is why the
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eillance and intimidation carri
ed on by this office of the FBI,
lady against groups and indiv
purlieuiduals working for a more just,
humane and peaceful society;
—How much of the FBI's effor
ts are spent on relatively mino
r crimes by the poor and pow
erless a-

g truly serious crimes
gainst whom they can get a more glamorous conviction rate, Instead of Investigatin
people; crimes such
many
of
lives
the
to
damage
great
cause
which
influence
and
money
with
by those
the mass distribution
and
crime,
organized
racism,
Institutional
practices,
ic.
as war profiteering, monopolist
of lethal drugs;
, and the use of provo—The extent of illegal practices by the FBI, such as eavesdropping, entrapment
cateurs and Informers.
to them will be
As this study proceeds, the results obtained along with the FBI documents pertaining
commitment to democrasent to people in public life who have demonstrated the integrity, courage and
the FBI.
tic values which are necessary to effectively challenge the repressive policies of
of the vast majority
As long as the United States government 'ayes war against Indochina in defiance
suffering under the guise
who want all troops and weapons withdrawn this year, and extends that war and
d in the hands of small
of reducing it, as long as great economic and political power remains concentrate
, and entrapment ore
cliques not subject to democratic scrutiny and control, then repression, intimidation
results simply from the evilto be expected. We do nor believe that this destruction of democratic society
of certain undemocratic soness, egotism or senility of some leaders. Rather, this destruction is the result
cial, economic and political institutions.
We intend no perWe have carried out this action in a way which does not physically threaten anyone.
taken. Indeed, we invite
sonal harassment of the people who work in the office from which the files were
one which does not wage
them and others to join with us in building a peaceful, just, and open society;
operates on the bawhich
and
fairly,
resources
material
and
human
distributes
which
war,
nor threaten
sis of justice rather than fear.
We have taken this action because:
to secure obedience
=We believe that a law and order which depends on intimidation and repression
society and public trust;
open
an
of
justice,
of
order
an
in
only
survive
can
democracy
that
—We believe
t and its agengovernmen
own
their
control
and
scrutinize
to
right
the
have
—We believe that citizens
cies;
wish to present evi—And because we believe that the FBI has betrayed its democratic trust and we
dence for this claim to the open and public judgment of our fellow citizens.
We feel most keenly
In doing this, we know full well the legal jeopardy in which we place ourselves.
jeopardy by our own jeoour responsibilities to those who daily depend upon us, and whom we put in
and serving them, and in
pardy. But under present circumstances, this seems to us our best way of loving
fact, all the people of this land,
#11111P#
lity 3, 1971
from the Media, Pa., oflust eight weeks ago, all the files in the desks and file cabinets were liberated
procedural materials. The
similar
and
forms,
routine
manuals,
were
30%
some
these,
Of
FBI.
the
of
fice
remainder was as follows:
2 were
40% Political surveillance and other investigation of political activity. Of the cases,
groups.
right wing, 10 concerned immigrants, and over two hundred were on left or liberal
25% Bank robberies
•
20% Murder, rape, and interstate theft
7% Draft resistance, including refusal to submit to military induction
7% Leaving the military without government permission
1% Organized crime, mostly gambling
directly to people and
Some sixty documents hove been distributed publicly; others have been sent
groups named.
wing. Representative
Among the many organizations on whom files were kept, only two were right
packet:
this
in
Also
packet.
this
in
included
are
cases
two
documents from these
Vietnam
a report on a peaceful protest opposing research on chemical weapons used against
the FBI
to
furnished
Information
extensive
the
of
some
indicating
m
a letterhead memorandu
by the phone company
half way down
a form which agents often ask people to sign which is correctly identified only
as a waiver of rights
FBI. Instead, we wish to
We seek no vengeance against individual agents, informers, or sources for the
and to build public support
help them and others end the political and destructive policies of the bureau
for building a more just, peaceful, and open society.
0111,4,1
an open letter to Thomas F. Lewis '
Inn, Springfield, Pennon the occasion of the testimonial dinner for him on April 28,1971 at the Alpine
sylvania
the F.B.I. and of their orWe have read in the newspapers of your month's suspension without pay by
life and hope that you
dering you to move to Atlanta. We regret this disruption of your and your family's
, rather than
will consider finding constructive work here so that you can stay in your own community
continue the alienating work of the F.B.I.
with us in building a peaceWe invite you now, as we did In our public statement of early March, "to join
ful, just, and open society."
—the Citizens' Commission to Investigate the F.B.I.
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truly serious crimes
goinst whom they can gel a more glamorous conviction rate, instead of investigating
crimes such
people;
inany
of
lives
the
to
damage
great
cause
which
influence
and
money
by those with
the mass distribution
as war profiteering, monopolistic practices, institutional racism, organized crime, and
•
of lethal drugs;
the use of provo—The extent of illegal practices by the FBI, such as eavesdropping, entrapment, and
cateurs and informers.
to them will be
As this study proceeds, the results obtained along with the FBI documents pertaining
to democrasent to people in public life who have demonstrated the integrity, courage and commitment
FBI.
the
of
policies
repressive
the
challenge
effectively
to
necessary
are
tic values which
the vast majority
As long as the United States government wages war against Indochina in defiance of
under the guise
who want all troops and weapons withdrawn this year, and extends that war and suffering
the hands of small
of reducing it, as long as great economic and political power remains concentrated In
and entrapment are
cliques not subject to democratic scrutiny and control, then repression, intimidation,
simply from the evilto be expected. We do not believe that this destruction of democratic society results
undemocratic socertain
of
result
the
is
destruction
this
Rather,
leaders.
some
of
senility
or
egotism
ness,
institutions.
cial, economic and political
We Intend no perWe have carried out this action in a way which does not physically threaten anyone.
Indeed, we invite
sonal harassment of the people who work in the office from which the fiks were taken.
does not wage
them and others to join with us in building a peaceful, just, and open society; one which
operates on the banor threaten war, which distributes human and material resources fairly, and which
sis of justice rather than fear.
We have taken this action because:
obedience
-,We believe that a law and order which depends on intimidation and repression to secure
and public trust;
—We believe that democracy can survive only in an order of justice, of an open society
and its agen—We believe that citizens have the right to scrutinize and control their own government
cies;
to present evi—And because we believe that the FBI has betrayed its democratic trust and we wish
dence for this claim to the open and public judgment of our fellow citizens.
most keenly
In doing this, we know full well the legal jeopardy in which we place ourselves. We feel
by our own jeoour responsibilities to those who doily depend upon us, and whom we put in jeopardy
serving them, and in
pardy. But under present circumstances, this seems to us our best way of loving and
fact, all the people of this land.
0.1101/
May 3, 1971
Media, Pa., ofjust eight weeks ago, all the files in the desks and file cabinets were liberated from the
materials. The
fice of the FBI, Of these, some 30% were manuals, routine forms, and similar procedural
remainder was as follows:
were
40% Political surveillance and other investigation of political activity. Of the cases, 2
right wing, 10 concerned immigrants, and over two hundred were on left or liberal groups.
25% Bank robberies
20% Murder, rape, and interstate theft
7% Draft resistance, including refusal to submit to military induction
7% Leaving the military without government permission
1% Organized crime, mostly gambling
to people and
' Some sixty documents have been distributed publicly; others have been sent directly
groups named.
ive
Among the many organizations on whom files were kept, only two were right wing. Representat
packet:
this
in
Also
pocket.
this
in
included
are
cases
two
documents from these
Vietnam
a report on a peaceful protest opposing research on chemical weapons used against
the FBI
to
furnished
information
extensive
the
of
some
indicating
m
memorandu
o letterhead
by the phone company
down
o form which agents often ask people to sign which is correctly identified only half way
as a waiver of rights
we wish to
We seek no vengeance against individual agents, informers, or sources for the FBI. Instead,
build public support
help them and others end the political and destructive policies of the bureau and to
for building a more just, peaceful, and open society.

an open letter to Thomas F. Lewis •
Springfield, Pennon the occasion of the testimonial dinner for him on April 28, 1971 at the Alpine Inn,
sylvania
and of their orWe have read in the newspapers of your month's suspension without pay by the FBI.
and hope that you
dering you to move to Atlanta. We regret this disruption of your and your family's life
rather than
will consider finding constructive work here so that you can stay in your own community,
continue the alienating work of the F.B.I.
in building a peaceWe Invite you now, as we did in our public statement of early March, "to join with us
society."
ful, just, and open
—the Citizens' Commission to Investigate the F.B.I.
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A GUIDE TO A TYPICAL DOCUME
NT

et.

SAC means Special Agent in Charg
e, or
head of the Philadelphia Regional
F131 office"

i

to *wow

IC probably means Investigative Clerk

. Ph means Philadelphia. The numb
er is the code
number of this particular informant.
Other informants (who may he taps and bugs
as well as h
agencies, but are most often peop
le) have different numbers. C means Criminal; S
means security, and R means Radical or Racia
l

ter

•

This part of the page contains the
instructions
for distribution of the memo. It provi
des, inadvertently, information on the size
of the Bureau
zt
This is a typical file number. 66 is
the category,
it happens to mean "operating instru
ctions"
100 means left wing, 105 is espionage
, 157 is
racial militant, 170 is racial inform
ant, 25 is selective service. The rest of the numb
er is the
particular file.
•""

This is the quantity of copies to go
in each
file(s)
....—..................06.0it"1
'. .a...

;
10

,

This is the total copies to be made
, in this case
190. Since one went to file 66-3864,
and t he
rest to ALL AGENTS, there must
have been -189 agents in 10/70

--",-3.,11•Prreek9m.."11157,rv
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum'
ALL AGENTS

DATE:

MOM :

SAC JOE D. JAMIESON

vmscr:

RECORD CHECKS AT HARRISBURG, PA.

10/9/70

The following record checks are now conducted by
Special Clerk JOHN VERESPY at Harrisburg, Pa., and any requests for record checks should be set out accordingly. Many
BRIAN MC LAUGHLIN:
of these checks were previously handled by
! Bureau of Vital Statistics - birth and death records
Bureau of Motor Vehicles

- operator and vehicle information

;

PH 237-C

Social Security check (not to be used to verify employment

State Harness Racing Commission - race track employees
State Insurance Dept. - insurance agents, brokers and company licens;
Selective Service Headquarters - registrant check
Pennsylvania National Guard, IGMR - personnel files
Bureau of Traffic Safety - operator traffic violations
Corporation Bureau - corporation data
1

Pennsylvania State Police - Bureau of Criminal Identification name checks and file reviews
State Board of Probation E Parole - record reviews
State Liquor Control Board - personnel checks and State liquor law
violations, liquor licenses
Department of Military Affairs - Vietnam Bonus Bureau possible aid in location of fugitives

-(56-3864?
ALL AGENTS
J'HMcG
Ir

PH 66-3064
Department of Justice - Bureau
'location of state prisoners of Correction information Fish Commission and Game Com
mission - fishing and huntin
license information
g
Department of Education - bac
kground information on certif
public school teachers
ied
2

GLOSSARY ,
aka or AKA
ASAC
AX
BUDED
Bureau

COINTELPRO
CI
DESECO

EDPA

ELSUR
FD 376

Electronic Surveillance
Federal form 376, used to
pass information on to the
Secret Service
used by Army to tell FBI
to watch out for AWOL
First Name Unknown
Fugitive/Deserter
Label attached to the case
of bank robbery/ police '
murder in Boston in 1970,
for which Stonley Bond
is held and Linda Saxe
hunted
(some kind of clerk)
Internal Security
Internal Security Communist
Internal Security — Racial
(??).

FD 553
FNU
FUDE
GILROB

IC
I

Also Known As
Assistant Special Agent in
Charge (see SAC)
symbol for Alexandia, Va.
Regional Office
Bureau Deadline (sec Bureau)
National HQ of FBI (not
the same as Washington
Field Office)
Counterintelligence Pro.
gram
Criminal Informant
Development of Selected
Contacts: name of program for interviewing US
citizens who return from
trips to the Soviet Union
Eastern District of Penna
(Div of Federal Court
system)

IS
IS — C
IS — R
LHM
.LNU
MDPA

00
PCI
PD
PH — (908) -s

_Last Name Unknown
Middle District of Penna
(Div of Federal Court sys.
stem)
tern)
Office of Origin
Potential Criminal Informant
Police Department
(could be any number)
Phila informant with code

, .-*regri•^",•••—,,,,-^"."■■••••••ome."41.11K.R1rIMPIP

no. 908, for security
matters
Pii — (809) -R

PH —T— 1

PRI
PSI
RA

Regional Office
Rht
rotor

SA
SAC
SC
SE
SI
SF
SM
SOG
Squad

SRA

SSA
SSN
STAG
Supervisor
UNSUB
USA
WFO

(could be any number)
Phila informant with code
no. 809, for racial matters
Phila informant assigned
the number 1 for purposes
of this report only
Potential Racial Informant
Potential Security Informant
Resident Agent: Agent
assigned permanently to
one of the Field Offices
One of the 59 major offices
in the US and PR
Racial Militant
Device used to sort memos
at regional office
Special Agent: title of most
FBI investigative personnel
Special Agent in Charge:
head of a regional office
Special Clerk
Special Employee
Security Informant
San Francisco
Student Militant
Special Operations Group
(???)
The basic subdivision
within regional offices. In
Phila, about 10 squads of
15-20 each..
Senior Resident Agent: in
charge of one of the small
field offices
Selective Service Act
Selective Service Number
Student Agitation
In charge of a particular
squad (q.v.)
Subjects with unknown •
names
United States Attorney
the Field ff fiFciee lfdo O
r trvfiacsel,
ington, DC, not the same
as National Headquarters

.

trir:""L""1111..MPliPirm"."""""."1".""

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
As an introduction to the FBI as revealed in the Media documents, here are
the items which show its institutional
sources of information:

Using the Boy Scouts
POSITIVE PROGRAM
Police-Community Relations
Rochester, New York
The Rochester, New York, Police Department is
deeply committed to Police-Community Relations activity in an attempt to reduce crime and create greater
understanding between the police and the total community that they serve.
"-OPERATION SAFE"
The Boy Scouts of America, Otetiana Council,
Rochester, New York, in cooperation with the Rochester, New York, Police Department has prepared a
circular enlisting the support and help of approximately 20,000 Boy Scouts in reducing crime. Operation
SAFE stands for Scout Awareness for Emergency. The
Scouts involved are issued an identification card by
their leader which has the bearer's thumb print and
emergency telephone numbers on the reverse side. The
emergency telephone numbers include the Rochester
Police Department, Fire Department, Sheriff's Office,
State Police, Coast Guard, FBI, Poison Control Center,
and Civil Defense along with the telephone numbers
of the surrounding town police departments.
Each Boy Scout participating in this program is
given instructions as to how he can assist the police •
in making the community a safer place to live. Each
Scout is requested to observe and report any suspicious act or unusual occurrence that endangers the
fife and property of friends or relatives. The Scouts are
instructed as to how to observe and report these incidents. "If they see it — they will report it."
Particular emphasis is placed on the accu.ate reporting of license numbers, addresses and locations,
the number of people involved, and a description of
the incidents. The Boy Scouts were instructed to remain on the telephone until all the information they
have has been furnished to the police.
The Scouts receive instructions on the types of incidents or activities that should be observed and reported, such as
1. Criminal acts such as assaults, robberies, shoplifting, breaking and entering, vandalism.
2. Fires — in buildings, in vehicles, in wood areas,
etc., — youngsters playing with matches, dangerous
fire conditions.
3. Accidents — involving automobiles, people, and
animals.
4. Suspicious acts — persons loitering in secluded
places, strangers loitering around schools, neighborhoods, and parks.
5. Unusual situations — faulty traffic lights, flooded viaducts, power lines down, youngsters playing in
or around dangerous places, fallen trees, broken windows, and unusual activity or lack of activity in neighbors' homes.
As a result of this partnership between the Rochester, New York, Police Department and the Regional
Council of the Boy Scouts, the police department has

approximately 20,000 more "good citizens" operating
as extra eyes and cars for the police department in attempting to reduce crime.

Everybody is Asked to Help
Routine liason list for Attila: 312 banks,
airports, colleges, hotels, corps, government agencies & police depts, news media, & who talks to them.
: ALL INVESTIGATIVE PERSONNEL (80.00)
TO
FROM : SAC 10E D. JAMIESON!
DATE : 8/28/70
SUBJECT: LIAISON fROGRAM_
Set forth on the attached pages are the current
liaison assignments of the Philadelphia Office.
It is the responsibility of the Agent assigned to
make a liaison contact with the agency at least once
each six months and to record such contacts in the
file. A contact made during the regular course of business by the Agent assigned or another Agent may be
counted as the liaison contact, but should be recorded in the file.
The personnel to be contacted at each agency
should be recorded an a current basis so that in the
event the assigned Agent is not available the appropriate individual or individuals may be contacted by
the Agent investigating,
The primary purposes of these contacts are to
create good will and to develop sources of new cases
so that we may be sure that all matters within our
jurisdiction are being reported to us.
It is realized that all of these agencies are contacted frequently during a six-month period, but no
formal recording is usually made in the liaison file.
Please remember to record any contacts in the normal course of business, as this may save the assigned
Agent the necessity of making special visit to do so.
I. AIRPORTS
Allegheny Airlines
American Airlines
Delta Airlines
Eastern Airlines
National Airlines
NortheaSt Airlines'

North Philadelphia Airport
Northwest Orient Airlines
Pan-American Airways
Phila. Intl. Airport
Trans-World Airlines
United Airlines

II- BANKS
Beneficial Mutual Savings Bank
Citizens Bank
Federal Reserve
First Pa. Banking and Trust Co.
Germantown savings Fund
industrial Valley Bank and
TruSt Co.
Phila. Savings Fund Society
Western Saving Fund Society
of Philadelphia

Ill.

Central-Penn Natl. Bank
Continental Bank and Trust Co.
Fidelity Bank
Frankford Trust Co.
Girard Trust Bank
Lincoln National Bank
Phila. Natl. Bank
Provident Natl. Bank

MI LITARY

Air Force Reserve Squadron
(Willow Grove)
Army Electronics Command
Borne Disposal Unit - G9ln °Fanancc Detachment, U.S. Army
Defense Personnel SUE:let:ill
Center
Defense Industrial Supply
Center (Floppies Avenue)
Frank ford Arsenal • U.S. Army
Military inleillgence
Mlli lacy Police - U.S. Army
Naval Alr Station [Willow Grovel
Naval Base Navy Department
"lava' Investigative Service Ultice

Armed Forces DIScipliary Control Board
Criminal Investigation
Division,
U.S. Army
Army
War College
Defense Contract Administration Services Region
District Engineers • U.S.
Army
Marine CorpS Supply
Activity
Naval Air Development
Center
i.rohnsvitie)
Naval
Hospital

13

Naval Supply Depot

"--i-,-,-,viv-elest7renerew.wthritelfeetre•Fiem"'"'rwril

Navy /WetIon Supply Office
(nubbins Avenue?
Office of Special Investigations - Air Force
I V. g,Dt..I.CATIONALJ
NST

(Tabor Roast)
Navy Shipyard, Phila.
Shore Patrol

I TUT1QNS

Community College of Phila.
Gettysburg College
Penna. State U.
Temple University
V.

Drexel Institute of Tech.
LaSalle Collage
St Joseph's College
University of Pe.

111.0.1E_LS

Adeiphla Hotel
Barclay Hotel
Benjamin Franklin Hotel
Penn Center Motor ten
Sheraton Hotel

AirPOrt Motel
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel
Drake Hotel
St. James Hotel
Warwick Hotel

VI. tdPjfairt COMPANI Fc
Acme Food Stores
Bell Telephone Co. of Pa.
Food Fair and blest Markets
Maryland Casualty Co.
Penn. Railroad
Phila. Gas Workd
Sears Roebuck and Co.
Yellow Cab Co.

X. .S_TAILAND_Liaci9.1-_AGE.INCI.ES__
Atty. General's Office, Pa.
Dept. of Justice
Philadelphia County Detectives
Fire Marshal's Office
Grater ford Prison
Labor and Industry, Pa. Dept. of
Pa. State Police
Probation Dept., Phila., Pa.
Phila. Gent. Hospital

Bache and Ca.
Burton. Dana, Weslerland Co.,
Inc.
Eastman Dillon Union
Securities & Co.
Kidder Peabody and Co.
Reynolds and CO.
Walston and Co., Inc.

American Red Cross
Bailey Banks and Biddle
and Company
Blue Cross - Blue Snleld
Brink's, Inc.
J.D. Caldwell Co.
Copiers, Inc.
Decken Corporation
Dun and Bradstreet
Fedi. Court Architects
and Engineers
Franklin Mint
G imbel Brothers
'
Greyhound Bus Co.
Richard B. Herman and Co.
Jacob Reed and Sons
Lit Brothers
Pa. Hotel Asso.
Phila. Bank Detectives
Phila. Check Cashing Asso.
Phila. Eagles Football Club
Phlia. 76ers Basketball Team
Railway ExpreSS Agency
SEPTA
s
Widener Building Management

P

m_Etas5.
Allentown PD
Bellefonte PD
Berwick PD
Bloomsburg PD
Bristol Township PD
Carlisle PD
Cheltenham Township PD
Caernarvon & East Earl
Collingdale PO
COnstionocken PG
Darby Township PD
Dunmore PO
Emmaus PD
Hanover PD
Haverford Township PD
Heidelberg Township PD
Lancaster PD
Lansdowne PO
Lewisburg PO
Lower merron Township PD
Marple Townsnip PD
Middletown PD
Nanticoke PD
Norristown PO
Pittston PO
Plymouth Township PD
Pottsville PD
Radnor Township PD
Ridley Township PO
Shamokin PD
Springfield Townsnlo PD
Spring Garden Township PD
Steelton PO
Tamaqua PD
Upper Darby PD
Upper Merlon Township PD
Warminster Townsnip PD
West Chester PD
Wilitemarsn Township PD
Williamsport PD
York PD

Associated Transport, Inc.
Consolidated Freightways
Cowan. W.T. Motor Freight,
I nc.
Fowler and Williams Freight
Lines
Interstate System
Mason and Dixon Lines, Inc,
Motor Freight Express, Inc.
Reading Transportation Co.
Trans-American Freight
Lines, Inc.
X111.

B.:ionising and Co.
DeHaven & Townsend,
Crou ter & Bodine
Hornbtower & Weeks Hemphul Noyes
Merrill Lynch Pierce
Fenner & Smith, Inc.

1X. PHILAIDELPAAJAPQ1.1CLDLEA

.B.T.MEINJ

Civil Disobedience Squad
Commissioner's Office
Hilackine
Intelligence Division

Carolina Freight Carriers
Coro.
Davidson Transfer and
Storage
Hall's Motor Transit Co.
Hennis Freight Lines
Keystone Mushroom
Transportation Co. Inc.
Guinn Freight Lines
Sea•Land Service, Inc.
United Parcel Company

U.S. GOVERNMETALAGENSE
I .

Alcohol & Tobacco Tax
Division, IRS
Bureau of Customs
Central Intelligence Agency
Civil Air Patrol
Coast Guard
Fedi. Aviation Agency
Fedi. Communications
Commission
Fedi. Home Loan Bank Board
Feat Natl. Mortgage Asso.
Fedi. Records Center
Fedi. Supply Service
Forest Service, Dept. of
Agriculture
General Services Adminis.
tration
Housing and urban Development
Independence Natl. Historical
Park
Intelligence Division - IRS
Internal Revenue Service Regional Office
National Bank Examiners
Naval Hospital
Passport Office, State Dept.
Phila. Navy Shipyard
Probabon & Parole System.
U.S.
Referees In Bankruptcy, MDPA
Secret Service, Phila.
Selective Service System
Social Security Administration
State Dept., security
Wage, Hour and Public Contract
Div., U.S. Dept of Labor
U.S. Attorney, MDPA
U.S. Marshal, MDPA
Valley Forge General Hospital

Bureau of Accounts Treasury
Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs
Civil Service Commission
Customs Agency Service
Fedi. Business Asso.
Feel. Depositors Insurance
Co.
Fedi. Housing Administration
Fedi. Safety Council
Food and Drug Administra•
eon
General Accounting Office
Housing and Home Finance
Agency
Immigration & Naturalize.
lion Service
Inspection Division - IRS
Internal Revenue Service
-

District Office
Lewisburg, U.S. Penitentiary
National Park Service
Office of Labor-Management
& Welfare Pension Reports
Postal Inspectors
Public Health Service
Referees In Bankruotcy,EOPA
Regional Commissioner IRS
Small Business Adminit•

Italian

Veterans Administration
Wage, Hour and Public Contract
U.S. Attorney, EDPA
U.S. Marshal, EDP
A
U.S. Mint

xiv. N.Eyys MEDIA,
Butletin
Phila. Inquirer
KYW

wFIL
WHY'?
WI BG
WPEN

Daily News
Phila. Tribune
WCAU
WDAS
WIBF - FM
WIP
WTAF - TV

1 - 80.00
1 - 66-6007

1-Complaint

Auto Squad
Bank Robbery
Fugitive Detail
Homicide Unit

Banking, Pa. Dent. of
Phila. Dept of Collections
District Atty.'s Office,
Governor's Office, Pa.
Phila. t louse of Correction
Liquor Control Board. Pa.
Parole, Pa. Board of
Phila. Board of Education
Public Welfare, Pa. Dept. of

X It. LRLIC-Faria...COMP.AbLIES

VII. MISCELLANEOUS.
American Express Co.
Avis Car Rental Service
Bankers Securities Corp.
Better Business Bureau
Bonwit Teller
Budget Rent.A-Car
Clarke Can Co.
Credit Management Asso.
of Delaware Valley, Inc.
Federal
Asso.
Fedi., State, and Local Law
Enforcement Agencies
Conference
Hertz Rent-A-Car
Holmes Electric Protection Co.
Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co.
Nall. Auto Theft Bureau
Peoples Bond and Mortgage Co.
Phila. Baseball Club
Phila. Credit Bureau, Inc.
Phila. Hotel-Motel Inn
A. Pomerantz and Company
Retail Credit Company
Trailways Bus System

VIII.

Maio, Crimes
South Detective Division
East Detective Division
Norlh Central Detective
OlvislOn

x I. .519SIS_OporcERS_

A & P F000 Stores
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Chrysler-Plymouth Corp.
Insurance Co. of N. Amer.
Penn. Gas and Water CO.
Phila. Electric Co.
Reading Railroad
Western Union

Abington Township Police
Department
Bensalem Township PD
Bethlehem PD
Bristol PD
Carbondale PO
Chambersburg PO
Chester PD
Coatesville PO
Columbia PD
Darby PO
Doylestown PD
Easton PD
Falls Township PD
Harrisburg PD
Hazleton PO
Kingston PD
Lansaale PD
Lebanon PD
Lock Haven P0
Lower Southampton Township PD
Middletown T
Nether Providence Township PD
Phoenixville PO
Plymouth PD
Pottstown PO
Prospect Park PD
Reading PD
Scranton PD
Snenandoah PD
Springfield Township Po
State College PD
Sunbury PD
Tredyffrin Township P0
Upper Dublin Township PO
Upper Moreland Township PD
Waynesboro PD
White Hall Township PO
Wlikes-Barre PO
Yeadon PD

Internal Security Squad
Marais Squad
Walt Detective Division
Central Detective Division
Northwest Detective Division
Northeast Detective Division

Duty File
1 - Chief Clerk
1- Assistant Chief Clerk
1 - tee Squad Ruin 1 - SA JAMES W. GOING
1- MARGUERITE RICHARDS
1- Each investigative Employee
1200?

-"keeperegeiterneerroirerereipewee-i-minewereseeeeerse., .srekroesserreereeweretereerer-e-werereem•,-^re,^•esi-re
ts.selHeeitieeee-irieterr
rri

Access to Bell Telephone
Friendly Relations

The above information is confidential and should
not be made public without the issuance of a subpoena
duces t ecum directed to MR. DONALD V. POWELL,
Security Department, Bell Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania, ONE PARKWAY, 12th Floor, Philadelphia, Pa.
.H.LA._eN Flge Ft et.:1151...--3112 • 2211
On,Z/1.3aQat E'HELE1ELf_
•LIQBOT Tint Dote dictated 7113/70

by

: ALL AGENTS
TO
FROM : SAC JOE D. JAMIESON
: 2/26/71
DATE
SUBJECT: BF LL TELEPHONE CQ?JPANY OF
PENNSYLVANIA LIAISON MATTER
Arrangements have been made through the Bell
Telephone Company of Pennsylvania, Security Office,
Philadelphia, Pa., for maintaining alphabetical tele phone listings in the FBI Philadelphia Office. These alphabetical telephone listings reflect all individuals
who possess telephone service through Bell Telephone
regardless of published or non-published telephones.
It is to be noted that a non-published (NP) listing will
show °Rh, subscribers name and address, no telephone
number.
At present, in the Philadelphia Office are alphabetical listings for the following: Delaware County, Philadelphia, West Chester, Lower Bucks County, Doylestown, Norristown..
These alphabetical listings will be updated monthly
as new telephone subscribers commence service.
In the near future, additional alphabetical listings
will be obtained for Lancaster, Eastern Montgomery
County, Harrisburg, Allentown, Reading, Wilkes-Barre
and Scranton, Pa., as they become available.
Should information from alphabetical listings be
disseminated this source should be so concealed.
The alphabetical listings will be maintained by SCs
JAMES L. KNOTTS and EDWARD GALLAGHER,
telephone extension 217.
1— 66-6041
1 — EACH.ACIENT (205)
1— EACH SE (6)
1 — IC GUNDERMAN
1 — EACH SC le)
JCLI1PNJ
(221)

Date July 13. 1970
Records of the Bell Telephone Company of Penn.
sylvania contain the following telephone subscriber
identification:
TEE FPHONF

SUBSCRIBER

215 - TR 2 • 7083
(Installed 6/3/64)

WILLIAM A. KING
519%, West 6th Street
Chester, Pa.

215 - TR 6 - 8867
(Non-published)
(Installed 4/2/70)

MUHAMMAD KENYETTA
1120 Dorian Drive
Apt. B
Chester, Pa.
(Also has telephone
215 -TR 2 -7093
Installed 12/4/69)

The National Computer memory. Using
a teletype link to the National Crime Info Center, the Phila. office can check on
any person, car, firearm, or item to see
if any other F131 office or any police
dept. is looking for it.

ALL AGENTS
TO
FROM : SAC (66-6036)
DATE : 1/3/69
SUBJECT: NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION
CENTER (NCIC) TERMINAL INSTALLATION IN FIELD OFFICES — PHILADELPHIKTERMINAL
On 1/2/69, Philadelphia FBI Office NCIC terminal '
was given sole responsibility for the entry and up-dating of all information into the computerized data bank
located in the Identification Building in Washington.
During the past two weeks since the terminal was
installed, the Chief Clerk's Office personnel assigned to
become qualified in the use of the terminal have been
making various entries and inquiries of the computer.
They are now able to prepare and send most of the
messages in the language and format the computer is
programmed to understand.
A good number of "Hits" have already been scored
from our terminal and the resident agents and headquarter city agents involved with these hits can readily
attest to the value of the terminal.
In an effort to assist the SA personnel in realizing
as rapidly as possible the value of our terminal, the
following information is being set forth:
LERERALLOMMENTS
1. The NCIC and our NCIC terminal are merely an
investigative aid or tool of our trade and is only of value to us if used, and the more it is used the greater
will be the value to all personnel.
2. Accuracy of the information introduced into the
computer and strict adherance to NCIC message formats is of ultimate importance. Therefore, reference
to the NCIC manual during preparation of information
for entry is the fastesland only way. The computer
will reject all entries or inquiries containing errors in
eithcritarmat or coding
3. NCIC manuals have been assigned to the NCIC
terminal; each supervisor; all resident agencies; and
additional copies are available in the reference library.
These manuals should be kept up to date with the various inserts being received from the Bureau.
4. NCIC terminals are presently being installed in
various FBI offices with the hope that all oltices will

tip

have terminals on line with the computer in
the not
agent to bring about the updating of the data
slimed
too distant future.
in the computer through various cancelling,
modifica5. Field office procedures for handling the
papertion, locate, clear, or add alias messages based
upon
work relating to NCIC matters arc very much
in a dethe investigation by him or by auxiliary office
s. the
veloping stage with neither the Bureau nor
the field
supervisor, upon noting limn an incoming comm
having prior precedence as guides. Accordingly
uni, procation that the NCIC data should be update
d, will so
cedures developed in Philadelphia may be chang
ed
stamp that communication and direct it to
the case
from time to time as better methods appea
r evident.
agent so that the proper updating entry might
be made.
6. Items 1, 2, and 3 attached hereto arc
suggestions
The updating entry, Once formulated, is then
routed
by the Bureau NCIC unit for the handling
of property
to the terminal for appropriate handling. Each
message
items; fugitive matters; and office of origin
matters as
sent from the terminal is initialed and dated
by the
they relate to our NCIC terminal. THFY
terminal operator. The hard copy relating to
SHOULD BE
each mesREAD AND UNDERSTOOD BY ALL SA
sage will be attached to the request for the
PERSONmessage.
NEL
The case agent should in all instances satisfy
himself
7. Item 4 contains one copy of each of the forms
that the data stored in the computer is accura
te and
now being used by our terminal to make inquir
suppo
rted
by the results of the investigation.
ies or
entries. A general familiarity with these forms
Prior to the receipt of an NCIC terminal by
should
this ofbe obtained by all agents.
fice the Bureau NCIC unit entered in our behalf
various
RQUIINUTESKELLIRE.SEall.biCLC.
EWs on our fugitives. SAs having fugitive cases
should
MATTERS IN THE PHILADELPHIA GELE
request a ZW (Inquiry on a Wanted Person)
CE
for their
DESERIEB...CASES
appropriate fugitive cases so that they might
IALaELEASE
determine
VIOL ATORS, AND PAROI E VIOLATOR
what information is stored in the computer
S
concerning
Upon receipt by this office of an FD-5S3 (Abse
their fugitives.
ntee
Wanted by the Armed Forces) this form is routed
In entries relating to vehicles, guns, articles,
by
and
the Chief Oerk to the supervisor no.7 who
securities as defined in the NCIC manual, the
will stamp
following
on the form "Enter NCIC" and indicate the
routing within the Philadelphia Office will be
case is to
followed:
be opened and assigned. After being provid
A supervisor or SA determining that an item
ed a file
warnumber by the roter and opened, it is then
rants entry will prepare the appropriate entry
routed to
form for
the NCIC terminal for the entering of a Wante
that type of item based upon the NCIC criteri
d Person
a and
Entry (EW). The NCIC terminal operator will
will thereafter route the entry form to the termin
then real,
cord on the FD-553 the NCIC number, her
where after entry, the hard copy will be attach
initials, and
ed to
date, and route the form back to the desk.
the entry form, date stamped, and returned
Thereafter,
to the suthe rotor operator will stamp on the file front
pervisor. Updating messages relating to these
below
entries
and to the left of the space provided for the
will be routed in the same fashion. IT IS TO
Bureau
BE NOTfile number the first NCIC number. The hard
ED
THAT THE PHILADELPHIA OFFICE IS NOT
copy
TO
print out by which the computer acknowledg
ATTEMPT ENTRY, MODIFICATION, CLEA
es the reRING,
ceipt of the EW entry is attached as Page 2
OR ADDING ALIASES TO ANY RECORD
to the FDORIGI553 from which the entry was made. The case
NATING WITH ANOTHER FBI
agent,
upon receipt of the 553, satisfies himself that
the data
entered into the computer conforms to the
data on
the 553. The rotor operator will also show
HANDLING FUGITIVE MATTERS
on an NCIC
recap sheet which will remain as the top-m
AS RELATED TO NCIC
ost sheet in
the file (and not serialized) the NCIC numb
er for this
subject, the number of the serial requesting
I. General comments regarding entering fugitiv
the entry
es
in NCIC, and the data concerning the subseq
A. Field offices with NCIC terminals will be responsiuent
clearing or cancellation of this entry.
ble for entering in NCIC all FUDE's, PV's,
EFP's,
Fugitives for whom we are origin which origin
Bond Default and CRV's on which your office
ate
is
from other Bureau communications such as
00. Also, all fugitives where process was obtain
condition.
ed
al release violators and parole violators will
by
your
office whould be entered with your office
also involve the same routing of communications
as ORI regardless of whether your office is
but with
00 or
the ASAC's desk.
not.
All available information called for by the NCIC
Other fugitives resulting from cases in which
B.
our ofWanted Person record format is to be entere
fice obtains process for a subject will be entere
d when
d by the
terminal after an FD-65 fugitive form letter
the initial entry is made.
is received
from the appropriate squad. This form must
C. The entering field office (ORI) will be responsible
be in final
draft. The terminal operator, after making
for accuracy of data contained in an NCIC
the entry,
wanted
person's entry and for maintaining correct
will record on our office copy the NCIC numbe
status of
r for
the record, subsequent to the initial entry. This
the EW, her initials and date. Thereafter, the
hard copy
will
of the entry will be attached to the FD-65
include modifications to change, delete or add
which is
newthen date stamped and returned to the appro
ly acquired identifying data.
priate
supervisor.
D. Vehicles should be made part of a fugitive's NCIC
record only when the vehicle is known to be
After the original entry of a wanted person
is made
in the
into the computer, it is the responsibility of
fugitive's possession.
the case

E, The entering field office (ORI) should insure that
when a vehicle and/or license plate associated with
a subject has been recovered, the vehicle and/or license plate is promptly removed from the fugitive's
NCIC record fillegib/e/
F. A print-out will be furnished quarterly to each office showing those fugitives in file for that office.
Each wanted record should be validated for correct
content and status. The Bureau (attention: NC1C)
is to be provided a summary of the result of your
validation check,
G. Coding of FD-65 is to be done on your field office's
copy of FD-65 and not on those copies being submitted to the Bureau.
II. FUDES
A. Following receipt of the initial Bureau communication with Defense Department forms — 553 (DD553) attached, Supervisor indicates open and assign
and places notation "ENTER NCIC" on copy of
DD-553. The case is opened, and a field office file
number is assigned. (File number (OCA) is needed
for entry of FUDE in NCIC.) The DD-553 with Supervisor's notation thereon is furnished to the
NCIC terminal for entering of FUDE in NCIC.
B. Terminal operator enters FUDE in NCIC, insuring
that military service number, social security number and any scars, tattoos and marks are placed in
- the record. Terminal operator attaches the original
machine "hard copy" of the entry message with the
computer's acknowledgement to the DD-553. In addition, the terminal operator stamps the DD-553
"ENTERED NCIC", initials and places the date immediately adjacent to the stamp's impression.
C. Both documents are returned to the appropriate supervisor and/or case agent. (Following verification
by the supervisor or case agent that the entry contains all available identifying data, it is permissible
to detach and dispose of the machine's "hard copy:'
if desired.)
PV's and CRV's
A. Following receipt of the initial Bureau communication with copy of PV or CRV warrant attached,
Supervisor indicates open and assign and places notation "ENTER NCIC" on copy of incoming Bureau
communication. The case is opened and a field office file number is assigned. (Field office file number
is needed for entry of PV of CRV in NCIC.)
B. Sufficient information to enter PV or CRV in NCIC
should be developed through file review or investigation and subject should be entered as soon as the
necessary data is obtained. This data may be fur- •
niched by roughdrafting a copy of an FD-65 which
will serve as the source document for the terminal
operator. The roughdraft FD-65 should be attached
to a copy of the incoming Bureau communication
which reflects supervisor's notation "ENTER NCIC"
and furnished to the NCIC terminal.
C. The terminal operator enters the PV or CRV in
NCIC and attaches the original machine "hard copy"
of the entry message with the computer's acknowledgement, to the incoming communication. The
terminal operator stamps the incoming communica-

lion "ENTERED NC1C", initials and places the date
immediately adjacent to the stamp's impression.
D. The Bureau communication with the machine "hard
copy" attached is furnished to the appropriate supervisor and/or case agent. (Following verification
by the supervisor or case agent that the entry contains all available identifying data, it is permissible
to detach and dispose of the machine "hard copy"
if desired.)
IV. Fugitives (including PBV's and Bond Default) in
all classifications other than FUDE's PV's or CRV's
A. Following preparation of the appropriate copies of
the FD-65, all copies are to be furnished to the NCIC
NCIC terminal for entry of the fugitive in NCIC,
( The_fugirive must be entered in NCIC prior to_submission o JD-65's to the Bureau )
B. The terminal operator enters the fugitive in NCIC
and records (in legible handwriting) the NCIC number assigned that entry,in the "NCIC number block:'
on allsopies of the FD-65's. The terminal operator
attaches the original machine "hard copy" of the
entry message with the.computer's acknowledgement to the office copy of the FD-65. In addition,
the operator stamps all copies of the FD-65's "ENTERED NC1C", initials and places the date immediately adjacent to the stamp's impression. (The ED65's are stamped to the right of the NCIC number
block.)
C. Appropriate Bureau copies of the FD-65 are forwarded to the Bureau. (The supervisor may elect
to initial for outgoing to the Bureau prior to or after entry of subject in NCIC.)
D. The field office copy of FD-65 with the machine
"hard copy" attached is furnished to the appropriate desk and/or case agent. (Following verification by the supervisor or case agent, that the entry
contains all available identifying date, it is permissible to detach and dispose of the machine "hard
copy", if desired.)

/page missing'
letter should be furnished to the terminal using the
above procedures as related in paragraph A, above.
C. Information (where identification positive) furnished from the Identification Division in response
to a form FD-9 should also be closely reviewed for
any necessary modification of the fugitive's record.
Where modification is needed, this information
should be furnished the NCIC terminal using procedures set forth in paragraph A, above.
VI. Apprehension of fugitive where record is on file
in NC1C
A. When a fugitive is located and your office is ORI in
the fugitive's NCIC record, you have the responsibility of clearing the record.
1. Fugitive is located by your office — Subject's
NCIC record should be immediately cleared with
substantive case file reflecting that this has been
done. Your office's copy of the apprehension
communication should be stamped "NCIC
CLEARED" with the terminal operator's initials
and date immediately adjacent to the stamp's
impression. (Clearing of subject's NCIC record
should not be delayed, while apprehension corn11

municalion is being prepared.)
fugitive. (Note: when process is dismissed
2. Fugitive is located in another Divisionl
in "UNs territory
LAW
FUL FLIGI IT FUGITIVE MATTERS
Upon receipt of communication from anoth
" foler
lowing apprehension, the fugitive's NCIC
Division that one of your I tigitive's has
record
been loshould be cleated based on the apprehensi
cated, the NCIC record Ion his fugitive
on data,
should
rather than cancelled.)
be immediately cleared. The incoming
apprehension communication should be stamped
"NCIC
OFFICE OF ORIGIN (00) AND
CLEARED" with the terminal operator's
initials
CHANGES OF 00 IN FUGITIVE
and date immediately adjacent to the
stamp's
MATTERS AS RELATED TO NCIC
impression.
B. When a fugitive is located by your office
and your
The field office identifer of the office in
office is_notahrQRJ in the fugitive's NCIC
which prorecord,
cess was filed and warrant issued is entere
you should not attempt to clear his recor
d in the 0-igd, buk rainating Agency (ORI) field in all Bureau
ther you should immediately place a locate
fugitive NCIC
against
Wanted Person entries, except for three
the fugitive's NCIC record. Your office
fugitive classi•
's copy of
fication: FUDE's, PV's, and CRV's.
the outgoing apprehension communica
tion should
In Fugitive Deserter matters (42's), Parol
be stamped "NCIC RECORD LOCATED"
e Violator
with the
and Conditional Release Violator matte
terminal operator's initials and date imme
rs (70's) the Ofdiately
fice of Origin (00) is designated by the
adjacent to the stamp's impression.
Bureau. The
00 will enter these fugitives in NCIC with
C. The terminal operator following either
the identithe clearing
fier of the 00 in the ORI field. When the
or placing of a locate against a fugitive's
Bureau desigrecord will
nates
a
new
00, the new 00 will immediately enter
stamp the communication (FD-220, tel.
airtel, etc.)
subject in NCIC with their office's identi
to reflect "NCIC CLEARED" or "NCIC
fier in the ORI
RECORD
field. The former 00 will cancel their NCIC
LOCATED", initial and place the date
entry for
immediately
the
fugitiv
e after observing that the new 00 has
adjacent to the stamp's impression.
placed
an entry in file. (Of course, the NCIC Contr
D. The operator will attach the original
ol Room at
machine "hard
SOG
will
handl
copy" of the clear or locate message with
e the necessary cancellation or entry
the corntransactions for those offices presently
putor's acknowledgement to the comm
without an NC
unication
IC terminal).
reflecting the location or apprehension
of the subject, and furnish both to the appropriate
supervisor
and/or case agent. (Following verification
that the
HANDLING PROPERTY ITEMS
appropriate clearing or apprehension data
has been
MATTERS AS RELATED TO NCIC
placed on file in NCIC, it is permissible
to detach
and dispose of the "hard copy".)
1. General Comments
E. When FUDE is located outside the
country and
A. Vehicles (including Aircraft)
Bureau notifies that investigation shoul
d be discon1. Basically stolen vehicles are entered
tinued, the ORI should immediately cance
in NCIC by
l subject's
local Law Enforcement Agencies. Excep
record from NCIC. That is, the supervisor
t in unshould
usual instances, stolen vehicles should
place notation on incoming Bureau disco
not
be enntinue
tered in NCIC under a 26 classification.
communication "CANCEL NCIC RECO
Reasons—
RD" and
(1)
The elements of theft and interstate trans
furnish to the NCIC terminal. Following
cancellaportation must exist for the ITSMV statu
tion of subject's NCIC record, terminal
te to
operator
be
applic
able. (Usually the latter element is not
stamps the communication "NCIC RECO
RD CANknown until the vehicle is recovered);
CELLED", initials and places the date
(2) In
immediately
many instances notification of the vehic
adjacent to the stamp's impression. The
les recovoperator
ery
is
not provided the Field Office, which would
attaches the original machine "hard copy"
of the
leave an invalid record on file in NCIC.
cancel message with the computer's ackno
(to be exwledge.
plained.)
ment to the communication and furnis
hes both to
2.
Renta
l/Leasing Company vehicles should not
the appropriate supervisor and/or case
be
agent. Upon
entered by Field Offices. Such vehicles
notification by the Bureau that fugitive
are to be
investigaplace
d
in
NCIC by a local law enforcement agention is to be re-instituted the Bureau desig
nated 00
cy when a theft report is made and a comp
should immediately enter FUDE in NCIC
laint
.
is filed with appropriate warrant being
F. When any fugitive other_thattallID
issued
L is located
charg
ing embezzlement, theft, etc..
outside of the country, the NCIC recor
d concern3- A sought after vehicle (not necessarily
ing that fugitive Amid not he cleared,
stolen)
located or
positively identified as being used in the
cancelled. Subject's NCIC record shoul
commisd remain in
sion
of
a
kidna
pping, extortion,
an active status, regardless of whether
the field ofbank robbery, crime on a government reser
fice's substantive case is placed in pendi
vation,
ng inactive
etc., should be immediately entered in
or closed status.
NCIC
as a felony vehicle. The NCIC record of
VII. Dismissal of process
such felony vehicles should indicate that latent
A. The NCIC record concerning a Burea
fingeru fugitive
print
proce
ssing is desired (Message Key EF-P).
should be cancelled by the ORI when
outstanding
Where firearms were used in the comm
process is dismissed prior to apprehensi
ission of
on of the
the crime the felony vehicle was involv
ed in, the

NCIC record should be flagged with caution
statement "Aimed and Dangerous." i.e. Message
Key would be EF-F.
4. A print-out will be furnished quarterly showing
those vehicles and license plates on file in NCIC
for your office.
S. Guide lines set forth in paragraphs 1 through 3,
above, do not preclude entry of stolen vehicles
in Bureau cases such as IT SP (87); TFIS (15);
TGP (52); CGR (70); etc..
B. Guns (stolen/missing/recovered)
1. Most field office entries of firearms will be made
from CGR (70); TFIS (15); ITSP (87); BR Matters (91); Fugitive Matters; TGP (52); etc.
2. Firearms recovered in connection with Bureau
investigations should be checked through NCIC.
3. Stolen/missing firearms which are the subject of
or involved in Bureau cases should be placed in
NCIC immediately.
4. Insure that the barrel length and any other
unique markings which appear on any firearm
being entered are placed in the record at the time
the original entry is made.
/page missing—the !allowing section appears to
be about bonds and securities/

4. But money or other currency, bonds or securities
• taken as part of the loot involved in BR, BB or
BL cases should be entered in NCIC immediately.
5. Suspect and recovered money should be checked
through NCIC.
6, A print-out will be furnished annually (in June)
showing those securities on file in NCIC for your
office.
7. Refer to the NCIC Operating Manual for assistance when entering a consecutively serialized
group of securities in a group record.
II. Initial entry of property items in NCIC
A. Property involved in substantive Bureau violations
should be entered in NCIC as soon as possible, provided criteria for entry in the appropriate file is met.
B. To facilitate Immediate entry of property involved
in a new case, (i. e. a case which has not been assigned a file number) the field office file number
may be entered in the OCA field as 15-NEW, 52NEW, etc. However, it is essential that these records
be modified to show the assigned file number. (The
dash should always be placed in the field office file
number in the OCA field.)
C. Information concerning the item(s) to be entered
may be furnished to the terminal by one of the following means:
1. Set forth in legible hand printing on the appropriate NCIC Entry Form.
2. Furnish the terminal with the document, intraoffice communication or serial which sets forth
complete descriptive data concerning the items
to be placed in file.
3. Using the NCIC Entry Form (or NCIC Operating
Manual) as a guide, furnish the NCIC terminal
with a rough-draft of necessary data to place
the item(s) in file.
D. Subsequent to entry of item(s) terminal operator

attaches the original machine "hard copy'' of the
entry message with the computer's acknowledgement to the form, communication, roughdraft, etc.,
which served as the source document. Both arc returned to the appropriate supervisor and/or case
agent.
E. The serial, in the substantive case file, which contains the descriptive data concerning the items which
were entered in NCIC should be stamped "ENTERED IN NCIC", with the date and initials of the person who entered the items immediately adjacent to
the stamp's impression. (The machine's "hard copy"
may be disposed of, if desired, following verification
by the supervisor or case agent, that the entry or
entries contains all available descriptive data.)
. Modification of existing record
Reid office NCIC records concerning property
should be modified to.reflect changes, additions or
deletions of identifying data developed following
placing of the property in NCIC. Communications
reflecting changes, additions or deletions should be
furnished to the NCIC terminal for modification of
the property's record. That is, lets, airtels, tels, in'ter/intra office communications, etc., which reflect
changes, additions or deletions in the title or text
should be noted by the supervisor "MODIFY NCIC"
and a copy furnished the NCIC terminal. The supervisor or case agent should specify what data is
to be added, changed or deleted. e.g. "MODIFY
NCIC — add VIN, see p. 3"; "MODIFY NCIC add Barrel Length 2"." Following modification of
the record, the terminal operator attaches the original machine "hard copy" of the modify message
with the computer's acknowledgement to the communication. Additionally. the terminal operator
stamps the communication "NCIC MODIFIED",
initials and places the date immediately adjacent to
the stamp's impression.
. Recovery of property where record is on file in
NCIC
When an item is recovered and your office is ORI
in the property's NCIC record, you have the responsibility of clearing the record.
1. Property is recovered by your office — NCIC record for item(s) should be immediately cleared
with the substantive case file reflecting that this
has been done. Your office's copy of the communication reflecting recovery of the item(s)
should be stamped "NCIC CLEARED" with the
terminal operator's initials and date immediately
adjacent to the stamp's impression. (Clearing of
NCIC record should not be delayed while communication reflecting recovering of the property
is being prepared.)
2. Property is recovered in another Division's territory. Upon receipt of communication from another Division that property placed on file in
NCIC by your office has been recovered, the property's NCIC record(s) should be cleared immediately . The incoming communication (reflecting recovery of the property) should he stamped
"NCIC CLEARED" with the terminal operator's
initials and date immediately adjacent to the
stamp's impression.

3. When property is located by your
office and
your office is_ittnthe_ORI.in the NCIC
records
for this property, you should not attem
pt to
clear the NCIC record, but rattler you
should
immediately place a locate against the
records.
Your office's copy of the outgoing comm
unication, reflecting recovery of the property,
should
be stamped "NCIC RECORD LOCATED"
with
the terminal operator's initials and date
immediately adjacent to the stamp's impression
.
4. The operator attaches the original
machine "hard

copy" of the clear or locate message with
the
computer's acknowledgement to the comm
unication reflecting recovery of the prope
rty, and
furnishes both to the appropriate super
visor and/
or case agent. (Following verification that
the.
appropriate clearing or locating data has
been placed
in file in NCIC, it is permissible to detac
h and
dispose of the "hard copy".)
V.
Cancellation of existing record
A. Where the NCIC record is determined to be
invalid,
the record should be immediately cance
lled.

66, 67 — INTERNAL BUREAU MAT
TERS
You can't tell a thing without a phot
ograph or Beware of Pear-shaped Head
s
and Truck Drivers
2/5/71
CLERICAL APPLICANT ROUTING SLIP
NOT TO
BE SERIALIZED — DESTROY WHEN
PURPOSE
SERVED
In connection with Bureau applicant inves
tigation,
when you send a written communication
be sure to
reference prior communications either
outgoing or incoming. In addition, be sure to include
status.
I recently saw a photograph of a favorably
recommended clerical applicant. This-photograph
reflected
long sideburns and long hair in the back
and too full
on the sides. Please, when interviewing
applicants be
alert for long hairs, beards, mustaches,
pear shaped
heads, truck drivers, etc. We are not that
hard up yet.
In connection with long hair and sideburns,
where
you have an applicant that you would
like to favorably
recommend, ask the applicant to subm
it to you a new
photograph with short sideburns and conve
ntional
hair style. I have not had one refuse me
yet.

BE WEIGHED WEEKLY BY HIS SUPE
RVISOR UNTIL HIS WEIGHT IS BROUGHT WITH
IN BUREAU
STANDARDS.
RFSIDFNT AGFNTS• Any Resident Agen
into Headquarters City during any mont t coming
h must be
weighed there and his weight recorded
by Mrs. LANDSBURG. Those Resident Agents who have
not been in
Headquarters City during any month will
be weighed
by the Senior Resident Agent who will
immediately
Furnish the results to me, Attention: Mrs.
LANDSBURG. ALL RESIDENT AGENTK_W
F1GH
THE 1/79/71 RFPORT MUST RE IN THIS TS FOR
OFFICE
BY IANUARY 22. 1971,
The Wellsboro agent must be weighed
by Mrs.
LANDSBURG when he comes in to Head
quarters City,
but no more than once a month.
I expect every Agent and male clerical
employee
to maintain his weight within the desira
ble limits at
all times.
1-67.2190
1— ASAC
1—SA GWINN
1— SA SAVARD
1—SA CAPOZZELLA
1— SA MUZI K
1—SA J, O'CONNOR
1-5A C.T. ADAMS •
1—SA CHRISTENSEN
1—SA RODGERS
1—SA BRAMLEY
1—SA HENDRICKS

1—SA HANNIGAN
1—SA JENKINS
1—SA DE BUVITZ
1—SA SPIVEY
JES:MS
1171

1-66-224
1- 66.6135
1^ Each Male Employee As Above

1— Nurse
JOJ:MMR
(230)

Watch Your Weig:it
Veterans Are Used to Discipline
TO

20

: ALL SPECIAL AGENTS, MALE CLER
ICAL EMPLOYEES' INVESTIGATIVE
CLERKS, & SPECIAL EMPLOYEES
FROM : SAC JOE D. JAMIESON
DATE
: 1/4/71
•
SUBJECT: PHYSICAL EXAMINATION MAT
TERS —
WEIGFLT STANDARDS
By SAC Letter 1#65-39 dated 7/14/65,
the Bureau instructed that during the months
of July, October, January and April of each year, each
Special Agent
must be weighed and the Bureau advis
ed of the results by the last day of such months.
The next report will be due 1/29/71.
READ_QUARIERS EF.R.SONNFI All Headquarters
City male personnel will be weighed begin
ning January 11th through January 22nd, and their
weights recorded by Mrs. LEE LANDSI3URG in
the Nurse's Office. ANY MAN FOUND TO BE OVER
WEIGI IT WILL
BE REQUIRED TO LOSE THE WEIG
HT, AND WILL

DISCHARGED VETERANSI.ROGRAtL
I
The Philadelphia Division has had excel
lent success
with a direct mail approach to persons
who have just
been discharged from the military servic
es.
TECHNIQUE
On discharge, the military services comp
lete a form,
DD-214, which gives an account of the
milita
vice of the discharged person. This is maile ry serd directly
to the Selective Service Headquarters of
the state
where the discharged veteran lists his perm
anent home
address. At the Headquarters, these forms
are then
"zoned" and mailed to the various local
draft boards.
Through liaison at the State Selective Servi
ce Headquarters at Harrisburg, these forms have
been made
available to us fur review. Alter elimin
ating persons
whose service has been other than honor
able, a letter describing the advantages of working for
the FBI is
mailed.

.

.,

wArritirogri

It should be pointed out this includes both men
and women, officers and enlisted personnel.
During a test period, September 24.29, 1968, a GS2 clerk was sent to Harrisburg, Pa. During that time
he was able maddress approximately 950 letters.
,Twenty-one were returned because the veteran had
furnished the improper address. Of the remaining 930,
we have received 45 interested clerical replies and 10
interested Special Agent replies. As of this date, we
have under investigation, nine persons who appear to
be fully qualified for clerical appointment at SOG.
, By extension it can be seen that a continuous program at Harrisburg for Eastern Pennsylvania could be
expected to produce at least 30 clerical applicants of
worthwhile quality per month. Perhaps half or more
of these might receive appointments.

KEY FLEMENT_
The key element in getting a response is a letter to
the veteran which is crammed with facts, facts suffi•
cient to make the receiver think and to enable him to
make a decision as to whether or not this offer of employment is genuinely of interest. A letter containing
generalities produces much extra work as it is necessary to explain on an individual basis what the facts
are.

DISADVANTAGES
Because the discharged veteran is several years further along than the current high school graduate, some
may have had a "wild oats" period. The investigations
may be more demanding. Educational qualifications
sometimes present a problem as many of these veterans did not graduate from high school and have general equivalency diplomas.
ADVANTAGES
The cost of locating an interested applicant is very
low. Sending a G5.2 clerk from the Philadelphia office
to Harrisburg two or three days a week will take care
of all discharged veterans for eastern Pennsylvania and
will average $350-5400 pet month; this opposed to
the cost of putting several Special Agents on the road
at 51,500 to S1,800 per month, with no certainty of
equal success.
From the outset, we have a genuinely interested
prospect. These persons are mature, have already been
relocated certainly at least once and have no fear of
living in Washington, D.C. They have been subject to
discipline and orders. We are also offering a job to a
veteran, someone who has served his country.
By reviewing the DD-214 at the State Headquarters, you save up to two weeks and catch the veteran
almost before he is home. This plan saves resident agents having to go to local draft boards and work out
individual liaison arrangements, an expensive, time
consuming process. When the interested veteran responds, the papers arc then turned over to the resident
agent for handling and he works the applicants into
his quota.
This program is especially timely now as there is a
great number of veterans being discharged into Pennsylvania. For the first eight months, there were:
January
4280
5737
February
4101
• March
4425
April
May
2972
June
3977
July
6352
August
4730

Well over half of these arc in the Philadelphia territory.

CIIRRENI1ROGRM4
This office has made two recent additional weekly
mailings since September. We have received 50 interested replies from these to date and they are now coming in at the rate of 5 to 8 per day.
A sample copy of the letter sent the veteran is at(ached.

More Agents Needed

TO
: SAC (67-168851
FROM : SAC JOE D. JAMIESON
DATE : 10/2/70
SUBJECT: SPECIAL AGENT RECRUITMENT PROGRAM
By SAC letter dated 9/24/70, the Bureau advised
the Office of Management and Budget submitted a letter to the President recommending that a supplemental appropriation in the amount of 514,150,000 be
transmitted to Congress for approval. The proposed
supplemental appropriation will provide 1,000 additional Agents, 702 support personcl,and related
equipment to enable to 1-BI to cope with the rising
violations of the Federal Statutes, particularly antigambling laws, to take more effective action concerning airplane highjackings, and to keep abreast of the
violent and terroristic tactics, including bombings of
the black militants and the New Left extremists.
Director HOOVER has informed the President that
the personnel requested in the supplemental appropriation will be brought on duty and trained as quickly as possible so that they will be available to the field
to enable us to discharge these ever increasing responsibilities. I have been told there should be no question
in my mind as to this commitment. Not only must
we immediately recruit sufficient SA applicants to
meet the scheduled classes, but we must insure we
have an adequate number of non-Agent personnel on
our Eligibility List to permit the immediate hiring of
needed support personnel once the additional Agents
have reported to the field. I have been advised it is imperative that sufficient personnel be assigned to this
most vital program in order that we may be able to
fulfill our responsibilities in obtaining qualified applicants.
Each employee in this Division is instructed to furnish the names of any prospective SA applicants to
SA JOSEPH E. SPIVEY and also to furnish the names
of any prospective non-Agent personnel for the Eligibility List of this office.

Agents Must Be Educated, But There
Are No Openings Anyway

TO
: SAC (67.7190)
FROM : SA GORDON W. GWINN
DATE
: 2/22/71
SUBJECT: REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIAL
AGENT POSITION
2/

The Bureau has recently advised that the requir
ements for the Special Agent position have been
amended as follows:
SA -- Law degree, Accounting degree plus
11'magus accounting andfor auditing exper
.
knee; Degree in Physical Science; Degree plus
fluent knowledge of a foreign language, College degree plus three years professional, executive or complex investigative experience.
Salary $11,517 plus $2,870 overtime. Age
23
through AO.
Presently there are no anticipated openings
for the
Special Agent position until July 1971 or after.
Applications for the SA position are being accep
ted,
placed on tile and no further action taken.
Applicants
for the SA - Accountant position will be interv
iewed.

The Bureau still has a need for Clerical applic
ants
and lingo print technicians at 50G.
At present there are no openings for Typist
s or
Stenographers in the Philadelphia Division.

1- 67-1 68 85
1-66-244
1- EACH EMPLOYEE (332)

1- 67-24799
1-SAC
1- ASAC
1-Each Supervisor
1- Each Agent(
GWG:MS
(205)

(335)
1-67-7190
1- 67-16885
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How & When to Use Tear Gas

•

: TO ALL AGENTS
TO
FROM : SAC JOE D. JAMIESON
DATE :10/9/70
SUBJECT: TEAR GAS — AEROSOL TYPE DISPENSERS

1.‘r•

/
0<f -11%

•.

/

y

• .

•

Re SAC Letter 70-55(A), captioned as above.
Re SAC Letter authorized the use of nonlethal aerosol liquid tear gas by Special Agent personnel. We are
now authorized to issue the Mark IV (large) aerosol
tear gas dispenser; however, the smaller Mark II dispenser will not be issued. It has been determined that
in the smaller dispenser the liquid tear gas deteriorates
and a new, and more efficient, model will soon replace
the Mark II and will be promptly furnished to the field.
In general, Special Agents are to follow the same
rule concerning the carrying of aerosol type gas dispensers as they follow in carrying their revolvers. The
guidelines, methods, and circumstances under which
captioned equipment is to be used is set forth in SAC
Letters 67-56(C), 9/12/67, and 68-73(A), 12/20/68.
This material should be thoroughly reviewed prior to
using this equipment.
A review of the above-mentioned SAC Letters reflects the following pertinent instructions:
1. To be used by Special Agents working criminal
cases where physical resistance is encountered and in
high-criminal-rate neighborhoods where bystanders
might attempt to interfere with an arrest or to control individuals threatening to use a weapon from
which agents can reasonably avoid injury. Investigative
personnel should never rely on these devices to subdue
assailants armed with a potential lethal weapon.
2. In every instance where this device used a detailed memoranda must be submitted to the Bureau:
Attention Training Division, describing the conditions
requiring the use and the results thereof.
3. The equipment will be retained in the gun vault
and issued to Agents when needed on a temporary
chargeout basis by serial number with the approval of
the SAC or Supervisor.
4. In the event this equipment is used against any
person, this individual shouldbe given immediate first
aid, if possible, by flushing afflicted areas with water
and as soon as possible thereafter be examined by a
physician. Obtain from the physician a written report
of his findings of such examinations and maintain this
report for future use or reference.
1- 1.8
1- Each Agent
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A form which agents often ask people to
•sign which is correctly identified only
half way down as a waiver of rights

10.16-4/11

INTERROGATION; ADVICE OF RIGHTS
YOUR RIGHTS

Place
Date
Time
Before we ask you any questions, you must understand your :eights.
You have the right to remain silent.

Anything you say can be used against you in court.
You have the right to talk to a lawyer for advice before we ask you any
questions and to have him with you during questioning.
If you cannot afford a lawyer, one will be appointed for you before any
questioning if you wish.
If you decide to answer questions now without a lawyer present, you
will still have the right to stop answering at any time. You also have the right
to stop answering at any time until you talk to a lawyer.
WAIVER OF RIGHTS

I have read this statement of my rights and I understand what my rights
are. I am willing to make a statement and answer questions. I do not want a
lawyer at this time. I understand and know what I am doing. No promises or
threats have been made to me and no pressure or coercion of any kind has been
used against me.

Signed
Witness:
Witness:
Time:

Taps and Bugs are known to the Bureau
as Electronic Surveillance or Elsur. These
are the written rules of the game.

: SAC (92.2315)
TO
FROM : SA FRANCIS J. GAFFNEY
DATE :9/17169
SUBJECT: OMNIBUS CRIME CONTROL AND SAFE
STREETS ACT OF 1968
The following outlines contain pertinent Bureau
instructions relating to application for and procedures
to be followed in the intercept of Wire or Oral communications under the above Act:

is

SAC LETTER 68-39, 7/9/68
"OMNIBUS CRIME CONTROL AND SAFE
• *:" •
•
' a r
Federal Court Order to Intercept Wire or Oral Communications in Specific Categories of Crime requires:
1. Authorization of the Attorney General or designated Assistant Attorney General, for filing an
application by the FBI or other Federal Law Enforcement agency to a Federal Judge.
2. The application shall:
a. Identify the officer making the application
b. Identify the officer who authorized it
c. Give complete statement of facts and circumstances relied on by applicant, including:
1. details of offense which has been, is being or is about to be committed.
2. nature and location of place of intercep'
tion.
3. Type of communication sought
4. Identity of person, if known, committing
offense or whose communication is to
be intercepted.
d. Applicant must state whether other investigative procedures have been tried and failed.
e. Period of time for which interception intended.
f. History of previous applications involving
same facilities, place, or individuals.
g. The Judge may require applicant to furnish
any other testimony or documentary evidence
he believes necessary.
3. Judge may issue order authorizing surveillance:
a. If he finds probable cause for belief that person is committing an enumerated offense.
b. That communications concerning such offense
will be obtained through such interception.
c. That normal investigative procedures have
been tried and failed.
d. Reasonably appear to pe unlikely to succeed
if tried.
e. To be too dangerous.
1. That the facilities where the interception is to
be made are used, about to be used, leased to
or listed in the name of the person named in
the application.
4. Similar provisions are made for issuance of such
orders to the Attorney General of a State or the
principal attorney of a political subdivision of a
State by a State judge of competent jurisdiction.
5. Order authorizing interception of any wire or
oral communications may be isiued for no long-

er than 30 days, with extensions, as needed,
upon reapplication.
6. Emergency situations involving conspiratorial activity which "threaten the national security or
arc characteristic of organized crime" enable law
enforcement to intercept without court order if:
a. there arc grounds upon which an order could
be obtained through prescribed application.
b. In this case application must be made within
48 hours after emergency interception has
commenced.
7. A permanent recording must be made of all conversations intercepted pursuant to court order
and shall be sealed under directions of the issuing judge.
8. In reasonable time but not later than 90 days afa. Judge shall cause to be served on individuals
' named in the order and on other parties to
intercepted communications as judge may see
fit.
1. An inventory including:
a. Notice of existence of the order
b. Date of entry
c. Period Authorized
d. Fact that during the period wire or
oral communications were intercepted.
b. On showing of good cause, judge may post• pone the serving of this inventory.
SAC.111111310:3.6...7.1116.4
Absolute necessity that true copies of the original
logs be made in connection with the program of furnishing logs to the Department for possible use in
court proceedings.
There must be no deletions whatsoever of any type
markings which appear on the original logs.
BUAIRTEL 7/2/69, captioned "ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE UNDER TITLE III OF THE OMNIBUS
CRIME CONTROL AND SAFE STREETS ACT OF
1968"
During tenure of any electronic surveillance the
name of each individual directly covered, monitored
or mentioned must be included in the special indices
at Bureau and each office maintaining the surveillance.
Handled by 3x5 plain blue index card containing:
"Name (Last Name First)
Source
BUfile
Direct Coverage (date)
(date)
Participant
(date)"
Mentioned
These cards must be submitted, Attention: Special
Investigative Division, Criminal Intelligence and Organized Crime Section, each Friday.
Only one of last three items on card should be utilized.
Bureau requires one card on an individual monitored or mentioned.
If the individual was monitored or mentioned by
more than one installation submit a separate card on
each individual for each installation.
It is not necessary to list all dates on which an individual was monitored by a particular source only the
first date.

g
If an index card has been sent to Bureau showin
quently
individual mentioned and this person is subse
showmonitored by the same device and index care
ing this coverage must be sent to the Bureau.
/beginning of next page missing/
followstarting with number 1 for the first order and
(Example,
ing in sequence with each subsequent order.
Pg EDPA 1).
InHandle these sources on a strict need-to-basis.
are essure that appropriate administrative procedures
tablished for such handling.
d in
All electronic surveillance logs must be indexe
Section
accordance with instructions listed in Part II,
3, page 4, Manual of Rules and Regulations.
SACLEHEIL69:432a3/119._
Tapes which clearly contain no evidence or leads
to evidence:
A. Need not be retained after they have served
• needs of office
The Department has pointed out the following:
e
a. Frequently must disclose to court and defens
counsel recorded conversations of a defendant to refute allegation relevant information
obtained through elsur.
b. Department suggested when individual being
monitored is known by monitoring personnel or the Special Agent preparing summation
of the conversation to be subject in Federal
criminal case, the taped recording or a verbatim transcript should be retained whenever
possible.
c. When individual becomes defendant in Federal criminal case, every effort should be made
to avoid monitoring his conversations.
any
d. Effort must be made to avoid monitoring
y
conversations of anyone serving as an attorne
for a defendant in Federal criminal case.
1. Therefore, when elsur is operated in
which Federal prosecution may be involved, monitoring should be conducted by a Special Agent or Special Employee.
2, Monitoring personnel must be instructed in writing that they must immediately cease monitoring, both in person and
by electronic recording any conversation as soon as it becomes clear that any
party is either a defendant or an attorney of a defendant in a Federal criminal case.
3. Efforts must be directed at surviving
test of whether our approach not to
monitor defendants or their attorneys
was logical, reasonable, and practical. '
4. Monitoring personnel, to comply with
above, must be provided with a list of
' such defendants and their attorneys.
t5. Monitoring personnel should he instruc
ed to be alert not to monitor other individuals who are defendants or their
attorneys, in other than the substantive
case, when there is reasonable basis for
the contention that It was general public
knowledge that such persons were involved in Federal prosecutive action.
6. Monitors in the above situations are to
make a note in the log that the conversation was cut off and was not over-

7.6

heard after identifying the name of the
defendant or attorney which occasioned
the cutoff.
7. Above procedure should he followed
with conversation relating to defenie
strategy or tactics as soon as the subject matter becomes apparent. The same
should be followed when it may be
reasonably expected calls will be received from defendants or attorneys in
current or future prosecution.
8. If conversation of a defendant or one
of his attorneys should inadvertently
be overheard and later comes to attention of a Special Agent, that SA shall
immediately seal the record of the conversation, attach a memorandum certifying he has not and will not orally or
in writing relate the substance to any
other representative of the Government
or to anyone else except on order from
the Attorney General. The sealed log
and the SA's certification should be immediately forwarded to the Bureau.
Elsur logs should be confined to:
a. Basic entries of dates.
b. Basic entries of time.
c. Identification of individual monitoring
d. Notification made that monitoring ceased when
ant
one of the parties was recognized as a defend
in Federal criminal case or an attorney of such
individual.
re. Identity of reel number and location of conve
sation on the reel.
be
Summations of contents of conversation are to
tapes,
prepared only be Special Agents after reviewing
is innotes, and logs except when a foreign language
prevolved. In such instances summations are to be
pared by personnel handling the translation.
aIndexing of names is to be made from the summ
tion rather than from the logs.
ant
Proper indexing has become increasingly signific
t
interes
public
great
with
cases
or
uals
individ
so that
is used
will be identified even though only a nickname
and because of the possibility of close scrutiny by news
court.
media and general public when introduced into
1 - 92 - 2315
1 - Supervisor ty5
t Agent
1 - 'Each Soecial Agent and Residen
Assigned to Supervisor m5 rail)
(5)
ee
Employ
l
Specia
- Each
FJG:ott
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SUMMARY OF ONE DAY'S TAPPING

:SAC, PHILADELPHIA (157-2004)
TO
FROM :SA RONALD D. BUTLER
:2/4/71
DATE
SUBJECT :BLACK PANTHER PARTY
RM
The following information was excerpted from
disdata furnished on 2/1/71m by PH 1209-R*. Any
u
Burea
the
e
outsid
ation
inform
this
semination of
t
must be adequately paraphrased in order to protec

this highly sensitive source.
During a conversation between SANDRA /FS/

nt
sd

cws
rt.

dsct

in Room 206 at 45th and Chestnut. LORRAINE stated they would like a Panther to speak at the event. It
as>urned full names but w hoer deleted them to
was indicated someone from the BPP would call LORprotect the innocent and RUSSELL, RUSSELL
RAINE by 2/4/71 to confirm the speaking date.
mentioned that there was no heat in the office and
During the conversation between HERMAN and
that they had no money.
WILLIAM, HERMAN stated the Party had a five day
During a conversation between DELORES and
extension to pay a phone bill of 5363. It was indicated
RUSSELL DELORES stated that her baby was due
the telephone service would be discontinued if the bill
were not paid.
in four months.
RUSSELL reached EILEEN and left a message for
HERMAN called an unknown female at 227.5327,
her to tell SMITTY to tell MONTAE to be at staff
and mentioned that he was filling out income tax forms.
meeting tonight.
HERMAN stated he was considering filling out two reA representative of Western Union called for
ports under different names from that address.
RUSSELL advising that they had a money order for
RUSSELL placed a collect call to Wheaton, Ill., telhim to pick up.
ephone 312-665-3724. RUSSELL talked to LIBBY
SMITTY mentioned during the day that TINA
and then MOM and advised them he was leaving Philhad not been around the office for several days and
adelphia and should be in Chicago in two weeks. RUSthat someone should go see her. He then mentioned
SEL asked his mother to send him $17 to get home
BOBBY currently had the responsibility for the
which she agreed to do. RUSH LL's mother then
Liberation School.
tried to convince him to get out of the Black Panther
Party although she was unsuccessful.
DAN of the Free Press called for DANTE who
was not in. DAN advised RUSSELL that during the
SIMBA called the office just to find out what had
convention, he had rented a truck in his name for
been happening and.was advised a People's Tribunal
DANTE and another brother to haul food from New
would be held sometime in March and that a rally was
York and Philadelphia to the convention. He stated
scheduled for February 28, in honor of BOBBY
the truck was not returned for two weeks, and that
SEALE. The location of these events was unknown to
his father had received a call from a collection agency
RUSSELL at the present time. SIMBA requested that
and was advised that $400 was owed on the truck and
he be furnished any further information regarding the
the agency has a three-state alarm out for DAN at this
matter.
time. DAN stated he had talked to DANTE and had
RUSSELL called the Greyhound Bus Terminal to
been advised the Party had paid 590 for.full payment
obtain scheduling information for a bus to Pittsburgh
on the truck. DANTE was to call DAN at GA-3-3161.
and was told he could catch a bus at either 6:30 or
DOC reached DANTE at 222-4053 and related
8:30 p.m. tonight.
the above story. DANTE instructed DOC to have DAN
DOC called DAVEY (female) at 724.3497 to ask
bring the bills into the office and stated that the Panwhat was happening at her school and to inquire about
thers would deal with them. The subject of the constudent unrest. DAVEY stated there was no unrest
versation then turned to TINA ALLEN and DOC statand that nothing was happening at ail. DOC then mened that TINA claimed she was being treated cruely
tioned a meeting for parents and students of all schools
by the Party members. DANTE said she should attend
which was to be held at the Church of the Advocate,
a meeting, discuss her griefs, and then make up her
18th and Diamond, on 2/3/71, at 7:30 p.m. It was inmind whether she was going to stay in the Party or
dicated MUHAMMED ICNYATTA was to be the
get out. DANTE then confided to DOC that he would
speaker. This meeting is to show the parents and stulike to move out of "this place." DOC stated he had
dents what's going on in the schools.
"already made his move."
During the conversation between DOC and SMITTY,
GERALDINE called WILLIAM regarding the vehiit was indicated PAT would handle the Breakfast Procle belonging to the BPP and was told that the car was gram 2/2/71 for the North Philadelphia section. SMITa 1964 Chevrolet and that the engine had completely
TY then commented that they couldn't give PAT the
stopped running. BROWN stated that they were think- keys to the building because she was merely a coming of getting a VW bus. GERALDINE then stated she
munity worker. DOC then asked if SMITTY's section
had just talked to her friend who gets cars from sherhad been successful in obtaining stock and SMITTY
iff's sales in New jersey, and that he expected to have
stated he had received 16 reams of mimeograph paper.
something in a couple of weeks. GERALDINE stated
DOC instructed him to be sure that he hid the paper
the friend who obtains the cars name is CARTER, and away from the office because there couldn't be any
it was learned that the disabled 1964 Chevrolet is
stock piling at any of the offices. SMITTY mentioned
parked at 36th and Haverford, but was going to be
that th6 "pigs" were starting to get "uptight" and that
moved in front of the Party Headquarters. GERAL"Pig" WINCHESTER had been sitting outside the ofDINE stated that CARTER would pick up the car and fice all weekend. DOC commented that this was good
that if he could repair it cheaply, he would give it back and stated they would have to keep the pressure on
to the Party so they can have two cars if they got the
the "pigs."
VW bus,
MONTAE called DOC to advise he couldn't be preLORRAINE (LNU), telephone TR 7-8692, called
sent at the meeting tonight and was instructed to write
RUSSELL to advise West Catholic High for Girls is
a resume and send it into the office. During the conhaving a Black Workshop 2/6/71, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., versation between HERMAN and SMITTY, HERMAN

27

mentioned the Party was going to cut down the telephone expenses by having the buzzer system removed
because it was too expensive. SMITTY stated he had
put a lock on the phone upstairs but would keep the
phone because they would need it for the Doctor if
and when they get onc.
DANTE called HERMAN to advise the neighborhood was saturated with "pigs" and was asked by
HERMAN if the "machinery" was all set up for
such things. DANTE said the machinery was ready and
that they had "everything going for them."
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100 — WHITE LEFT:
GENERAL DIRECTIVES

Internal Newsletter on the New Left
An Agent Behind Every Mailbox

Separating New Left from Old

: DESIGNATED EMPLOYEES
TO
FROM :SAC
DATE : 9/16/70
SUBJECT: SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS & ORGANI7ATIONS
During the recent inspection this office was instructed to separate security matter supervision to create a
"New Left" and an "Old Left" desk.
Squad H 3 was designated to he the "Old Left"
desk. While retaining espionage and foreign intelligence
matters, it will handle the investigations of all organizations and individuals who fall in the "Old Left" category. Generally, "Old Left" means the Communist
Party and the various splinter and Trotskyite groups
which have been in existence for many years. The
youth groups and satellites of the Communist Party
and these splinter groups are also to be handled in the
"Old Left" category and on Squad #3.
Squad /Pt was designated to handle "New Left"
matters which includes both organizations and individuals. This is a relatively broad term insofar as newly
formed organizations with leftist or anarchistic connotations. Among other things, desk //4 will be responsible for such matters as SDS, STAG, underground
newspapers, communes, commune investigations, the
Resistance.
- It is not contemplated that such organizations as
the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, SANE, AFSC, etc., which have long been in existence and arc now attempting to polarize themselves
toward revolting youth will be considered within the
investigative purview of "New Left." To include such
organizations would defeat the purpose of setting up a
flexible activist group designed to deal with violent
and terroristic minded young anarchists.
1- 100 • 49107
1 • Each SRA (Circulate within RA)
1 • Squad 114)16)
1 • Each Supervisor (10)
1 - Night Supervisor
JCO: hal
(40
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NEW LEFT NOTESPHILADELPHIA
9/16/70
Edition H1
This newsletter will be produced at irregular intervals as needed to keep those persons dealing with New
Left problems up to date in an informal way. It is not
a serial and is considered an informal routing slip. It
should be given the security afforded a Bureau serial,
classified confidential, but may be destroyed when original purpose is served.
The New Left conference at SOG 9/10-11/70 produced some comments:
In disseminating reports recommending for the SI
it is preferable to designate and disseminate to Secret
Service immediately and put the FD-376 (the buck
slip to Secret Service) on the second Bureau copy.
There was a pretty general concensus that more interviews with these subjects and hangers-on are in order for plenty of reasons, chief of which arc it will enhance the paranoia endemic in these circles and will
further serve to get the point across there is an FBI
Agent behind every mailbox. In addition, some will be
overcome by the overwhelming personalities of the
contacting agent and volunteer to tell all — perhaps on
a continuing basis. The Director has okayed PSI's and
SI's age 18 to 21. We have been blocked off from this
critical age group in the past. Let us take advantage of
this opportunity.
In payments to informants, if the tsdal of services
and expenses to an informant is less than $300 in a
lump sum payment or per month, our request for such
payment is handled within division 5. If the lump sum
payment or monthly authorization is $300 or more, it
must be approached on a much higher leVel. Note: If
an informant is to travel outside our division and we
initially go in and request expense payment of less than
$300, it can be handled simply while the services payment can be requested later based on what he has produced.
A New Left Events Calendar will be maintained by
Squad hitt secretary. When from reviewing underground newspapers, calls from outsiders, complaints
or informants we know of a demonstration gathering,
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educational, or similar event planned by a New Left
group, it should be given to SA DAVENPORT who
will coordinate this calendar. He will log it with
/44
secretary. This will enable us to project ahead what
manpower needs we will have and enable us to answer
all kinds of queries about the date we know a particu
lar event is scheduled. It will correlate the knowle
dge
of all.
Again on the subject of informants, there have
been a few instances where security informants
in the
New Left got carried away during a demonstration,
assaulted police, etc. The key word in informants,
according to Bureau supervision, is "control." They
define this to mean that while our informants should
be
privy to everything going on and should rise to the
maximum level of their ability in the New Left Movement, they should not become the person who carries
the gun, throws the bomb, does the robbery or by
some specific violative, overt act becomes a deeply
involved participant. This is a judgment area and any
actions which seem to border on it should he discuss
ed.
"Armeda_rx Dangerous." Remember that every
case which bears the Weatherman word in the caption
must include the armed and dangerous warning in
each
communication just as armed and dangerous is carried
in criminal cases.
Anti-Riot Law on 176 classification matters are now
handled on desk #4. If they are racial in nature,
they
will continue to be handled on ff9 desk. The basic
legal statutes for them are Title 18, Sections 231,
245,
and 2101. The Manual of Instructions should be
referred to on this topic.
There are about 30 fugitive
under investigation
in this division where the basic violation grew out
of
New Left activity. Most are assigned to one agent.
They
will be reassigned in the near future so that each
agent
on Squad fr/4 will have about two of these
cases. The

cases

(document missing'

Keep an Eye on all Students!
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TO
: SAC (100 - 50538)
FROM : SA WILLIAM B. ANDERSON, IR.

DATE
: 9/23/70
SUBJECT: STAG

Each Resident Agent for whom a copy of this memo is designated has received a copy of Bureau
letter
to all offices dated 8/28/70 including the above
title.
There follows a listing by Resident Agents of colleges and universities in the area covered by his Resident Agency with the enrollment according to latest
available figures.

kaiSMI*OritenAMS
Dallas,
Lucerne
, Pa.
Kings College
Wilkes-B,arre
Lucerne
Pa.
Lucerne
County
Community College
Wilkes•B, arre
Lucerne
Pa.
Wilkes
Willres.BCollege
Lucerne
, arre
Pa.

Woliee
, 04 s
1.951

College

Bethlehem. Northampton.

1,881

Pa.

1,499
3,097
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GettysburgCollege
Gettysbu
rg. Adams, Pa.
Luthera
Gety n Theolo gical Seminary
York Colleg
York,
York, ePe.of Pennsylvania

1,583 •
195
2,084
Q9
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SANE CLW.intERSNIAN
Elizabethtown College
Elizabethtown, Lancaster. Pa.

1,896

Franklin & Marshall College
Lancaster, Lancaster, Pa.

2,393

Lancaster Theological Seminary
Lancaster, Lancaster, Pa.

119

Millersville State College
Milers'/111e. Lancaster, Pa.

4,688

5A ROBERT O. HORAN
Baptist Bible Seminary
Clarks Summit, Lackawanna, Pa.
East Stroudsburg State Collage
East Stroudsburg, Monroe, Pa.

2,626

Marywood College
Scranton. Lackawanna, Pa.

2,000

University of Scranton
Scranton, Lackawanna, Pa.

2,963

5A RDEaftl_E....1ENKINS
Manslielo State College
Mansfield, Tioga, Pa.

2,754

56 GEORGE H KEENA.N_
Evangelical Congregations' School of Theology
Myerstown, Lebanon, Pa.
Lebanon Valley College
AnnvIlle, Lebanon, Pa.

41
1,348

SA MICHAEL H. MELVIN
Immaculate College
immaculate. Chester, Pa.

945

Lincoln University
Oxford, Chester, Pa_

1.010

West CrICSNIT State College
West Chester, Chester, ft.

7.751

5A WILBUR S. METCALF
Harrisburg Area Community College
Harrisburg, Dauphin, Pa.

2.950

5A .18MES L. O'CONNOR
Cheyney State College
Cheyney, Delaware, R. ,

1.985

Community College of Delaware County
Nadia, Delaware, Pa.

1,263

Crozei Theological Seminary
Chester, Delaware, Pa.

117

Our Lady of Angels College
Glen RIddle, Delaware, Pa.

305

Cabrinl College
Radnor, Wayne, R.

425

Eastern Baptist College
St. Davids, Wayne, Pa.

531

PMC Coll eges
Chester. Delaware, Fe.

3,025

Swarthmore College
Swarthmore, Delaware. Ft.

1,072

Virlanova University
Villanova, Delaware. Pe.

8,150

5A RONALD E. PAGE
Wilson College
Chambersburg, Franklin, Fe.

" 670

5A ALAN REIGHLEY
Albright College
Reading, Berks. Pa.
Alvernla College
Reading, Berks.
Kutztown State College
Kutztown, Barks, R.

1.583
258
4,442

5ARLCIIAELLIJ—JtaaERS
Bloomsburg State College
Bloomsburg, Columbia, R. '

3.867

BUCkne I I University
Lewisburg. Union, Pa.

2.807

Susauehanna University
Selinsgrove, Snyder,'Pe.

1,210

Each Resident Agent provide Coordinator JOHN C.
F. MORRIS of Squad t/4, the following information
by 10/1 /70:
(1) current number of university or college sources
on the academic or administrative staff including security officers broken down under those categories.
(2) number of current student security informants
or PSIS.
(3) any other current sources for information re
student agitation (by position or agency).
(4) identity (i.e., professor, police officer, student)
of any of the above who can provide you with ad:
vanced information on student agitation.
(5) listing of what information of Bureau interest
cannot be obtained from the university or college (not
limited to STAG).
(6) brief outline of steps you propose to increase,
strengthen and improve your coverage with respect to
STAG.
I want facts, not double talk. This information is
not for statistical purposes or to measure RA accomplishments. We have a job to do and cannot get where
we are going until we know where we are. Wtth the data from the respective RAs in hand, we can see
where we are and go from there.
Furnish the requested information in any legible
form, informally referring to this memo and keying
your answers to the above numbers. Each university
or college should be listed separately.
There are some institutions of higher learning within areas covered by some RAs where there has been
no student agitation and where none is to be expected.
Where this is the case, so state without belaboring the
six points, except for #5. This should be commented
upon based on your present knowledge.
.1 - 100 - 50538
1 - Each SRA (17)
WBA:ds
(18)

Whereto file what on the

New Left and SDS

SIUDENTSIDRADEMOSAATICSIKIELY
100.46556
1013-46556-Sub A
100.46556-Sub B
100-46556-Sub C
100-46556-Sub 0
100-46556-Sub E
100-46556-Sub F
100.46556-Sub G
100-46556-Sub H
100-46556.Sub I
1110.46556-Sub .1
100-46556-Sub K
100-46556-Sub L
100.46556-Sub M
100-46556-Sub N
100.46556-Sub 0
100.46556-Sub P
100-46556-Sub Q
100-46556.Sub R
100-46556.Sub 5

SDS
NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS
PENN STATE
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
TEMPLE
LEHIGH and MORAVIAN
BUCKNELL
FRANKLIN & MARSHALL
SWARTHMORE
HAVERFORD and BRYN MAWR
VILLANOVA
DICKINSON
MANSFIELD STATE
LAFAYETTE
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE
FUNDS
PUBLICATIONS
ROSEMONT
WEATHERMAN
TELEPHONE & LICENSE TAG
CHECKS

NEW LEFT MCLVEMEILT
100.50241
100-50314
100-50315
100-50316

NEW LEFT MOVEMENT (CONTROL)
ORGANIZATIONS
MEMBERSHIP
FINANCES
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100-5031 7
100-503 18
100-50 319
100-50320
100-5032 1
100.50322
100-50323
100-5032 4
100-50325
100-50326
300-50327
100-50328
100.50329
100.50330
100.50331
100.50332
100-50338
10051890

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE
PUBLICATIONS
VIOLENCE
RELIGION
RACE RELATIONS
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
IDEOLOGY
EDUCATION
SOCIAL REFORM
LABOR
PUBLIC APPEARANCE OF
LEADERS
FACTIONALISM
SECURITY MEASURES
FOREIGN INFLUENCE (INTERNA1 IONAL RELATIONS)
MASS MEDIA
KEY ACTIVISTS
STUDENT AGITATION
MENTAL DISORDERS

STUDENT AGITATION
100-50538
100-50556
100-50621
100-50622
100-50559
100-50623
100-50624
100-50625
100-50626
100-50627
100-50628
3 00-5 06 29
100-50630
100.50631
100-50555
100-50633
100-50632
100-50634
100-50635
100,50636
100-50G37
100-50677
100.50638
1013-50639
100.59640
100,50676
100-50641
101,-50642
100-50643
100-50680
100-51465
100-51378
100-51466
1 0 0-5 14 64

MAIN FILE
ALBRIGHT COLLEGE'
BEAVER COLLEGE, GlensIde
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE, Bryn Mawr
BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY, Lewisburg
DICKINSON COLLEGE, Carlisle
DREXEL UNIVERSITY, Rtiladelphia
ELIZABETHTOWN COLLEGE, Enz.
abethtown
FRANKLIN & MARSHALL COLLEGE, Lancaster
GETTYSBURG COLLEGE, Gettysburg
HAVERFORD COLLEGE, Haverford
JUNIATA COLLEGE, Huntingdon
KING'S COLLEGE, Wilkes Barre
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, Easton
LA SALLE COLLEGE, Rhiadeipnia
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY. Bethlehem
LEBANON VALLEY COLLEGE,
Annville
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, Uncoln
University
LYCOMING COLLEGE, Williamsport
MORAVIAN COLLEGE, Bethlehem
MUHLENBERG COLLEGE, Allentown
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, University Park
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, Philadelphia
SUSQUEHANNA UNIVERSITY.
Selinsgrove
SWARTHMORE COLLEGE, swarthmore
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY, Philadelphia
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA,
FhiladeloMa
UNIVERSITY OF SCRANTON.
Scranton
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY, Villanova
WEST CHESTER STATE COLLEGE,
W. Chester
WILKES COLLEGE, Wilkes Barre
KUTZTOWN STATE COLLEGE.
Kutztown
LUZERNE COMMUNITY COLLEGE.
Wilkes Barre
COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF DELAWARE CO.
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How to convince a college administrator
to cooperate with the Bureau.

Reuling
FD-.41 rA••. 4-111-M

To:
Director

FILE

i°°

Att,:
Title

0 SAC
•

ASAC
Sum/ gent ‘igril

W702 ?

CO./itr77-4/h10 Ci/Z-kAl 4,5-pr
LeN

0 SE
0 IC
RE:

0 CC
0 Steno
0 Clerk

El

Rotor R:

ACTION DESIRED
• Acitnawledg•
CD Open Case
0 Assign _Reassign
Prepare lead cords
0 Bring file
U Prepare tickler
CD Call ref
ED Return assignment curd
Correct
(= Return file
0 Deadline
0 Search and return
• Deadline passed
0 Sc. me
CD Delinquent
0 Serial .0
0 Dix continue
p Poo Ei R echarge
0 Expedite
(=Send to
0 File
0 Submit new charge out
0 For information
0 Submit report by
ED Handle
0 Type
I= Initial & return
U Leads need attention
CD Return with explanation or notation
or to action token.

R eturn

Bureau has suggested attached reprints
be furnished to
educators and administrators who are
esta
blished sources.
It may bo mailed anonymously to colla
ge educators who have
shown a reluctance to take decisive acti
on against the
"Now Loft".
Positive results or cournents by recipien
ts
should be furnished to the Bureau. LE -1MC
o
F
Insms rrick) AAA nNy RESucT S •
SAA

...—.-- Sao reverse

"Civic!,

32.

side

a rin n

Office

It.t.rolf4+04-A.t.

(.1•):11...4:014•11-04...s1
/The "attached reprints"are copies of an
article entitled "Campus or aittleground? Columbia
is a Warning to All American thiversities" which first
appeared
in the May 20, 1968, issue of Baryons (a
publication of
Dow Jones (3 Company). Written by an instru
ctor at
Columbia's Graduate School of Business,
the articel presents a right-wing analysis of SDS in gener
al and the
events at Columbia in particular. I

-1

SAMPLES FROM PARTICULAR
INVESTIGATIONS

Alert all relevant informants to
War Resistors conference

TO
DATE
FROM
SUBJECT

: SAC (100-50737)
: 8/1/69
: SA THOMAS F. LEWIS
: CONFERENCE OF WAR RESISTERS, INTERNATIONAL, HAVERFORD, PA., 8/25-31/69
lS — MISCEI 1 ANFOUS

By letter dated 7/18/69, Bureau instructed this office determine events connected with captioned conference in view of current international situation and
the Paris Peace Talks.
Through established sources only make inquiry
concering this conference to determine its scope and
whether or not there are any indications it will generate any anti-U.S. propaganda. Be_most discreet in
handling this matter.
Each-Agent and SRA receiving this memo should
discreetly contact appropriate sources and informants
in line with Bureau instructions. Efforts should be
made to have informants and sources attend the conference.
Submit results to # 3 Supervisor by 8/22/69.
1 - 100-50737
1 - Each SRA (14)
I - SA DURHAM (PH 216-SHPH 481-S)(PH 480.5)
1 - SA CARTER (PH 23-S)(TATMAN)
• SA UZZELL (PH 27-S)
1 • SA INYLAND (PH 61-5)
1. SA E. A. SMITH (PH 210.51
1 - SA PIERCE (PH 55-S)
1 - SA BLAIR (PH 306-5)
1 - SA BREMER (PH 345.5)IPH 506.51
4 -SA M. P. SMITH (PH 24)-S)(PH 575.5)(PH 931-5)
- SA WALSH (WAXMAN)
1 - SA DOYLE (PH 398•S)(PH 431,S)(PH 1001-S)
1 - SA SNODGRASS (PH 460-5)
1 • SA DAVENPORT (PH 469.S)IPH 475-5)
`TEL: MS
(21)

The Philadelphia Red Squad reports to
the Bureau on an anti-war demonstration
in Philadelphia

On May 1, 1968, LI. GEORGE FENCL, Ovil Disobedience Unit, Philadelphia fblice Department, Philadelphia, PA., furnished to SA JOHN R. WINEBERG a
copy of a 00 Disobedience report dated April 26,
1968, concerning the demonstration that date sponsored by SDS. A copy of this item is attached for dissemination to individual files.
Information previously.reportcd to the Bureau in
LHM dated May 10, 1968.
Friday, April 26, 1968
34th & Market Street
(N. W. CORNER)
CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE TEAM
P1 cmn. R. BAGLEY /14788
a.Plcmn. I. DEVINE H2194
Plcmn. H. NEMETH /0052 pi cmn. R. VAUSE H4690
PI cmn. W. GRAVES #4263
Plcmn. R. PAUL H6963
Plcmn. J. GRIMES ff3722
P1 cmn. M. PALME R H6008
Plcmn. C. WARREN /42134 PI cmn. W. CURTIS #3696
Plcmn. P. MAGNER H2906 PI cmn. T. THOMPSON H2011
Plcmn. H. SHEPPARD H3387 PI cmn. D. LOGUE /12317
P1 cmn. L. FARRELL #1498
Plcmn. J. CRESS1 /11813
El. S. JEFFERSON H917
DET. J. CASON #717
b POLICEWOMEN: SGT. M. GRAHAM ft480
PW.S. ROBINSON H6550
c. Photographers: PHOTO'S TAKEN.
d. Ralice officials on the scene: Lieutenant FENCL
#86 & SGT. GRAHAM H480
e. Cars assigned to detail: //C — 7 (Communications)
f/C — 4 —HC —6 —//C-10—

#C — 12 —#C-1— #D-27
ACTIVATED:
a. Activated, Friday April 26, 1968 1:35 PM
b. Activated by Lieutenant FENCL #86 & SGT. M.
GRAHAM //480 Ovil Disobedience Unit.
c. Location of assignment: (KW. Corner) 34th & MarIce_t_Street

DEMONSTRATORS:
a. Name of organization: "S.D.S,"
b. Reason for demonstration: Protesting research for
weapons being used in VIETNAM
C. Demonstration leader William DAVIDON
(Coordinator)
d. There were (100) demonstrators and no spectators
at the highest count taken.
e. Identification of demonstrators: William DAVIDON
— V.F.P. (Coordinator), Stanly CHAPLIN — S.D.S.,
K. MURPHY — C.N.V.A., Daniel FINNERTY — C.N.
V.A., Dr. Robert ROTMAN — "SANE", Daniel SILVERMAN — P.A.D.U., Steven KUROMIYA — S.D.S. &
D.L.C.

a. "SCIENCE IS FOR HELPING PEOPLE NOT RETO

: SAC (100 - 49715)

FROM : SA WILLIAM S. BETTS
DATE : 6/7/68
SUBJECT: TEN DAYS OF PROTEST AND RESISTANCE, APRIL 21-30, 1968
INFORMATION CONCIRNING fIS)

MOVING THEM IN VIETNAM OR WEST PHILADELPHIA"
LUCID ENTS.
a. There were no incidents during the course of this
demonstration
b. F.B.I. notified, and also Police radio.
e. The handling of this detail was under the direct supervision of Lieutenant FENCL H86 Civil Disobedience

Unit.

PRESS — TV — RADIO COVERAGE

33

!!”Mnsetrimr.,

a. WCAU —TV — Ron MILLER
DEACTIVATED:
a. Deactivated on Friday, April 26,4968 4:25 PM
B. Deactivated by Lieutenant FENCE H86 CD.
FUTURE PLAN4_1S,C.ElatilNED..
a. On Thursday, May 2, 1968 S.D.S. will have a meeting at 3406 airing Street, Time Unknown at this time.
13— Philadelphia
1 - 100 - 49715
1. 100 .48700 (PHILADELPHIA MOBILIZATION
COMMITTEE)
1 • 100 • 46556 (SOS)
1 - 100. 38658 (WILLIAM DAVIDONI
1 - 100 - 49158 STEVE FRASER)
1 • 100.49938 MIKE TINKLER)
• 100 • 48980 DAN FINNERTY)
1 - 100. 35526 ROBERT ROTMANI
1 - 100 - 48755 STEVE KUROMI YA)
1 • 25 • 39330 ( AN SILVERMAN)
3 - 100 • Dead ( STANLEY CHAPLIN)
1 • 100 • Dead ( BILL STANTON)
1. 100- Dead (CATHY MURPHY)
WSB/hn
(13)

Alexandira, Va., FBI office reports on
Quaker Action demo at Pentagon. Philadelphia gets copies because three participants are from area.

U.S. MARSHALL'S OFFICE IN ALEXANDRIA. PROTESTORS WERE PREDOMINAN1 LY WIII1 E, MALE
AND FEMALE, AND RANGED IN AGE FROM APPROXIMATELY 17 TO 45. IN -HIE AREA I3UT NOT
ARREST ED WAS LAWRENCE SCOTT, EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY, QUAKER ACTION GROUP.
AUSA DAVID SWERSKI, EDVA, ALEXANDRIA, ADVISED THOSE ARRESTED WERE: ROVAN WEINSDORFER, [ FIJI supplied addresses. We
have deleted them./ BALTIMORE, MD., PAUL L.
JENKINS, BALTIMORE, MD., TOM LEGG, BALI IMORE, MD., GENE SESSIONS, PALMER SINGLETON III (AGE 17) WARRENFORD, PA_MISS CANDACE PUTTER. PHILADELPHIA, MISS FRANCINE
BASKIN, PHILADELPHIA, PA., THEY ARE BEING
CHARGED WITH LOITERING AND WILL HAVE
A LATE AFTERNOON HEARING BEFORE U.S.
MAGISTRATE STANLEY KING.
ADMINISTRATIVE:
RE AX TEL TO DIRECTOR AND WFO, 7/10/69
PENTAGON SECURITY POLICE (GSA)
SPOKESMAN IS CAPT. VERNON E. PARTAIN.
AIRMAIL REGISTERED COPIES TO BALTIMORE, PHILADELPHIA. LOCAL DISSEMINATION
BEING MADE TO AUSA, SECRET SERVICE, AND
MILITARY AGENCIES.
AX WILL CONTINUE TO FOLLOW ARRESTS
AND REPORT DISPOSITIONS.

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT Date: 7/17/69
(Type In plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE

(.a-rcty)

TO
: DIRECTOR AND IVE0
FROM : SAC, ALEXANDRIA (100-71) (P)
SUBJECT: A QUAKER ACTION GROUP; IS— MISC
ON JULY 17, INSTANT, A SPOKESMAN FOR
THE PENTAGON SECURITY POLICE, GENERAL
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (GSA), ADVISED A
GROUP OF ABOUT 25 AFFILIATED WITH A QUAKER ACTION GROUP (AQAG), ARRIVED AT THE
PENTAGON AT 12:30 PM, THIS DATE, TO PICKET
AND PROTEST U. S. ACTION IN VIETNAM. SOME
OF THE PEOPLE WENT INSIDE THE PENTAGON
BUT APPROXIMATELY 18 OF THEM REMAINED
OUTSIDE AT THE RIVER ENTRANCE ON THE
STEPS AND SIDEWALK WHERE THEY READ A
LIST OF THE AMERICAN WAR DEAD IN VIETNAM, HANDED OUT A FLYER AND DISPLAYED.
SIGNS READING: "WE MOURN VIETNAM WAR
DEAD"; "FIGHT WAR, FIGHT HUNGER"; "END
THE WAR AND REBUILD OUR CITIES". THE
FLYER WHICH WAS HANDED OUT WAS ENTITLED, "WHY DO WE SPEAK OUT AT THE PENTAGON?" AND WAS PUT OUT BY AQAG. COOPERATING SPONSORS WERE LISTED AS CATHOLIC
PEACE FELLOWSHIP, EPISCOPAL PEACE FELLOWSHIP, PHILADELPHIA RESISTANCE, WAR
RESISTORS LEAGUE.
THOSE WHO ENTERED THE PENTAGON
WENT TO THE CONCOURSE AREA WHERE THEY
READ A LIST OF THE WAR DEAD. OFFICIALS
ADVISED DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ON LOOKERS TO SEPARATE THEMSELVES FROM THE
PROTESTORS AS THE PROTESTORS WERE TO •
BE ARRESTED. SEVEN DEMONSTRATORS WERE
ARRESTED AT 12:50 PM AND TAKEN TO THE

Date: 8/5/69
Transmit the following in
Via AI BIEL

(Type In plaintext or code)
(Priority)

TO
: DIRECTOR, FBI (100 - 445453)
FROM : SAC, ALEXANDRIA (100 -71) (P)
SUBJECT: A QUAKER ACTION GROUP
IS — MISCELLANEOUS
Re Alexandria teletypes to the Director 7/10,
7/11, 7/17, 7/18,7/24, and 7/31/69.
Enclosed for the Bureau are ten copies of an
LHM titled "A Quaker Action Group," and for other
offices which are origin on the demonstrators arrested
at the Pentagon is one copy each of the self-explanatory LHM covering demonstrations at the Pentagon by
the captioned group on 7/10, 7/17, 7/24 and 7/31/69.
Spokesmen for Pentagon Security Police, General Services Administration, arc Major HENRY J.
SPROW and Captain VERNON E. PARTAIN.
Alexandria will continue to follow arrests and
report dispositions on demonstrators arrested at the
Pentagon.
Copies disseminated locally to AUSA, EDVA.,
U.S. Secret Service, 116th MIG, 051 and NISO.
2— Bureau (100-445453) (Enc.-10)
1— Baltimore (Enc.-1) (R M)
1— Boston (Enc.-1) (FIM)
— Cleveland (Enc.-1)
1 — Philadelphia Enc.-, (HMI
1 — PlItsourgrt (Enc..1) (MA)
1 — New Haven (Enc..1) (RMI
1 — Newark (Enc.-1) I VIM)
1—New York (Eric.-11(RMI
— Louisville (Enc.-1)
3 — WFO (Enc...11
2— Alexandria (100-71)
JPM:kma
(14)

Alexandria, Virginia
August 5, 1969

Some of these people went inside the Pentagon but
approximately 18 of them remained outside at the
river entrance on the steps and sidewalk were they
A QUAKER ACTION GROUP
read a list of the American War Dead in Vietnam,
handDEMONSTRATIONS AT THE PENTAGON
ed out a flyer, and displayed signs reading, "We Mourn
Vietnam War Dead," "Fight War, Fight Hunger," "End
On July 10, 1969, a spokesman for the Pentagon
the War and Rebuild Cur Cities." The flyer handed
Security Police, General Services Administration (GSA),
out
was entitled, "Why Do We Speak Out At The Pentag
advised that a group of about 30 affiliated with A
on?"
and
was
put out by AQAG with cooperating sponsors
Quaker Action Group (AQAG), arrived at the Pentag
on
listed as the Catholic Peace Fellowship, Episcopal
Building at 12:40 p.m. on July 10, 1969, to picket
Peace Fellowship, Philadelphia Resistance and War
and protest U.S. action in Vietnam. By a previous
Reagreesistors League.
ment reached between Department of Defense OrliThose
who
entered
the Pentagon on July 17, 1969,
cials. and members of AQAG on July 2, 1969,
the
went to the concourse area where they read a list
group was permitted to picket peacefully at the river
of
the war dead. Officials advised Department of Defens
entrance to the building. I-bwever, by agreement
e
they
onlookers to separate themselves from the protest
were not to be admitted to the concourse area inside
ors
as
the
protest
ors
were
to
be
arreste
d.
Seven
demonstrathe building which consists of many public shops
and
tors were arrested and taken before U.S. Magistrate
stores. Six protestors lined up outside the river entranc
in
e
Alexan
dria.
Present
but not arrested was LAWRENCE
across from the parking lot and held three signs readSCOTT
.
ing, "End War, Fight Hunger," "Too Many People
Have
.Assistant U.S. Attorney ALFRED D. SWERSKY,
Died," and "End the War, Rebuild Our Cities." Ten
to
Eastern District of Virginia, advised those arrested
twelve other protestors sat or stood on the Pentag
on
were: ROVAN WEINSDORFER, Baltimore, Md.;
steps at the river entrance and took turns reading
a
PAUL L. JENKINS, Baltimore, Md.; TOM LEGG,
list of Vietnem war casualties. The protestors ranged
Baltimore, Md.; GENE SESSIONS, Washington, D.C.;
in age from about 20 to 60 and were composed of
PALMER SINGLETON, Ill , Warrenford, Pa.; CANboth males and females and were predominately
DACE PUTTER, Philadelphia, Pa.; FRANCINE HASwhite. The group was led by LAWRENCE SCOTT
,
KIN, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Executive Secretary of AQAG.
These individuals, excluding PALMER SINGLEAt the same time the above demonstration was ocTON, III, a juvenile, were charged with loitering and
curring, a counter-demonstration occurred outside
the
released on personal recognizance pending a hearing
river entrance near the parking lot. There were two
,
date set for August 13, 1969.
male adults and two teenage boys protesting the
presOn
July
24, 1969, a spolesman for the Pentagon
ence of AQAG and they held signs reading, "Aid
to
Security Police advised that a group of about 30 people
America'a Enemies, Courtesy of Parasites and Timid
affiliated with AQAG arrived at the Pentagon at 12:30
Politicians" and "Why This Ghoulish (line illegible)
p.m. on July 24, 1969, to picket and protest action
in
Our Men Rest in Peace." This group was led by (First
Vietnam. Some of the protestors went inside the PenName Unknown) LIVERMORE, reportedly represe
nttagon but approximately 50 of them remained outside
ing parents of sons who died in Vietnam and he had
the river entrance on the steps and sidewalk where
gotten a permit in advance to counter-protest there.
they read a list of the American war dead in Vietna
m
At approximately 12:50 p.m. on July 10, 1969,
and handed out a flyer and displayed signs reading
,
.another group of six to ten members of AQAG who
"End the War, Fight Hunger," "End the War, Rebuil
d
had entered the Pentagon shortly after their arrival
in
Our Gties," and "Too Many People Have Died." The
the area, began reading a list of the Vietnam War
dead
flyer which was handed out was entitled," Do You
in the concourse area of the building. Shortly thereKnow These Facts About the Vietnam War?" and
after they were told to disperse by JAMES H. MADwas
put out by AQAG with cooperating sponsors listed
DOX, Assistant Chief, GSA Guard Force, and that
as
the
Catholi
c
Peace
Fellow
ship, the Episcopal Peace Feltheir presence was in violation of GSA rules and regulowship
,
Philade
lphia Resistance, and War Resistors
lations. MADDOX indicated an opportunity would
be
League.
given them to disperse as requested, however, they
The
protestors who entered the Pentagon went to
continued to read in violation of his order. He then
the concourse area where they read a list of the war
ordered GSA policemen to arrest the six directly
indead. Officials advised them to stop or be arrested
volved in the action. In the area but not arrested was
and
when they did not stop, nine of the protestors were
LAWRENCE SCOTT, Executive Secretary of AQAG
.
placed
under
arrest
and
taken before the U.S. MagisThe six arrested were taken before the U.S. Magist
rate
trate in Alexandria, where they were charged with
in Alexandria, STANLEY KING, and were charged
trespassing
under the Assimilated Crimes Act, Title 18,
with loitering. Those arrested were: WINSLOW AMES
,
U.S. (ode, Section 13, and Virginia Code 18.1-1731.
'Street addresses deleted' Saunderstown, R.I.; Miss
Those arrested were: JAMES M. BALARD, Philade
RILMA BUCKMAN, aeveland, Ohio; JOAN NICHO
lLphia, Pa.; LAWRENCE SCOTT, Philadelphia, Pa.;
SON, Philadelphia, Pa.; JACK FERTIG, Washington,
EDWARD
GOOD
STEIN
,
Upper
Darby, Pa.; JOHN W.
MC.; the Reverend EDWARD L. LEE, JR., Philade
lBOTTON, Philadelphia, Pa.; DOUGLAS ARMSTRONG
phia, Pa.; SAM LEGG, Baltimore, Md.
,
Boston
,
Mass.; NA I HANILL W. PIERCE, New York,
No charges were placed against FERTIG who was
a
N.Y.; MICHAEL C. CUNNINGHAM, Winchester,
juvenile. Those arrested were released on personal
Ky.;
reGARY A. WOODS, Philadelphia, Pa.; BARBARA
cognizance pending a hearing on August 11, 1969.
NORCROSS, Media, Pa.;
On July 17, 1969, a spokesman for the Pentagon
On July 24, 1969, one counter-demonstrator (First
Security Police advised that a group of abour 25 affilName Unknown) LIVERMORE picketed the AQAG
iated with AQAG arrived at 12:30 p.m. on July 17,
group and held an American flag and a sign with
1969, to picket and protest U.S. Action in Vietna
m.
printing on both sides. The first side read, "I Object
to
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the Use of My Son's Name by these Parasites." The
other side read, "America. Comes High, Is This Farce
Your Contribution???"
Co July 31, 1969, a spokesman for the Pentagon
Security Police advised that a group of about 30 people
affiliated with AQAG arrived at the Pentagon shortly
after noon time to picket and protest U.S. action in
Vietnam. At the main entrance to the Pentagon approximately 30 men and women sat on the steps and took
turns reading the names of the American War dead in
Vietnam. Across the parking lot nine demonstrators
held photographic enlargements of Vietnam wounded
and oppressed and a poster reading, "What Quakers
Sec in Vietnam." Those on the steps had a poster reading, "We Mourn Vietnam War Dead." One counterdemonstrator carrying an American flag displayed a
poster protesting the use of his son's name by the
other demonstrators. The Quakers also distributed a
flyer entitled, "Do You Know the Trust About Vietnam
Troop Withdrawl?" This flyer was put out by AQAG
with endorsements from the Catholit Peace Fellowship,
the Episcopal Peace Fellowship, the Philadelphia Resistance and the War Resistors League.
At approximately 1 p.m. on the concourse inside
the Nntagon on July 31, 1969, about 20 men demonstrators gathered and attempted to hold a mock religious service on an interdenominational altar set up
at the southern end of the concourse. Seven males
and three females formed a semi-circle around the alter and three other men dressed in clerical garb placed
a loaf of bread and a bottle of wine on the alter. They
were asked to clear the area by Pentagon Officials and
one of their group, who was taking pictures, started
embracing the other demonstrators. This entire group
of 14 was arrested and taken to the U.S. Marshal's Office in Alexandria. At that time Assistant U.S. Attorney
ALFRED D. SWERSKY, Eastern District of Virginia,
advised that his office decided to release those arrested
because they were attempting to hold a "religious exercise" on the altar of the interdenominational space
reserved at the southern end of the concourse. Those
arrested on July 31, 1969, were: TOM CORNELL,
New York, N.Y.; BOB CASTLE, Jersey City, N.J.;
BILL WENDT, Washington, D.C.; DOUG ARMSTRONG. Williamstown, Mass.; NATHANIEL W.
PIERCE, New York, N.Y.; PAUL JENKINS, Baltimore,
Md.; THOMAS H. WHITCROFT, Pittsburgh, Pa.;
CARLTON HARGRAVES, New York, N.Y.; MIKE
ELTON HARTNEY, Portsmith, N.H.: ROVAN V.
WEINSDORFER, Baltimore, Md.; ROBERT F. HASKELL, New York, N.Y.; CATHERINE WARREN
WILSON, Storrs, Conn.; CATHERINE ANN WIRTZ,
Washington, D.C.; MARILYN FOSTER, Baltimore,
Md.
This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; It and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Monk thinks he has a lead on the capitol
bombing; FBI agent assigned to the lead
makes notes on monks' background from
FBI master file before he visits the monastary.
MEMORANDUM
TO
: SAC, PHILADELPHIA '
FROM
: SC PAUL B. MURRAY
DATE
; 3/2171

Co 3/2/71 at approximately 10:15 AM, Brother
PATRICK Villanova Monastary, Villanova, Pa., called
the Philadelphia office and advised that he may have
information pertinant to the bombing of the Capitol '
building, Washington, D.C., 3/1/71. The brother stated
that a Monastary car had been signed out for the entire
weekend, prior to the bombing. to Father CASEY,
who is an instructor and hall rector at Villanova University. PATRICK further advised that CASEY is a
sympathizer with the BERIGAN'S in their recent
court trial.
PATRICK will be available for interview between
the hours of 2:00 and 4:00 PM 3/2/71.
SA MULDERIG advised 3/2/71.
1-PhIlaaeipnia
PBM/Pbm
(1)

Brother Patrick's File
Wm Bohmann aoppenburg, Germany 4-22-01
prof. in 1939 since 1955 Sacristan [illegible'
Brother Patrick dim old priest t??/
John L. Hemmer ord. 9-9.67 Thos M. Casey ord
11-6-65 Theology resides: 5-30.39 at P. P.
Sunday Holy Child of N. Broad St. P. P. Sat a
week — at
last Sat at St. Joe's step 'illegible'

Swarthmore registrar helps the Bureau get
background on a student who happens to
be a Congressman's (D. Wisc.) daughter.

MEMORANDUM
: DIRECTOR, FBI
TO
: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (100-51799)
FROM
SUBJECT : JACQUELINE REUSS
INFORMATION CONCERNING—
SECURITY MATTER
Re Bureau airtels to Alexandria, Et Al, 10/30/70
and 11/12170.
MARJORIE WEBB, Secretary to the Registrar,
Swarthmore, College, SwarthmorerPa., an established
source who requests that her identity be protected, on
11/17/70 advised the files of that office indicate that
one JACQUELINE REUSS was born 10/15/49 at
Paris, France, and is an American citizen. She listed
her residence as 470 North Street, Southwest,
Washington, D.C., 20024. She listed her father as
HENRY 5. REUSS and her mother as MARGARET
MAGRATH REUSS, same address as mentioned
above. The records indicated that she graduated in
June 1967 from the Cidwell Friends School, Washington, D.C., and started at Swarthmore College as a
freshman in September 1967. The records indicated
that during the spring semester of 1Sfi9 she attended
the Aiv-Marseilles, Avignon, France. The following
two semesters she attended the Parix—X in Nanterre,
France. She subsequently returned to Swarthmore
College in September 1970 where she presently is
attending school. Her major is French and, has many
courses in the liberal arts field. Her residence while
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attending Swarthmore College is listed as 905 South
47th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. It was nbted that in
June 1969 she requested a transcript of her credits be
sent to the University of Wisconsin.
2-Bureau I RMI
1...Alexandria (RM)
1-Mllwaukee ( RM)
2-WPO (f1M)
2-Philadelphia (100-51299)

.I LO :t ac

Upland Institute
100-48367
Mrs. Esther Quinn, 475 Horseshoe Dr., Media Pa.
phone 565-1865
secretary to John W. Thomas
Director of studies at
Upland Institute
talked 1/3/66
furnished info to Bill !illegible]

A pretext phone call (agent pretends to
be a friend passing through town) gets
parents to divulge information on their
daughter, who is being investigated for
being a YSA member.

MEMORANDUM
10
: SAC, CINCINNATI (100-18919)
FROM
: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (100-51777) (P)
SUBJECT : VIRGINIA MAE THOMAS
SM-YSA
Re: Cincinnatti letters dated 9-25.70 and 11-18-70.

Mrs. HAZEL GALLAGHER, Assistant Manager,
Chester Credit Bureau, Inc., Chester, Pa., which cover
covers Drexel Hill, Pa., on 11-20-70 advised the files
of that office indicated no record of the subject.
Detective WILLIAM GORDAN, Police Department, Upper Darby, Pa., on 11-20-70 advised the files
of that office indicated no record of the subject.
A pretext telephone call (pretext of a friend
passing through Philadelphia, Pa.) was made to the
residence of of subject on 11-20-70 by SA JAMES L.
O'CONNOR. Subject's mother informed that subject
is presently working as a receptionist at the main
office of the Industrial Valley Bank and Trust
Company, 1518 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., telephone
561-3000-extension 204. She further advised that
captioned subject had majored in journalism while at
Ohio University and was scheduled to graduate in
June of 1970 but learned that she was one credit
short for the requirements for a degree.
LEADS:
Cincinnati Division
At Athens, Ohio
Will review records at the School of Journalism
for background information regarding subject and
conduct pertinent investigation as set forth in
referenced letters.
Philadelphia Division
At Philadelphia, Pa.
Will contact established sources and informants
for background information relative to subject.
2-Cincinnati t100.1eg19IIRmt
2Phdadelphla
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Because a Washington source said Jane
Lawhon was an "inveterate Marxist",
college administration registrars are being asked about her, as are contacts
within the Venceremos Brigade selection committee.
TO
: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM : SAC, PHILADELPHIA (100-52244) (P)
: 1/19/71
DATE
SUBJECT: JANE LAWHON

SM — ANA
Re Bureau letter to San Francisco 12/9/70.
Referenced letter requested Philadelphia to conduct security investigation relating to the subject.
Information developed through reliable sources indicated subject transferred from Bryn Mawr College,
Bryn Mawr, Pa., to the University of California, Berkeley, Calif. Subject's home address is listed as !street addresses and telephone numbers deleted!, Scranton, Pa.
In reference to the Scranton, Pa., area, the telephone
directory noted that a Colonel ZIM E. LAWHON resides at !deleted! , Scranton, Pa., telephone Idelated I.
On 1/11/71, Miss JULIA PAINTER, Recorder,
Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa., (protect identity
by request), advised SA JAMES E. CARROLL that
she was unable to locate any record pertaining to
JANE LAWHON as a present or former student at the
college.
Philadelphia indices are negative re subject and Colonel ZIM E. LAWHON.
Philadelphia continuing investigation in Scranton,
Pa.
SUBJECT CHANGED
jAhLELAwHolL
SM—ANA
Title previously carried as JANE LAWHON. —10052244
Re WFO letter to the Bureau dated 11/27/70; Bulet
dated 12/9/70; and Philadelphia letter to the Bureau
dated 1/19/71.
Referenced WFO letter states Subject is believed attending the University of California at Berkeley, and
is known to be an inveterate Marxist revolutionist, and
a type of a person that should be watched as she will
probably be very active in revolutionary activities.
The 1970-71 University of California at Berkeley
(UCB) Student Directory lists MARY J. LAWHON as
a senior in the College of Letters and Science at UCB
and residing /deleted/, Berkeley, phone /deleted/. ie
Her home address is listed at !deleted!, Scranton,
Pennsylvania.
The cross reference directory for the Berkeley area
lists the occupant of 3022 Shattuck Avenue as LARRY
KADE, phone !deleted! KADE is not listed in the
1970-71 UCB student directory, nor is he listed as an
instructor in the 1970-71 UCB Campus Directory.
Sergeant HARRY POTTER, Berkeley Police Department, advised his records contain no information
concerning either Subject or KADE.
Sergeant BOB HULL, UCB Police Department Intelligence Unit, advised his files contain no identifiable
information concerning Subject or KADE, however,
he will remain alert for any activity of Subject on the
UCB campus.
SF 1 00-6 844 1
OACl/krb
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Ota 2/1/71, CLINTON C. GILLIAM, Registrar,
UCB, advised his files indicate MARY JANE LAWHON
was admitted to the University of California at Berkeley in the month of March, 1970, and as of the period ending December, 1970, had completed Iwo quarters in the College of Letters and Science. Her chief
subject of study is listed as Greek. Due to the policy
at UCB, no additional information regarding the Subject can be released without the written release submitted by the Subject or the issuance of a subpoena
duces tecum.
San Francisco indices reflect Subject attended a
meeting of the Venceremos Brigade on 7/20/70, at 23rd
Avenue and 14th Street, Oakland, California, This
meeting was covered by SF 2231-S (reliable-protect)
who stated Subject was one of numerous individuals
turned down on their applications to be members of
the Fourth Contingent of the Vencerernos Brigade. During this meeting, there was no discussion of violence
or revolution. San Francisco source personally conversed with Subject and received no indication that
she was anything other than the average liberal minded student that is common in the Berkeley area.
al 2/5/71, SF 3427-PSI, who is familiar with raJical activities in the East Bay Area, advised Subject is
completely unknown to him.
Due to lack of information and activities of Subject,
San Francisco is not submitting a summary report at
this time. Subject is not being recommended for inclusion on the Security Index as it is felt additional investigation is acquired before this evaluation can be
reached.
LEADS;
WAS:HiNGION FIELD
LT_WASHINGIQN_D_C.: Will recontact WF 1577-S
and determine the precise reasons that this source stated Subject "is an inveterate Marxist revolutionist"..."is
far out"...and "should be watched".
2 - Bureau
2 - San Francisco
2- Phlfadelphia (100-52244)
JECriald
(6)
2 - Bureau (RM)
1 - PhiladelphiaA100.52244) (Info) (IRM)
2 - Washington Field 1RM)
2 - San Francisco
DBG/ken
17 /

Back in 1965 a "reliable source" told the
Bureau where and when the annual and
public WILPF meeting would be. 70 copies of the information went into many,
many files.
TO
F ROM
DATE
RE

: DIRECTOR, FBI (61-1538)
: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (100-9882)
: 9/24/65
: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF THE
WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM (WILPF)
IS - C

. PH 27-5, who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised on 7/30/65 and 9/8/65 that the 50th
Anniversary annual meeting of the U. S. Section,
WILPF, will be held 10/13-17/65 at Philadelphia, Pa.
The July 1965 issue of "Four Lights," published by
the U. S. Section, WILPF, reflected that MARTIN

as

LUTHER KING, JR., will address the 50th Anniver- ,
sary banquet to be held at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia.
A supplement to the July 1965 issue of "Four
Lights" sets out names of nominees for the National
Board, together with biographical data. Copies of the
names and biographical data are attached hereto.
Copies of this letter are being furnished to all offices
having branches of WILPF for information.
2 - Bureau (Ent. 2) 161•15311) (Rail)
1 • Albany (Enc. 11 (100-15221) (Info) 111 MI
3 • Atlanta (Eric. 3) (100-5778) (Info) (4M)
2 • Baltimore (Enc. 2)(100-1114) (Info) (RM)
1 - Birmingham (Enc. 11 (100•4968) (Info) (PM)
2 - BoSton (Enc, 2) (100-1430) (tnicit 1RM)
2- Buffalo (Enc. 2) (100-174821 (Info) (PM)
1 - Bulls (Eric. 1) (Info) (RM)
1 - Charlotte(Enc. 1) 1100- 7215) (Info) (PM)
1 - Chicago (Enc. 1)(100-12691) (info) 1RM)
1 • Cincinnati (Enc. 2)1100-10101) (Info) (RM)
2 - Cleveland (Enc. 2)(100-21950) (Info) (RM)
1 -Denver(Enc. 1) (100.4826) (Info) (PM)
3 • Detroit (Enc.3) (100-18671) (Info) (RM)
1 - HOnolulu (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
3- Indianapolis (Enc. 3) (info) ((PM)
1 - Jackson (Enc.)). (Info) IRM
1 • Kansas City (Froze 1) (Info) (RIM)
2 • Los Angeles (Enc. 2)1100-28977) (Info) (RM)
2- MiamI (Eric. 2)1100 - 119901 (Info) (RM)
2 - Milwaukee (Enc. 2) (100.8834) (Info) (PM)
2- Minneapolis (Enc. 2) (100-2517) (Info) (PM)
1 - Mobile (Enc. 1) (100-1599) (info) 1RM)
1 - Newark (Enc. 1 (100-37960) (Info) (RN)
1 • New Haven (Enc. 1) (100-13486) (Into) (PM)
1 - New Orleans (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
4 • New York (Enc., 4) (100-23682) (Info) 1RM)
1 • Omaha (Enc. I) (Info) (RM)
1 • Phoenix (Enc. It (Info) 1RM)
1 • Pittsburgn (Eric. 1)1100-6071 (Info) 1RM)
1 - Portland (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
2 - Richmond (Enc. 2) (Mfg:] (PM)
2-St, Louis (Lric.. w) 110u-144/21 (Into] (RM)
1 -San Diego (Enc. 1) (105-4640 (Info) (RM)
1 - an Francisco (Enc. 1) (100-7514) (Info) (RM)
2 • Seattle (Enc. 2) (100.26008) (1001 IRM)
1 -Springfield (Enc. 1)1100-99961 (Info) (PM)
1 - Washington Field (Enc. 1) (100•184) (Info) (RM)
11 Philadelphia
1 - 100.9882) (WILPF)
1 • 100-45773)/KAY CAMP)
1 • 100-dead) (FLORENCE CONARD)
1 • 105-2796) (GE RDA HARGRAVE)
1. 105-1964) (CARMELITA HINTON)
1 - 100•40646_) (DOROTHY 1-iUTCHINSON)
1 - 100)(E
JENSENI
1 - 100-462301 (MART IN LUTHER KING, JR.)
1 - 100-19665) (REBA LINCOLN)
1 • 200- ) ( ELIZABETH POLSTER)
1 • 100-dead) (ELIZABETH TOLLES)
S

A swarthmore professor might be visited
by friends of a Boston political hankrobber. College switchboard, campus police,
and postman are queried.
TO
: SAC(91.7264) P.
FROM : SA THOMAS F. LEWIS
DATE :11/13/70
SUBJECT: GILROB
Re BS Lel 11/11/70
Referenced communication set forth information
from a Boston informant who furnished information
to the effect that MR. and MRS. DANIEL BENNETT,
16 South Princeton Ave., Swarthmore, Pa. might have
some contact with the subjects.
On 11/12/70 MR. HENRY PEI RSOL, Security Officer, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa. advised
that DANIEL BENNETT is a Professor of Philosophy
at that school and in charge of the Philosophy Department. He has been there about three years having previously taught at University of Mass. MRS. BENNETT
is not employed and there are two small children in
the family ages about $ to 12 years.
The BENNETTs reside in a semi-detached house
located near PEI RSOL's residence although he dues

not have any social contact with them. PEI RSOL has
published there but he is keeping a close eye on the
noted that there does not appear to he anyone other
garage to ascertain what activity takes place there, He
than the BENNETTs residing at their ho 111C but that
said a leaflet was printed there several months ago and
numerous college students visit there frequently.
that this leaflet called for support for the Black PanBENNETT drives a two tone blue, VW station wagon,
thers scheduled for trial in Phila. in October 1970.
bearing Penna. license 5V0245. There are no other
The Chief is certain that no one lives in the garage
cars in the family and no other cars normally parked
but he has seen "hippie types" frequent the garage.
in their driveway,
He will remain especially alert for the appearance of
PEIRSOL was furnished with the wanted flyers on
the subjects and he will contact his sources and alert
the subjects and he stated he would remain alert in his
them concerning the subjects.
neighborhood for their possible appearance. Also he
On 11/12/70 MR. CHARLES GRIER, Postmaster,
will alert his sources at the college for any information
U.S. Post Office, Swarthmore, Pa. was contacted in this
about the subjects particularly any information that
matter. He was furnished copies of wanted flyers on
subjects might be in contact with the BENNETTS,
the subjects and requested to contact his carriers to
On 11/12/70 MRS. JUDY G. FEIY, Chief Switchalert them as to the appearance of the subjects in
board Operator, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa.
Swarthmore. MR. GRIER also stated that contact with
(conceal identity due to position at school) advised
the carrier who handles the BENNETT residence on
she has only limited contact with BENNETT who she
South Princeton Ave. reveals that he has no recollecis aware is in the Philosophy Department there.
tion of mail coming to that residence addressed to
She stated that BENNETT been the subject of criother than the BENNETTs. Also this carrier is certain
ticism by the school administration since he has taken
that no one other than the BENNETTs reside there.
on himself without clearing with others the responsiMR. GRIER stated he would remain alert as to any
bility of inviting controversial speakers to the school.
mail to or from the BENNETT residence which might
In early October 1970, BENNETT invited REGGIE
be significant in this case.
SCHELL of the BPP to talk on campus and he did not
(2)
clear this invitation with the school administration before hand. As a result the administration felt they received undue adverse publicity over SCHELL's appearance.
An informer reports on a meeting of the
BENNET also has conducted Philosophy discussion
groups on the topics of political and social Philosophy
Philadelphia Labor Committee
which are supposedly open to the public and this action has not been approved by the school administradon although it is regarded as action on his part over
TO
: SAC (100-46556)
and beyond his authority in altering the course curriFROM : SA JOHN T. BLAIR
culum.
DATE : 9/24/70
MRS. FEIY stated BENNETT is generally regarded
SUBJECT: PHILADELPHIA LABOR COMMITTEE
as a "radical" for this and similiar type action.
IS — SDS
MRS. FEIY was shown the wanted flyers on the
On 9/1/70, PH 948-S advised that on Friday evensubjects and she stated she is certain she has not seen
ing, 8/28/70, he had visited the residence of JOSEPH
them around that school. She wilt remain alert for any
BE RNHEIM, /address deleted]. He added that
information concerning them.
ANITA GRETZ, member of the Philadelphia Labor
MRS. FEIY will also confidentially furnish pertinent
Committee, had advised him that a meeting of the Lainformation regarding any long distance telephone calls
bor Committee was to be held that evening at
made or received by BENNETT. She chec;:ed her slips
lot/dress deleted]. Upon arriving, informant discovfor long distance calls made from the college for the
ered that the meeting was to be held on 9/1; however,
past month and noted that none were listed as being
he was invited to sit and talk awhile with those premade by BENNETT.
sent. Present was one (FNU) BENNETT and UVA
CHIEF WILLIAM WEIDNER, Swarthmore P.D.,
HENKE and wife and also DAN WASSERMAN. BENwas contacted in this matter and stiown wanted flyers
NETT, like HENKE, is reportedly an instructor or proon the subjects. He stated that these did not look fafessor at Swarthmore College and WASSERMAN is supmiliar and he does not recall having seen them at or
posed to be a student at Swarthmore. All individuals
around the BENNETT residence. He noted that the
were sitting around discussing the coming Black Panther
BENNETT's live 2 houses away from him and that his
Party Conference and smoking marijuana.
house is situated such that he can observe the BENA meeting of the Women's Liberation group was beNETT residence from the front of his house. He said
ing held in another room and there appeared to be aphe is certain that no one other than the BENNETTs
proximately eight females participating in this meeting
reside at this residence although a number of Swarthincluding REBECCA BERNHEIM, who kept going in
more College students visit there frequently. He recalled
and out of the meeting to attend her small child who
that during the past summer the BENNETTs held a
was in the kitchen. A number of other rather hippie"rock festival" in their back yard attended by more
type individuals were observed coming and going
than 50 college age youngsters. The Chief was required
from the upper floors and it would appear that the
to break this up when it got too loud but this is the
three-story house is being operated as a commune.
only occasion he has had to contact the BENNETTs in
From statements made by BERNHEIlvt, HENKE,
police business.
BENNETT, etc., it would appear that they consider
The Chief noted that the garage to the rear of the
themselves "intellectual revolutionaries," but are not
BENNETT residence has been converted into a printorganizational types and not personally activists.
ing shop and it houses enough equipment to publish
ACTION: Open and Assign New 100 case on the
a newspaper. lie does not know that a newspaper is
BERNHEIM Commune
ad)

9•Pbi1ade1pnla
1-10046555
1.100-51492 (JOSEPH (ERNHEIM)
1-100-51883 (1 NU BENNETT)
49th St.)
(BERNHEIM COMMUNE., 1008 S.
1-1001-100-512711 (JAN HENKE)
q
1400.51892 AN wAssc ramAr
1.100-51132 WOMEN'S LEB
1.100-Dmad (B
1-134-1707 Sub A (PH 948-5)
JTBIbt13
(9)

)
1-100-51132 (WOMEN'S LIBERATION
1-100.Dead (REEIBECCA BERNHEIM)

105.— ESPIONAGE
THESE ARE THE THORNIEST DOCUMENTS TO GET THROUGH, AND
NONE OF THE CASES SEEM TO BE
EARTHSHAKING. THEY DO SUG
GEST THE PARANOID WORLDVIEW
OF THE BUREAU, AND THE FUTILE
TASKS TO WHICH THEIR VIEW
LEADS THEM. THESE ARE ALSO
THE MOST BIZARRE OF THE CASES
IN THE MEDIA FILE.
The Hargraves invite a Czech folklore
a
scholar to the US. The FBI begins
It
check by checking its master file.
the
of
bers
mem
ch
staun
are
they
finds
g
Friends, attended some meetings durin
the Spanish Gvil War, and once wrote to
,
the Yugoslav Tourist office in NYC
where the letter was handled by a man
later identified by a defector as an intelligence operative.
MARCH 10, 1966
KAREL VETTERL

Gisela
"MRS. WILLIAM A. HARGRAVE, aka Gerda
arc subGeiringer, IS — YS." The HARGRAVEs who
and residjects of above reports arc husband and wife
Pa.
owne,
Lansd
e,
Avenu
ed at 18 Nyack
IAM
Results of AEAA investigation indicated WILL
ers of
A. HARGRAVE and wife were staunch memb
g with
the Religious Society of Friends and, in keepin
nces
Refere
war.
t
agains
are
y,
Societ
the
of
es
polici
GRAVE
and neighbors commented favorably on HA)
icans.
and considered him and his wife loyal Amer
eer by
HARGRAVE was then employed as an Engin
ed to his
attach
ent
statem
a
In
N.J.
en,
Camd
at
RCA
er of any
PSQ, he indicated he had never been a memb
,nor
10450
Order
tive
Execu
under
organization cited
during the
had he any intentions of joining; however,
meetings
Spanish Civil War, he attended many public
s which are
which he believed were sponsored by group
ently been
cited and consequently his name has appar
organizalisted on the mailing lists of several of these
tions.
SCEPAN
The report on Mrs. HARGRAVE indicates
t Office,
MATIJASEVIC, Director Yugoslav State Touris
ed cor509 Madison Avenue, New York, NY. Receiv
RAVE, 18
respondence from Mrs. WILLIAM A. HARG
/56.
10/11
on
Pa.,
,
elphia
Philad
e,
Avenu
Nyack
lav
'name Illegible/ a self-confessed former Yugos 6,
on 6/23/5
Intelligence Service Agent, who defected
o, (protect
advised SA /name illegible/ Rio De Janeir
VIC, Diridentity) in 3/57 that STJEPAN MATIJASE
in New York
ector of the Yugoslav State Tourist Office
Yugoslav
City, was then (3/57) a representative of the
e.
Servic
gence
Intelli
of the
Philadelphia files reflect that the 5/47 issue
article by
magazine "Survey Graphic" contained an
e WidenDOROTHY CANFIELD FISHER entitled,"Th
"The
ing Campfire arcle." This article stated that
ms" was
Shawnee Leadership Institute on World Proble
, Pastor of
VOSS
CARL
end
Rever
by
1935
in
ized
organ
rsalist
the Tutland and Woodstock, Vermont, Unive
Friends
Churches. From then to 1945, the American
sponsor of
Service Committee (AFSC) was the active
g'
the original institute, which then met at /page missin

tOn February 15, 1966, the United States Depar
ERL, Chairment of State advised that KAREL VETT
Czechoman, Institute of Ethnography and Folklore,
oslovakia,
slovakian Academy of Sciences, Brno, Czech
A. HARhad been invited by Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAM
GRAVE, Landsdowne, Pennsylvania,
tions in
to visit them and to lecture at various institu
m arthe United States in accordance with a progra
expected to
ranged by the HARGRAVEs. VETTERL
4, 1966.
depart from Prague, Czechoslovakia, on April
has
On September 24 and 25, 1961, PH T-1, who
adfurnished reliable Information in the past,
vised that the Fair Play For Cuba Committee
New
Headquarters, Room 329, 799 Broadway,
York, New York, maintained numerous names
g those'
and addresses on addressograph plates. Amon
A. HARnames and addresses was that of WILLIAM
GRAVE, Landsdowne, Pennsylvania.
ComA characterization of the Fair Play For Cuba
memormittee is contained in the Appendix of this
andum.
CONFIDENTIAL
GROUP 1
Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification -

PH 105-12749

9/10/57
Report of SA JACK R. SMALLDON dated
UR HARARTH
LIAM
"WIL
ned,
captio
elphia
at Philad
THOMAS
GRAVE -- CSC, AEAA," and report of SA
ned,
F. LEWIS dated 1110/57 at Philadelphia captio
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Jonathan Shore visits East Germany. The
Bureau investigates. His mail is opened by
the U.S. Army Operations and Research
Detachment in Bonn, and forwarded to
the FBI. When the FBI learns Jonatha t is
only 14, it reconsiders its investigation.
TO
FROM
DATE
SUBJECT

: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-205033)
: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (105.17903)
: 11/30/70
: NORMAN ION SHORE, aka
Jacobus Johannes Avram Norman Shore

(TN) IS - EG
(00-PH)
Legal Attache, Bonn Germany, to
from
Re letters
8/14/70
Bureau, dated 4/6/70, 6/5/70, 7/14/70,
and 10/12/70.
s of
Enclosed herewith for Bureau are five copie
an LHM relative to captioned subject.
rch
PH-T-1 is U. S. Army Operations and Resea
Repubal
Feder
ain,
furt/M
Frank
D),
(O&R
t
Detachmen

-

lic of Germany, as extracted from confidential communications Intercept Service (CIS) and received by
Legal Attache, Bonn.
PH T-2 Is NAT HADYWONIK, Passenger Service
Representative, KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, JFK International Airport, New York, N. Y.
Two copies of LHM are being sent to Denver Office for investigative assistance.
Enclosed LHM is captioned SECRET—NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION in order to protect sensitive source who is furnishing information of current
value as Indicated in referenced letters.
Philadelphia indices indicate a case entitled "HERBERT LANSING SHORE; SM-C" 00 Denver, BU
file 100-391691, Denver file 100.9024, and PH file
100-38072, who might be identical with father of
captioned subject. Denver letter )page
2 • Bureau (105-2050331 (Enc. 5) (RNI)
2 • Denver (Enc. 2) (100-9024) (AM)
3 • FInliadelpnla
2 - 105.17903
1 • 100-38072
JLO:mmm
(7)

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
November, 30, 1970
NORMAN JOHN SHORE
PH T-1, another government agency which conducts intelligence investigations, advised during
March of 1970 that captioned subject, who listed
his residence as 97 Palmer Atli Road, Media, Pa.,
was during that same month in contact with an
individual by the name of Mr. JOACHIM KIESSLING at the International Division of the "Free
German Youth" (youth organization of the East
German Communist Party) in East Berlin, Germany.
Subject related to KIESSLING that he was pleased
to learn KIESSLING had had an opportunity to
meet his father when subject's father visited the
G.D.R. (German Democratic Republic). Subject informed him he was pleased to be invited again to
the camp. Subject said he had learned a great deal
about socialism when he had previously attended
the camp and after his next experience at the
camp, he would be able to return to the United
States with ideas and to inform the children about
the camp.
Source said during May of 1970 that subject,
during that same month, was in contact with an
individual by the name of Mr. WERNER ENGST
at the "Free German Youth". Subject informed
ENGST that he accepted the invitation to attend
the camp and indicated that at the next camp he
would grasp the points he could not hold on his
prior visit.
Source advised during May of 1970 that subject,
during that same month, was in contact with one
J. KIESSINGER at the "Free German Youth"
whom he thanked for his assistance in helping the
subject to get into the camp.
Source advised during June of 1970 that during
the same month an individual by the name of
MEGCHELINA SHORE of 97 Palmer Mill Road,
Media, Pa., was in contact with the above-mentioned
KIESSINGER at the "Free German Youth" to tell
him that subject would be arriving on flight L0256
on July 16, 1970. leaving Amsterdam, Holland, and
subsequently leaving Berlin, Germany, on August 20,
1970, on Flight 255. She told him that subject

was issued passport number Z586415 dated June
22, 1966, which was renewed at Dar-es-Salaam,
Tanzania, East Africa, and would be valid for five
years, expiring on lunc 22, 1971. She advised him
that subject was born April 1, 1956, in Philadelphia, Pa., and his full name as indicated on the
passport is JACOBUS JOHANNES AVRAM NORMAN SHORE. She said he is five feet four inches
tall, has brown hair and blue eyes. /word illegible/
thanked him for inviting subject to the camp and
told him subject was politically much more understanding of the problems facing all of the people
throughout the world.
Source advised during July 1970 that an individualby the name of H. L. SHORE of 97 Palmer
Mill Road, Media, Pa., who presumably is subject's
father, contacted subject during July 1970 at the
International Pioneer Republic. "Wilhelm /illegible/",
Eberswalde near Altenhof, East Germany, to tell
subject of the physical and emotional well-being of
"Mom", who presumably is the subject's mother.
H. L. SHORE mentioned to the subject the war of
liberation in Mozambique and that everyone is
proud of the material on Mozambique that subject
took along and of the use he will make of it.
Source advised during September 1970 that subject, during that same month, was in contact with
both KIESSLING and ENGST, mentioned above,
at the FDJ Zeutralrat in East Berlin. Subject thanked
them for being able to attend the camp in East
Germany and said he hoped to return to study at
the camp. In his contact with KIESSLING, subject
said that the pioneer leaders were a great help in
the learning process in the camp and that he will
try to promote the [page missing)
SECRET—NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION
GROUP I
Excluded from automatic downgrading
and declassification
SAC, (100.38072) (P)
1/29/71
SA CHARLES SILVERTHORN
HERBERT LANSING SHORE
SM=C
Re Philadelphia letter and LHM entitled, "NORMAN JON SHORE, IS—EG."
Re communications requested Philadelphia to contact established sources at the University of Pennsylvanis to determine if HERBERT LANSING SHORE
is identical with the father of NORMAN JON SHORE.
The Bureau subsequently advised under the caption, "NORMAN ION SHORE" that the case on NORMAN JON SHORE (105.17903) should be closed inasmuch as the individual is only 14 years old. Also the ,
investigation on HERBERT LANSING SHORE should
be carried out under his caption.
cords, University of Pennsylvania, advised that there
is an extensive file on HERBERT LANSING SHORE
inasmuch as he is now Director of Performing Arts, Annenberg School of Communications, University of
Pennsylvania. Records indicate he does have a son,
NORMAN JON SHORE, born 4/1/56,
Inasmuch as subject is identical with the father of
NORMAN JON SHORE, his entire record will be reviewed at the University of Pennsylvania and reported.
LEADS
ALPHILADELerile,m.:
Will review the personnel file of HERBERT LANSING SHORE, report same, and recommend appropriate action.
Jr/

...v....csalwavisx.v...c.1 •

RECRUITING A COUNTERSPY

Mr. Farragut once lived in Cuba. The Bureau is in touch with him in the hopes
that he will volunteer to work for the
Cuban Mission (UN) as a spy, but really
be spying on them for the Bureau. The
Bureau has to check with the CIA to
gauge the possibility that he might turn
out to be a triple agent.

AI RTEL: 2/16/70
70
DIRECTOR, FBI (105.148456)
FROM : SAC, WFO (1.05-91485) (P)
CASTO MARIA FERRAGUT LLON, aka
IS — CUBA
(oo:WFO)
Re Bulet, 12/5/69.
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are five copies,
for Alexandria and New °leans two copies and for
New York one information copy of an LHM dated and
captioned as above, setting torth results of interview
of the subject on 2/10/70 by SA's THOMAS J. OlvIALLEY and GERARD C. CARROLL.
Enclosed LHM is classified "Secret" inasmuch as
information contained therein, which was furnished
by CIA by report dated 9/7/55, was so classified.
In the event of downgrading, this document should
retain the classification of at least "Confidential" in
order not to reveal the Bureau's investigative interest in
an employee of an international organization.
WF T-1 is Lt. JOSE CASTANO, Servicio de Inteligencia Militar, contacted by SA ARMAND A. CAMMAROTA at Havana, Cuba. At the time of contact,
CASTANO stated that the Investigation with reference
to FERRAGUT had been requested of him by a very
high official of the Cuban Government. He urged that
the information he furnished be very discreetly used
and that every precaution be taken in hiding the identity of the source. The information furnished by CASTANO was originally reported in report of SA CAMMAROTA at Havana dated 10/12/55, entitled "FELIPE DE PAZOS y ROQUE, aka; CASTO FERRAGUT y LEON, aka, IS — CU," Bufile 105.39716 and
WFO file 105.12831.
WF T-2 is former Bureau informant H. A. —4. Information from H.A. —4 was originally reported in 13ulet to the Legal Attache, Havana dated 8/17/55 entitled
as above.
WF T-3 is CIA. Information furnished by CIA was
contained in CIA Report No. CS 73227 dated 9/7/55,
classified "Sacra."
A review of WFO files reflects a report of R.N.
FRANKE at New Orleans dated 1/29/41 entitled
"NATIONAL NEGRO CONGRESS, INTERNAL SECURITY
R," Rutile 61.6728, NOfile 100-326 and
WrOlile 100-949, which indicated that on 4/23/40,
following the All-Southern Youth Conference in New
Orleans, a meeting was held in C.P. headquarters. In
attendance at this meeting was one MAURICE FERRAGUT. fiderence is also made in this report to the

'1.1••••••

•'

effect that a report re Mturice lei ragto was suDntil tt•d.
WFO files also C0111.11iflell a photostatic CI irly ill the
official ballot of the National Maritime (Won of AMUica. Ole MAURICE FERRAGU I (Peck No. 11120cl
was listed as a candidateI
.or Joint AIM/411411M
I I I
the
Port of New Orleans.
was described on the I m it ol
as being a communist syntpathim. Ibis
ballot was contained in WFO file UI -39 entitled "MARITIME INDUSTRY, IS — R."
Subject was most cordial in taking time limn a busy
schedule at the 'initials Illegible/ lin the iiitet view
described in the enclosed LI IM which Wri) Considers
a preliminary and exploratory end I le imp' esscd interviewing Agents as being a highly ofessiiittalnerson,
as well as an hottest and sincere individual. f k also
gave convincing evidence of not only beim: %silting to
notify the FBI in the event he is contacted hs any officials or representatives of the Cuban Goverriment,
but, in addition, of cooperating in any U.S. el toil in
opposition to the Castro Regime. I le specifically slated
that he would do anything to assist the EHI or any
other U.S. Government agency in this regard, although
he frankly admitted he could not "off hand" think
of any "built-in" situation whereby lie could el lect
contact with Cuban officials at the U.N. in elsewhere
-in a manner that would not arouse suspit ion. Ile affirmed that he would maintain instant Lomat] isith
the FBI in the utmost of conlideme and %%mild give
the above matter of the manner in which he could
best serve the interests of the U.S. additional consideration prior to recontact with interviewing •\gents.
It is noted that interview of the subject was
h
that the length of it was a definite tat tin in consideration in view of his scheduled cimunitinerils as well
as the nature of information (level. toed in the interview. It is felt that subsequent to the additional inves•
ligation contemplated by WFU ( and in the absence of
derogatory information resulting theteitom which
might preclude such action), an additional nnleistcw of
two with the subject could be devoted to detailed
analysis of his family and prinessional situation %cinch
could be used effectively in the establishment ''I contact between him and possibly Cuban U.N. 'Oficial,. in
an anticipated attempt to utilize hintas a double agent
against the Cuban Government.
A lead is being set out for Alexandria to expeditiously check with CIA concerning subject's sister and
brother-in-law in Cuba in an el I or t to oirilirm or deny
information from the subject coucciiihig them. aJso
in view of derogatory information concerning subject's
deceased brother, MAURIL 10, and the tatter's wife,
leads are being set out for apt), uptiate icon LI checks
at the 'word illegible, and NU com.eining diem. Out
ing subsequent interviews with the subject, it they ate
warranted, consideration will be given to developing
additional background data concerning subject's married sisters, MARIA ANGELICA and I ERESA, who
reportedly reside in Elizabeth and jersey city, New
jersey, respectively. According to the
they arc
both married to naturalized U.S. citizens.

RE_QUEST_OETIIEBUREAU
The Bureau is requested to cherk
concerning
FABIO GONZELEZ, NIAGDAI_ENA I
At .1, I
GONZALEZ, MAURILIO, MAURIL1 Judi ( 1111‘4-.
FERRAGUT and furnish all available inlet triton to
WFO.

„„,$)).)1Wiaveseemnlwaewee.eera

..

LEADS.
ALEXANDRIA._
ALLANCLEY_IIRGINIA. Will at CIA
check the records of the Office of Security for all information concerning the subject's sister, A1AGDA:LENA FERRAGUT GONZALEZ and her husband
FABIO GONZALEZ, who reside in Cuba.
NEW ORLEANS_

-

Mr. JOHN FAHEY, 25 Railroad Avenue, Glenolden,
Pa., on 9/14/70 upon being shown photographs of individuals furnished by WFO and described in referenced WFO airtel, stated that unsuhs 1 and 2 arc identical to GEORGE DUVAK, JR., and his wife HELEN
DUVAK respectively, 22 Railroad Avenue, Glenolden,
/page missing/

ALNEMLOBLEANS..L.01.11511.ANA. till
review indices re subject's brother, MAURILIO FER-

RAGUT and his wife LOUISE FERRAGUT. Will also
review indices re MAURICE FERRAGUT and attempt
to determine if identical with MAURILIO F E RRAGUT. Will also conduct criminal checks re MAURILIO,
MAURICE and LOUISE FERRAGUT.
WASHINGTON FIELD_
ALWASEINGION, D..C- Will, as outlined
above, consider recontacting the subject subsequent
to the receipt of investigation requested.
It is requested that leads in this case be handled expeditiously.
2-Bureau (Enc. 51
2-Aleaandrla (Enc. 21 (RM.).
2-New Oilcans (Enc_ 2) (Rim)
1-New York (Enc. 1) (Info)

This is a letter a boy scout troop leader
wrote to the Soviet embassy in Washington. Nothing shows how the FBI got it.

College of Letters and
Science
Department of Physics
November 4, 1970

Embassy of the U.S.S.R.
Washington, D.C.
pri
das illegible,
Dear Sirs:
I am writing this letter as the advisor of a group of
Explorer Scouts here in Moscow, Idaho. This is a
group of boys (ages 15.17) who are interested in camping, conservation, and generally the out-of-doors.
Next Summer, we would like very much to go to
the Soviet Union, to travel through your country and
meet our counterparts in the U.S.S.R., if possible.
TRACING VISITORS TO THE SOVIET
What I would like to know is "1-bw do we go about
EMBASSY
this?"
What we would like to do is to be put in touch with
a Komsomol group of similar interest to ours, and to
meet Soviet youths on a people to people basis, if we
possibly could. We speak Russian fairly well, and are
A car with PA license #87F-229 visited
rather knowledgable on your country.
the Soviet Consular office in Washington
I personally think that such contacts are by far the
best way to promote peace and understanding between
D.C. This is a report of a successful atour peoples, for as has been said "It is hard to shoot a,
tempt to identify photographs of the
friend."
car's occupants.
We would really like, if possible, to arrange to visit
a Pioneer camp, or one of the Komsomol facilities. Also, if possible, the boys and I are experienced motion
AIRTEL : 9/15/70
picture photographers, having shot film before for
TO
: DIRECTOR, FBI
the American Broadcasting Company. If it would be
FROM : SAC, PHILADELPHIA (105.18114) (P)
allowed, we would like to film such places to share our
SUBJECT: CHANGED
experiences with a broader segment of American youth.
GEORGE DUVAK, JR.;
HELEN DUVAK;
That summarizes pretty much what we want to do.
UNSUB (7): Visitors to the Soviet ConsuWhat I would like to know is — Haw do we do it? I
lar Office, Washington D.C., 7/22/70; Ocassume it is possible, for it must be possible to travel
cupants of a Chevrolet Bearing 1970 Pennin the Soviet Union on other than a guided tour for
fat tourists.
SY.LvItnia_licenie.13.7E-229 IS — R
(00 Philadelphia)
We would like to drive in ourselves, camping if posRe WFO airtel to Bureau 7/23/70; and Philadelphia
sible, visit as many of our counterparts as possible,
airtel to Bureau 7/28/70.
entering at the Rumanian border, and exiting to FinTitle changed to reflect unsubs 1 and 2 in referenced land.
WFO airtel are husband and wife, GEORGE DUVAK,
Any help you can give in telling me how we can arJR., and HELEN DUVAK respectively, 22 Railroad
range to du something like this would be greatly apAvenue, Glenolden, Pa., based upon the identifica
preciated. I can write in Russian to the U.S.S.R. easily
tion
of photographs by Mr. JOHN FAIIEY, 25 Raili oat.'
enough. I only write this letter in English because I
Avenue, Glenolden, Pa., a neighbor of the DUVAK
don't have a Russian typewriter.
family. Title previously carried as, "UNSUBS; Visitors
Thanks in advance for your help. I look forward
to the Soviet Consular Office, Washington, D.C., 7/22/70; to heating from you.
Occupants of a Chevrolet Bearing I970 Pennsylvania
Sincerely,
License 87F-229; IS-R-00 Philadelphia.”
(name illegible)
‘13

These documents describe the FBI's program of interviewing anyone who visits
the Soviet Union for a month or more.
Included are a list of leads of people who
will be going there, and a guide for judging whether an immigrant or repatriate
from Russia is working for Soviet intelligence.
: DIRECTOR, FBI
TO
FROM : SAC, WFO (105-97600) (RUC)
: 11/17/69
DATE
SUBJECT:•BARBARA ANNE BITZER
SOVIET INTELLIGENCE SERVICES
RECRUITMENT OF STUDENTS
IS— R
•
(00:PH)
Re Bureau letter, 6/13/69, and WFO letter, 7/22/69,
both captioned "Soviet Intelligence Services Recruitment of Students; IS — R."
Enclosed for the Philadelphia Office are a negative
and four copies of a photograph of the subject obtained from the Passport Office. United States Department of State (USDS), Washington, D.C.
The subject registered with the American Embassy,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR),
as an American citizen visiting the USSR. The registration card was received from the USDS along with
other registration cards, classified "Confidential."
For the information of the office of origin, the Bureau instructed that students, teachers, and scientists
who were in the USSR at least one month who have
not previously been investigated should be selected
for investigation. Specifically, the Bureau instructed
that United States passport records be checked regarding the individuals meeting the criteria and the information be forwarded to the office covering the residence for further investigation pursuant to current
Bureau instructions as outlined in Section 105-G, Manual of Instructions. The office covering the subject's
residence is being designated office of origin.
The purpose of conducting investigation concerning the individuals who meet the criteria of student,
professor or scientist who visited the USSR for at
least one month is to identify them and determine
whether any of them have been approached for recruitment by the Soviet Intelligence Services. The office of origin should consider the Soviet objective of
recruiting American citizens who either now or at some
future date, will likely be employed by the United
States Government or strategic industrial facility. Interviews of these individuals should only be done after Bureau authority to conduct the interview has been
obtained.
Upon receipt of Bureau authority to interview a
particular individual under this program, the interviewing Agents should delineate to the individual the
Bureau's responsibilities in the field of internal security,
espionage, and related matters. The interviewing Agents
should discreetly ascertain if any attempts have been
made by the Soviet Intelligence Services to recruit the
individual for intelligence purposes either in the USSR
or after his return to the United States. The individual
should be alerted to the importance of immediately
notifying the Bureau of any Soviet attempt to contact
him.

Utmost care must be exercised in conducting these
investigations to prevent any embarrassment to the
Bureau and possibly jeopardize the Bureau's program
in countering Soviet Intelligence Services recruitment
of students. The motives of the Bureau in investigating
American students, professors, and scientists must not
be construed as infringements of the American educational system and the pursuit of intellectual freedom.
Set forth on the following pages is background information obtained from the registration card and from
the records of the Passport Office, USDS.
FADS
•
BOSTON
AIWALTEAttl,_MASSACHIJSFTT_S:
(born Quincy, Mass.), employed by EG & G International, Inc., Waltham, Massachusetts. will attend the
foreign specialized exhibition "Modern Geological Survey Equipment and Instruments" to be held in Moscow,
USSR, 10/24-11/14/70.
BUFFAI 0
AT ROCHESTER, NEW YORK• (born
Schemnitz, Czechoslovakia), employed by Bausch &
Lomb Inc., Rochester, New York, will attend the Analytical Instrument Conference in Tokyo, Japan, 1 1 /I 011/70,
CIN_C1NNAT1
AT COLUMBUS. OHIO: (born 5/13/20,
Cape May, New Jersey), a Staff Member at the Battelle
Columbus Laboratories. Columbus. Ohio. will attend
the AGARD NATO Lecture Series 11/3.10/70 in Oslo,
Nbrway.
DETROIT
AT ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN: (born
.
in Vladivostok, Russia), employed by Bendix Aerospace Systems Division, Ann Arbor, Michigan, plans to
attend the International Astronautical Congress in Constance, Germany, 10/4-10/70.
HOUSTON
AT HOUSTON. TEXAS: (born 12/22/44,
El Campo, Texas) employed by GEO Space Corp.,
Houston, Texas, intends to travel to Moscow, USSR,
10/21/70 to exhibit modern geophysical survey equipment and instruments on behalf of the GOE Space
Corp.
2—Bureau
1—Pnilactelhpla (Enc. 5) (RM)
1—WFO
R MA:can
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: Di RECTOR, FBI (105.71688)
TO
FROM : SAC, WFO (66-2479 Sub E)
DATE : NOV 23 1970
SUBJECT: DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTED CONTACTS (DESECO)
IS —R
ReWFOlet dated 10/4/65 and Bulet dated 10/11/65,
captioned as 'above.
For information of offices not receiving copies of
retets, according to the Office of Industrial Security
Contract Administration Services, Defense Supply Agency (DSA), effective 3/22/65, all industrial security officers are required to file a report of the intention of
employee to travel to or through a Sino-Soviet-bloc
country or to attend an international meeting outside
the United States where Sino-Soviet-bloc personnel
might be present. Copies of these reports are then
furnished to the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
element of the Washington Field Activities Support
Center (WFASC), Fort Belvoir, Virginia, where they
are reviewed regularly by WFO.

The Bureau's DESECO Program provides for interviewing selected contacts, and, in this instance, alerting them to the possibility of foreign intelligence recruitment.
In accordance with Bureau instructions, receiving
offices should check indices concerning individuals
residing in their respective territories, and in the absence of derogatory information or other information
having a bearing on the advisability of an interview,
the office concerned should contact the individuals
in question and ascertain if they had any contact with •
Soviet-bloc nationals during their recent trip abroad.
During each contact the individual should also be
alerted to the responsibilities and jurisdiction of the
FBI in the internal security field. Plinr_Burealuudwrjty is necessary to conduct a "sounding-out" interview
with a DESECO candidate who is employed in the
news media, entertainment, religious. public (local
andstate_officialstucational fields, or is a labor

icadtriarororningnu2capLIsiationtitiSestion

105-K, Page 34. of the Manual of Instructions and SAC
Letters 67-20 of 4/7/67 a cl 67-29 of 5/24/67
If, during an interview of an individual, an office
feels such individual has potential for possible development as an informant under the DESECO Program,
such interview should be considered as a "soundingout" interview. Thereafter, further handling be each
office should conform with instructions contained in
Section 105-K, Pages 33.35, Manual of Instructions.
Particular attention is invited to Section 105-K-6-h (3)
on page 34 concerning "Contact with deseco PSIs".
Information copies to WFO are not necessary.
I FADS
BOST.0N
LTHAN, MASSACHUSETTS; JOHN
1-12--f-grn 12/23(28, Quincy, Mass.), employed by EG & G International, Inc., 151 Bear Hill Road,
Waltham, Massachusetts, will attend the foreign specialized exhibition "Modern Geological Survey Equipment and'Instuments" to be held in Moscow, USSR,
10/24-11/14/70.
BUFFAI
AT ROCHESIEJLIIEWYDRK; ALEXANDER
(born 6/27/73, Schemnitz,
Czechoslovakia), employed by Bausch & Lomb Inc.,
625 St. Paul St., Rochester, New York, will attend the
Analytical Instrument Conference in Tokyo, Japan,
11/10-11 /70.
CINCINNATI_
AT COI I IMBUS. OHIO: GUSTAVUS
(born 5/1 3/20, Cape May, New Jersey),
a Statt Member at the Battelle Columbus Laboratories,
Columbus, Ohio, will attend the AGARD NATO Lecture Series 11/3-10/70 in Oslo, Norway.
DETROIT
REIOLAKELGAN_; EUGENE
[—
A11
,-(born 12/5/29 in Vladivostok, Russia),
employed by Bendix Aerospace Systems Division, Ann
Arbor, Michigan, plans to attend the International Astronautical Congress in Constance, Germany, 10/4-10/
70.
HOUSIO_N_
AT LiaUS]ON—IEXAS: SHERREL
(born 12/22/44, El Gimps.), Texas) employed by
GEO Space Corp., Houston, Texas, intends to travel
to Moscow, USSR, 10/21/70 to exhibit modern geophysical survey equipment and instruments on behalf
of the GEO Space Corp.

•

LOS ANGELES
AI LOSANGELES—CALLEORNIA: DR.
- FRANK 1---) (born 9/16/27, Dallas, Texas)
employed by Aerospace Corp., Los Angeles, California,
plans to attend the 12th International Conference on
Low Temperature Physics in Kyoto, Japan, 9/4-10/70.
The following employees of Aerospace Corp., Los
Angeles, California, plan to attend the International
Astronautical Federation in Constance, West Germany,
10/4-10/70:
ANTHONY 1--] (born 8/22/32, St. Louis, Ma.)
EUGENE (-1 (born 11/20/20, Milwaukee, Wisc.)
EGAN [--] (born 7/14/23, Vienna, Austria)
ALSANIAJMICA, CALIFORNIAPAUL [—] (born 8/11/21, Clinton, Iowa),
employed by the RAND Corp., Santa Monica, California, will visit the USSR 10/24-11/2/70 to conduct
business negotiations as a Consultant for Satra Corp.,
in New York.
RICHARD (—) (born
7/22/21, Winona, Minnesota), employed by the RAND
Corp., Santa Monica, California, plans to visit the USSR
10/2.17/70 to attend meetings on the use of computers in industry.
MARSHALL [--I (born
11/19/29, Memphis, Tennessee), employed by the
-• RAND Corp., Santa Monica California, plans to attend
the 4th International Conference on Thin Films and
Magnetism in France and Czechoslovakia, 9/11-24/70.
NEW HAVEN
AT FAST HARTFORD. CONNFCTICUT:
WALTER
(born 1/12/23 Poston,
Mass.), employed by the United Aircraft Research La;
,
boratories, East I-hrtford, Connecticut, will attend the -------.....
Conference on laser Produced Plasma in Moscow,
USSR, 11/17.21/70.
AT NORWALK, CONNECTICUT: HERBERT I -- I (born 6/17/32, Offenburg, West Germany — a naturalized U.S. citizen), employed by the
Atomic Absorption Laboratory, Instrument Division,
The Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Norwalk, Connecticut,
will visit Moscow, USSR, 10/25-11/5/70, go give a lec- tore series in Moscow to Soviet geologists at the Mnistry of Metallurgy.
PHILADELPHIA
AT CHESTER, PENNSYL VANIA: The
following employees of the Sun Shipbuilding & Dry
Dock Co., Chester, Pennsylvania, plan to attend "The
2nd International Conference and Exhibition on Lequified Natural Gas" to be held in Paris, France, 10/1923/70:
HECTOR 1--) (born 8/9/20, Santiago, Chile)
EUGENE f-1. (born 9/4/28, Santiago, Chile)
PAUL [---J (born 6/21(21, Mineola, New York)
JOHN 1--) (born 4/2/16, Dallas, Texas)
ANDREW [---1 (born 8/16/31, Philadelphia, Pa.)
CHARLES (—) (born 8/5/27, Flushing, New York)

.

CO NST A NT I N E --) (born 4/17/22„
Springfield, Ohio), employed by the General Electric
Co.. Missile and Space Div., Goddard Blvd., King of
Prussia, Pa., plans to attend the International Astronautical Federation and Eurospace Conference in Constance, West Germany, 10/3-10/70.
AT PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA:
The following employees of the General Electric Co.,
Re-Entry and Environmental Sys. Div., 3198 Chestnut
St., Philadelphia, Pa., plan to attend the International

•

y6

Astronadtics Federation at Constance, West Germany,
'
10/4.10/70:
FREDERICK 1--j (born 2/16/24, FA I River, Mass.)
CURTIS I--1 (born 2/14/21, lola, Kansas)
PI TTS1IURGLi
BURG ILP_ENNS YLVANI A:.
(born 10/17/23, Lewistown, PennDR. 1.
sylvania) employed by Allegheny Ludlum Industries,
Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa., plans to attend the International
Iron & Steel Conference in japan during Sept., 1970.
DR. PAUL (---1, employed
by the Westinghouse tlectric corp. Astronuclear Laboratory, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, plans to attend a
meeting of the Symposium on Small and Medium Power Reactors in Oslo, Norway, 10/10-19/70.
SAN DIEGO
AT SANDI EGO-CALIFORNIA:
LAURIE I---] (horn 7/29/30, Temple, Texas),
employed by Spectral Dynamics Corp., 8911 Balboa
Ave., San Diego, California, plans to attend the Environmental and Industrial Test Equipment Exhibition
at the U.S. Trade Center in Stockholm, Sweden, 9/2810/3/70.
SAN FRANCISCQ
AT PALO ALTO. CALIFORNIA: The following employees of Varian, 611 Hansen Way, Palo
Alto, California, plan to attend the International Symposium of Ga As and Related Compounds in Aachen,
West Germany, 10/5-7/70:
LAWRENCE (--1 (born 3/17/42,
Alamosa, Co.)
FERENC t-- (born 8/16/32,
Szeged, Hungary)
SEATTLE
•
AT SEATTLE, WASHINGTON•
RAYMOND
(born 8/11/30, Manhattan,
Kansas), employed by Shannon & Wilson, Inc., 1105
North 38th St., Seattle, Washington, will visit Yugoslavia, Austria, West Germany, France and Ireland 9/1810/1 6/70 to attend the Second International Symposium on Rock Mechanics in Yugoslavia. He will vacation in the other countries listed.
JAMES 1--1 (born 12/14/
29, Chicago, Ill.), employed by the Boeing CD:, Seattle,
Washington, plans to attend the 21st International Astronautical Congress, Constance, West Germany, i 0/410/70.
WASHINGTON FIELD
AT BETHESDA,MARYIA10:
GEORGE (--I (born 9/15/35, aeveland, Ohio)
employed by Lbw Allen Applied Research, 4733 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda, Maryland, plans to attend the
3rd International Symposium on Fresh Water from the
Sea at Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, 9/13-18/70.
AT MC I EAN, VIRGINIA: DARNELL
(born 5/17/37, Betheny, Missouri) employed by Research Analysis Corp., McLean, Virginia,
plans to attend the Institute for Strategic Studies to
be held in,France, 9/10-13/70.
AT WASHINGTON. D.C.: ALBERT
l--J (born 7/10/23, Paterson, New Jersey) employed by the Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc.,
1200 17th St., N.W., Washington; D.C., plans to attend the 7th Wrold Congress of Sociology 9/7-10/70 place not shown.

FACTOR.S_T_O_LIE CONSIDERED IN DECIDING
WHETIIELAIN_IMMI.GRANLUR REPATRIATE
MIGHT I lAVE_LILEN_RE_CRUP F D.
(Consider from viewpoint of Soviet-bloc intelligence

qi•

agency evaluating immigrant's potential.)
A Qualilications_betors_deoarture from Soviet-bloc
(S3) country.
1. AGE
a. Maturity?
b. Expectancy as to period of effectiveness?
c. Inclination or disinclination to undertake
new venture in strange country and to accept
risk involved?
2. HEALTH
a. Does it or can it be expected to hamper his
effectiveness?
3. EDUCATION
a. Extent?
b. In what fields?
4. LANGUAGE ABILITY
a. Resent knowledge of English
b. Ability to learn readily
c. If he can speak English, how and why did he
learn?
5. SPOUSE
a. Any inconsistency in their backgrounds? viz.
immigrant who claims to be only a tailor but
accompanied by wife who is a doctor; husband
from Gdansk married to woman from Warsaw.
b. Hostage situation.
c. Might cooperation have been demanded as
price for permission for spouse's departure from
Soviet-bloc?
6. CHILDREN
a. Would immigrant be willing to leave them?
With whom?
b. Would they increase his reluctance to accept
risk?
c. Hostage element
d. If they accompanied him, would they bog
him down; i.e., hamper his activities?
7. OTHER RELATIVES IN SOVIET-BLOC
COUNTRIES
a. Their employments. (note curious situation
of Immigrant claiming to have been clerk but
brothers and sisters all professional people or
in administrative jobs.)
b. Hostage element
8. RELATIVE IN U.S.
a. Is desire to join them logical? (note case of
electronic engineer destined to Aunt in U.S. who
is charwoman)
b. Their employment - could they be a source
of sensitive information or possible means of
future access to it.
c. How close their association - Do they know
immigrant personally? Did they know his employment, etc., in 5-B country? Are their other
relatives in S-B country writing to U.S. relatives?
9. EMPLOYMENT
a. Was it in fields of possible pertinence to intelligence?
b. If he had a good job, what motivated him to
come to the U.S.?
c. Did he change jobs often?
d. Can he account clearly for period just before
departure for U.S.?
e. Where did he get living expenses during periods of unemployment?
. f. Significance of any employment by S-B government agency
10. RESIDENCES
a. Get detailed description - rental, location,

occupants, size.
b. Were they consistent with employment and
education?
11. MEMBERSHIP IN ORGANIZATIONS
a. Arc reasons for nonmembership sound?
b. If a member, is alleged lack of activity sound?
12. METHOD OF LEAVING
a. Over how long a period has he tried to emigrate or repatriate? (prior efforts to depart
would raise question re his loyalty to Soviet-bloc)
b. Did he defect? Was defection bona fide?
c. What specific steps did he take to obtain U.S.
sponsor? What cotrespundence was there?
d. What specific steps did he take to obtain 5-8
passport or exit visa? Where exactly did he go?
How many times? Identity of all persons who
talked to him? This is a crucial point since this
is when he most likely would have been approached.
e. What specific steps did he take to obtain U,S.
visa or passport? What visits to U.S. Embassy?
Where did he get funds for visits?
13. PERSONALITY
a. Stability
b. Character
c. Ability to meet and talk to people
14. WHAT EXPLANATION IS THERE FOR HIS
HAVING BEEN PERMITTED TO LEAVE S-B
COUNTRY?
15. MILITARY BACKGROUND
B. Activities after arrival
1. RESIDENCE
a. Area and type and with whom does he live?
i.e. does he have freedom to operate (initial residence with relatives must be discounted)
b. Make casual examination of for radio, typewriter, pills, tools, writing pads - anything which
might call for closer examination by anonymous
source.

2. RELATIVES AND ASSOCIATES
a. How close is the association?
b. Would they be likely to be helpful or a hindrance for intelligence work?
3. EMPLOYMENT Is he the able, intelligent type?
a. Is it in field of intelligence interest? Remember that emigre field is of intelligence interest and that first employments must be largely discounted
b. Can he move into a field of intelligence interest?
4. EDUCATIONAL PURSUITS
a. What is alleged purpose of?
b. What progress?
5. MEMBERSHIP IN ORGANIZATIONS
a. Professional societies
b. Ethnic groups
6. TRAVEL SINCE ARRIVAL IN U.S.
a. Travel to places for possible meets with principals; NYC, Washington, D.C.; Chicago.
b. Travel to places of intelligence interest.
7. REPUTATION
• a. Has he centered attention on himself - by arrests - boistrousness - argumentativeness or
has he avoided attention.
8. REACTIONS 10 COMMUNISM VS LIFE IN
U.S.
a. Must be largely discounted b. Cliches vs specifics - bearing in mind most
immigrants come to U.S. fur material advantages

9. WHAT FUTURE PLANS DOES HE HAVE?
a. Re employment
b. Re education
c. Replace of residence
d. Re bringing other members of family to the
U.S.
2•Bureau
2-Bullato (RM)
2.Detroit (RM1
B-Los Angeles (RM)
10-Philacleipnla (RM)
2•San Diego (RM)
3-Seattle (RM)
CWM:kmc
(48)

2-Boston (RM)
2-Cincinnati (PM)
2•Nouston (RM)
3-New Haven (RMI
3-FittSburgh (RM)
3-San Francisco (AM)
4-WrO

The FBI comes in many disguises

TO
: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-127783)
FROM
: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (105-10184) (C)
DATE
: 5/28/64
SUBJECT : GRIGOR MANVELYAN
LS -2
00: PH
Re Bureau R/S, 3/27/64.
A check of the indices of this office on 4/28/64
disclosed no references to subject of his brother.
A check of the records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), Philadelphia on 4/28/64 by
GLADYS WALKER, Clerk, also disclosed no information pertaining to subject or his brother.
A check of Delaware County, Pa., voters registration
records on 5/4/64 revealed Voter's Registration Affidavit 1483,333 for subject's brother, ZACK M. MANAUEL IAN, !street deleted!, Havertown Township, Pa., who registered as a Republican 9/14/59.:The
affidavit reflected MANAUEL IAN was born in Jordan
on 11/20/26 and became a naturalized citizen of the
United States 3/4/54 in the District Court of the Eastern District of North Carolian, Certificate *712 9639.
• His occupation was designated as "auto body repair."
A check of the records of the Philadelphia Retail
Credit Bureau on 4/29/64 disclosed that ZACK MANauelian was employed by the John Kerbeck Company,
Autobiles, 2439 North Broad Street, Philadelphia. Pa.
A search of Phildelphia Police Department records
on 4/29/64 disclosed no data pertaining to MANAUELIAN.
On 5/20/64 ZACK MANAUEL I AN was interviewed
under pretext (credit bureau inquiry) by SA AL',
PHONSE J. SUTKUS and advised that subject was
presently residing with him and had recently purchased
a house near his residence and will be/page missing!
2 - Bureau (105-1277831 (RMI
1 - Philadelphia (105-10184)
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U. S. Embassy and Canadian Mounties cooperate. The following document appears
on the letterhead of the Commissioner of
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
OUR NO./NOTRE N° D-944-820-E-2
December 31, 1969

Dear Mr. Innes:
Attached is a blind memorandum dated December
24, 1969, in reply to correspondence dated November
10, 1969 which originated from the Detroit Office of
your Agency, concerning the Union of American Exiles
(U.A.E.).
At the present time, we do not have a source in the
position to positively identify the individuals mentioned
in the attachment, however, where possible we have
listed biographical data which we believe is applicable.
Yours very truly,

CONFIDENTIAL
(J.E.M. Barrette),
Assistant Commissioner,
Director,
Security and Intelligence.

Mr, Mass Lee Innes,
United States Embassy,
Ottowa, Ontario.

157 — BLACK LEFT

The order to get information on the Panther's Revolutionary Peoples' Constitutional Convention.

: ALL AGENTS
TO
: SAC JOE D. JAMIESON
FROM
:10/12/70
DATE
SUBJECT : REVOLUTIONARY PEOPLES CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION ORGANIZED BY THE BLACK PANTHER

PARTY
For the information of all receiving agents, the
Black Panther Party (BPP) sponsored a planning session for the above convention which was held here in
Philadelphia 9/4-7/70.
At the conclusion of the above convention, the BPP
held a press conference and stated that the actual convention would be held in Washington, D.C., on 11/4/70.
On 10/7/70 the Bureau advised that the dates of
the above had been changed to 11/6-9/70 and that
about 15,000 are expected to attend; this group will
comprise of white as well as black extremists.
The Bureau has, issued instructions that all offices
must report the following information on a weekly
basis:
1. various organizations planning to participate
2. mode of travel and identities of persons planning
to attend
3. identities of organizers and persons who are to head
work shops
4. identities of the leading speakers at the convention
5. agenda of the convention
6. plans for violence or disruptive demonstrations
7. plans to carry weapons or explosive devices
8. convention security precautions to be observed
9. literature regarding the convention
10.details concerning available housing
In view of the above, all agents are requested to
contact logical informants regularly to obtain current
data as per Bureau instructions. All such inlormation
should be reported to SA PHILIP E. BROWN.
2 • 157.4854
1 • 157-2004
1 • EACH AGENT (191)
PE0:114PJ
(194)
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Using campus police to check the background of a Panther supporter

: SAC, PHILADELPHIA
TO
: SAC, NEWARK (157-5183) (P)
FROM
:2/22/71
DATE
SUBJECT :CHANGED
DENISE E. BRUSKIN, aka
DENNIS BRUSKIN
RM
Title marked Changed to reflect the name DENISE
E. BRUSKIN from Livingston College records.
Re Portland letter to Bureau, 1/8/71, captioned,
"REVOLUTIONARY PEOPLES CONSTITUTIONAL
CONVENTION ORGANIZED BY THE BLACK
PANTHER PARTY".
Relet, a copy of which was designated for Philadelphia, contained the rame of the subject and identified
him as being from Livingston College, LPO 11373,
New Brunswick, New Jersey.
Co 2/4/71, ROBERT BUNIXER: Assistant Chief,
Rutgers Campus Patrol, an established and reliable
source (Protect), advised that there is no indication
that the above-listed organization is active on either
the Rutgers or Livingston College campuses. BUNKER
advised Livingston College is a division of Rutgers University. He advised, however, that a DENISE E. BRUSKIN, a resident of House 27, Livingston Post Office
11373, is a permanent resident of 4015 Brunswick
Avenue, Drexel Hill, Pa. She is a freshman at Livingston
College. BUNKER advised he would attempt to obtain
additional background data on BRUSKIN.

LEADS.:
PHILADELPHIA
ALTAexeLHi.11.,_Pennsylvanja. will obtain background
data on subject from high school records and contact
with sources.
2. 1111 conduct credit and identification checks for
subject.
3. Will determine from sources whether subject is
known to be associated with BPP or similar New Left
activities.
ALNew_lkuoswick—Newier.icy.: Will maintain contact with Assistant Cbiel ROBERT BUNKER for information on BRUSKIN.

Oops! Someone got left out of the files

TOM: Informant reported a CARL E. BECKETT tsee
attached Background sheet) as having been at the
founding meeting of the BROTHERS for FREEDOM
along with DEVERE F. PONZO. Because of an administrative foul up no case was ever opened on BECKETT.
It would appear that CARL E. BECKETT is either
ident. to or related to the FREDERICK C. BECKETT
reported upon by CARL DONELL as beingln the
Hack Action Council.
In view of the info in the SF LHM of 12/17/68 and
the fact that Bureau is interested in all Brothers for
Freedom people. we will need an LHM on each of
them. Also a source that can tell us if they leave town.

Three documents about surveillance of
the National Black Economic Development Corporation and its leader, Muha mmed Kenyatta: two informer reports;
and records gotten from Kenyatta's bank.

TO
: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (157-3852)
FROM
: SA JAMES I. HALTERMAN
DATE
: 2/4/71
SUBJECT : NATIONAL BLACK ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE
RM-NBEDC
Recommendation: Index JOANNE GOINGS
Ch 1/26/71, PH 307-R, a source who has furnished
reliable information in the past• advised that NBEDC
met from 8:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., 1/25/71, at the
Institute of Black Ministries, Girard and Broad Streets,
Philadelphia, Pa. The following people attended the
meeting:MUHAMMED KENYATTA, MARY KEN- .
YATTA, WALTER PHILLIPS, JOANE GOINGS
(NBEDC Secretary. Formerly Secretary at Vaughn
Eason's Church), GEORGE WASHINGTON, J. C.
ROSS, ADRIANNE STODDARD, OREGON LAWS,
MOHAMMOUD TOGANE, Three or four unidentified
people.
1 • 157.3852
1 - 157-1567 (KENYATTA)
1 • 157-3038 (JESSE CLAUDE ROSS)
1 - 157.3913 OREGON LAWS)
1 - 157-4584 MARY KENYATTA)
1 - 157.4915 ADRIANNE STODDARD)
1 - 157-5047 WALTER G. PHILLIPS)
1 • 157.5768 MAHAMMOUD TOGANE]
1 • 170-437 Sub A 489 (PH 307•R)
.11H3dc
19)

TO
: SAC, 157-3852
•
FROM
: SA EDWARD M. COLE
DATE
: 2/8/71
SUBJECT : BLACK ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CONFERENCE
RM • BEDC
The following information was furnished to the
writer by PH 897-R on 1/29/71:

A meeting is to take place on 1/30/71 between
JESSE ROSS, WALTER PHILLIPS and MUHAMMAD
KENYATTA to set up the Executive Board and now
organization for BEDC in Philadelphia. According to
source KENYATTA is trying to forn a new stronger
organization which will bring in other black groups in
the city of Philadelphia. The organization will be set
up with an executive committee which will be composed of the chairmen of ten regular committees.
The executive committee will meet whenever necessary. In addition to the executive committee a black
senate will be formed which will be composed of
chairman of each committee and representatives or
officers of other organizations, church groups or community groups which will join with them. The ten .
committees to be formed are Women, Church Relationships, Finance, Ways and Means, Tactical (reperabon and confrontation), Managership, Communications,
Defense (self-defense or legal defense), anti-war anddraft and Education.
The following individuals are being considered for
Chairmen of the various committees. When Chairmen
are named and the Chairmen accept these committees,
a memo will be submitted to the individuals' files:
Rev. JANG-HARRIE will be Chairman of the Tactical Committee as this will be the best way to have
his name before the public.
EDNA THOMAS - Mys and Means
_ ROXANNE JONES- Women
1 • 157-3852
1 - 157ROSS)
1 • 157-1567 KENYATTA)
1 - 157-5047PHILLIPS)
PH 897-R)
1 - 170-53
EMC,k01) (5)

TO
: SAC, (157-3852) (P)
FROM : SA THOMAS F. LEWIS
DATE
: 6/18/70
SUBJECT: NATIONAL BLACK ECONOMIC DE-

VELOPMENT CONFERENCE RM

On 5/20/70, Mr, DANIEL MC GRONIGLE, Cashier, Southeast National Bank (formerly Delaware County National Bank), 4th am.; Market Streets, Chester,
Pa., advised that as of 1/1/70 the Delaware County
National Bank merged with several Chester County
banks to form the Southeast National Bank.
Subsequent to this merger, this bank instituted a
new computer system for checking accounts. Under
this system all checks drawn on active checking accounts are recorded on microfilm and available for review at the Computer Center of this bank at 24th and
Edgmont Avenue, Chester, Pa.
Mr. MC GRONIGLE stated there is a current, regular checking account at that bank in the name National Black Economic Development Conference, Pennsylvania Office, 217 Concord Avenue, Chester, Pa. There
are two persons authorized to sign checks on this account and they are MUHAMMAD KENYATTA and
MARY KENYATTA. As of 5/20/70, the balance in
this account was ;44.32.
On 5/20/70, Mr. ALLAN FERGUSON, Executive
Officer, Computer Center, Southeast National Bank,
24th and Edgmont Avenue, Chester, made available
for review copies of the statement for checking account H550.723-I , which is in the name National
Rack Economic Development Conference, Pennsylvania Office. These statements dated 3/16, 4/15, and
5/15/70 reflect activity un this account during the
30-day period prior to the date of this statement. A
review of the statements reveals the balance in this
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account has ranged from a high of $1,94836 on
4/9/70 to a low of $38.19 on 5/14/70.
W. FERGUSON staled it is not possible under
their computer system to identify the nature and
source of deposits and credits to this account. He
would, however, make available for review the microfilms containing checks drawn on this account during
the periods covered by the above statements.
A review of these checks reflects almost all are
signed by MUHAMMAD KENYATTA and made payable to cash. All of these checks have a space on the
face of the check after the work "for" in which is
written the purpose of the check. On the vast majority of these checks the notation in this space contains
such language as "operating expenses," "clothing allowance," "maintenance expenses."
An average of 15 to 20 checks were drawn on this
account for each of the three months reviewed. Among these checks the following are noted:
Check dated 3/9/70 in the amount of $300,
payable to Thomas Jefferson Hospital for hospitalization of JUANITA EULEN;
Check dated 1/5/70 in the amount of $100,
payable to ED WASHINGTON, care of Young
Afro American Willow Games for supplies;
Check dated 3/5/70 in the amount of $100,
payable to ED WASHINGTON for grant to Nat
Turner Community Center;
Check dated 5/8/70 in the amount of $144.95,
payable to Bell Telephone Company for phone
Hs TR 2-7083 and TR 6-8867;
Check dated 5/13/70 in the amount of $50.00
made payable to THOMAS STODDARD for
emergency grant;
Check dated 5/14/70 in the amount of $1,000
made payable to cash for clothing allowance.
LEAL25
PHILADELPHIA:
AT PHILADELPHIA. PA.
Will ascertain through Bell Telephone Company identity of subscribers to phone HTR 2.7083
and TR 6-8867.
AT CHESTER PA.
Will continue to monitor bank account of
National Black Economic Development Conference at
Southeast National Bank. (Followed by copies of bank
statements and cancelled checks'
2-157-3852
TFL:rel
t21

Informant Margaret Turner is contacted,
and gives the FBI information on the
Black/United Liberation Front, a Bank
Robber, another criminal case, and the
Panthers.
: SAC (170-708)
TO
FROM : SA RICHARD E. LOGAN.
: 1/27/71
DATE
SUBIECT: MARGARET TURNER
Dates of Contact
, 1/9 2-26_anit27171._

(Use ilties when Flier's not avail.
nu. ft, on whicn contacted
01104
etile or CI positive

5D

157

542

91-7684
88-7433
157-5789

623910

Elittk_UtliLeAlibe ration
FLontiflULF).
BR SUSPECTS
James C. Cherry. JR.
Cf.orge Loyd

Disginination

1515420
NEGATIVE
Informant advised, on
X POSITIVE
STATISTIC 1/22/71, that the BULF is not going to
buy a type settingfnachine. They are buying an electric typewriter and are supposed to have the use of a
type setter the location of which she does not yet
know. She said the members are fighting and drinking
more than evet. On 1/26 she advised that HAWK had
left the BULF but SCHELL thinks he will be back.
She also said the WES (—) is no longer around the
BULF and SCHELL is becoming very discouraged.
On 1/27/71, informant said that there are only four
persons staying at the BULF Headquarters now,
SCHELL, RONNIE, CURTIS and PHIL. ROBIN (—)
stays there from 9 am until closing time but no longer
sleeps there. She said SCHELL is 'fed up' and seems
to be 'blowing his stack'. He is even talking about getting a job. It is the informant's opinion that the BULF
is on the verge of breaking up.
91-7684
On 1/22/71, informant said that HAROLD (—)
usually wears an army style raincoat, dyed blue, and
an apple hat which is old beat up and dirty, when engaging in holdup activities. The hat is black in color.
This information was furnished to Inspector Bernard
Bartley, Major Crimes Ph PD who said that the above
clothing fits the description furnished by some of the
witnesses. BARTLEY had previously advised that the
witnesses failed to identify the photo of WILLIAM
(—) as one of the robbers even though, in BARTLEY's
opinion, his police photo is identical to the photo taken of one of the onsubs by bank camera. BARTLEY
said REESE would be picked up for a lineup.
8.11-14.31
Informant said on 1/22/71 that the photo of CHERRY looks familiar but she is not certain she ever
met him. She recommended that GLADYS (—),
wife of ROLANDO (—}, present leader of the Black
Panter Party in Phila., be contacted. She said GLADYS is very angry at HEARN now and may be receptive. ANDERSON lives at !address omitted/
157:5789
Informant said she does not recall a GEORGE (—).
She did know WILLIE LEE (--) and one MONO
(—). She had given SCOPE her home phone num-

Purpose and results of contact

ber before the convention in Wash. D.C. (BPP). She
said she was talking to him on the phone when she
did this. She assumes either DAWKINS or SCOPE
gave her number to LOYD.
She knows DAWKINS AND SCOPE went south
and were not able to come back but she didn't
know why.
XX Informant certified that he has furnished
all Information obtained by him since
last contact.

Coverage

PERSONAL DATA
Informant now resides at 31 14 W. Euclid
Phila.
""*COPIES SEE ABOVE"*"
1-(170-708)
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1S7, 170 GHETTOS
WATCH THE GHETTO

Watch everything that moves
in the ghetto

TO
: ALL RESIDENT AGENTS
FROM
: SAC
(170-6)
DATE
: 3/29/68
SUBJECT : RACIAL INFORMANTS - GHETTO
Attached is a memo to all headquarters agents concerning development of racial informants - ghetto.
Each resident agent is to develop these informants
in ghetto areas of his territory. The purpose of these
informants is to be aware of the potential for violence
in each ghetto area.
If an individual RA covers only a county which
does not encampass any municipality containing a
ghetto, so specify by memorandum for 170-6 with a
copy for the RA's error folder, so that he will not be
charged with failure to perform.
1 - each resident agent (37)
1 • 170-6
1 • 170-93
1 • 170-00
1 - 66-244
JOJiec
(41)

TO
: ALL HEADQUARTERS AGENTS
FROM
: SAC
(170-6)
DATE
: 2/26/68
SUBJECT : RACIAL INFORMANTS
It is essential that this office develop a large number
of additional racial informants at this time and that
we continue to add and develop racial informants and
exploit their potential during the months ahead. In the
inspection just passed, the Inspector pointed out, as
we all know, that this is a problem of the entire office
in which every Agent and every squad shares responsibility. There is no question but what, if a riot does occur, especially in Philadelphia, all Agents will be working on riot problems. It is a major part of our responsibility to learn in advance, if this is humanly possible, if a riot is planned or is expected to occur. In this
way it may be possible to actually forestall a riot or
at least to be better prepared if it does happen. Whether or not a riot does occur, the Bureau holds us responsible to keep the Bureau, the Department and the
White House advised in advance of each demonstration.
The Bureau expects this coverage to come through informant sources primarily. In addition, we must advise
the Bureau at least every two weeks of existing tensions and conditions which may trigger a riot. This
type of information can only come from a widespread
grass-roots network of sources coupLed with active informant coverage by individuals who are members of
subversive and revolutionary organizations.
The Bureau has set up three types of racial informants using classification "170" for all three: 1) Persons who are members of and give information regarding white hate groups; 2) Persons who are members of

.^...w.1•9111191.1pr

or give information regarding black nationalist and
black revolutionary groups; 3) racial informants (ghetto). The last are individuals, white and black, who live
and/or work in ghetto type areas and are in a position
to advise of activities, rumors, tensions, etc. in those
ghettos. More specifically, they may be able to advise
of the activities of individual trouble makers and rabble rousers. (Details regarding the creation and handling of racial informants (ghetto) will appear below).
This office must expand its coverage in all three categories, but especially 2 and 3. Racial informants and
racial informants (probationary) in the first two categories will normally be handled by Agents on the No.
3 squad and by resident Agents where pertinent.
The Agents of other squads who develop such informants will, of course, be given full credit.
Each Agent is required to obtain at least one racial
informant (ghetto).
Sources of ghetto informants:
Preferably these should be people known to you as
PCIs former PCIs or neighborhood sources who you
believe will cooperate if requested and given appropriate instructions.
We are exploring other•sources which may produce
large numbers of prospects such as men honorably .
discharged from the armed services, members of veterans organizations and the like. Any additional ideas
along these lines will be appreciated and should be
brought to SA EDWARD COLE.
The Bureau suggests that employees may have
friends, relatives or acquaintances who can be of help
in gathering racial intelligence. These would include
people now residing in other field divisions who could
be called to the attention of pertinent offices. Other
sources which should be kept in mind are employees
and owners of businesses in ghetto areas which might
include taverns, liquor stores, drugstores, pawn shops,
gun shops, barber shops, janitors of apartment buildings, etc. The Bureau also suggests contacts with persons who frequent ghetto areas on a regular basis such
as taxi drivers, salesmen and distributors of newspapers,
food and beverages. Installment collectors might also
be considered in this regard.
Supervision and Coordination:
As the "170" files are opened they will be assigned
to Agents throughout the office preferably to those
Agents who are already acquainted with the individuals
and suggested them as prospects. Supervision will be
by the No. 3 desk. Coordination will be handled by SA
EDWARD COLE.
Each prospect will be the subject of a new 170 case.
Pertinent information regarding administrative handling
appears in the handbook part I, pages 19i, 19j, 20, 20a
and 20b. Notification to the Bureau appears on 19i.
The background investigation necessary appears on
page 20 as does information regarding 4 month progress letters and payment. Contact must be made at
least every 2 weeks. An FD 209 must he submitted at
the end of each month. Each contact should be recorded thereon with information as to whether it was positive or negative. All information should be recorded
by memo or in the FD 209, with copies for the files
on any individuals or organizations mentioned. Information pertinent to the general racial situation should

ormirinrwewr.r,...sr•
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be designated for Philadelphia file 157-1
214.
pertinent information must he submitted
at once so
that any necessary teletypes can he furni
shed to the
Bureau immediately and information
disseminated to
the PD and intelligence agencies.
Regular contact should also he made with
existing
criminal and security informants and potential
informants who live and/or work in ghetto
areas or have
access to pertinent information. Some
of these should
undoubtedly be converted to recial inform
ants or racial informant (ghetto). There is no reaso
n why such a
person cannot also be given criminal or
security assignments. The Bureau has. in fact, alread
y instructed this
office to convert several such persons
to racial informants.
For your information, all of these sourc
es, regardless of their designations, will he set up
in an area
breakdown index of 3 x 5 cards which
will be maintained in the office of the No. 3 supervisor.
Accordingly, as each is developed and agrees to
assist, pertinent
information regarding his coverage shoul
d be recorded
in the file and furnished to SA COLE.
The area breakdown will be as follows:
1. South Philadelphia
A. South Street
B. Other areas
2. West Philadelphia
A. Lancaster Ave.
B. 52nd St.
C. 60th St.
D. Mantua
E. Powelton Village
F. Other areas
3. North Philadelphia
A. Columbia Ave.
B. Susquehanna Ave.
C. Germantown Ave. east of Broad
D. Germantown
E. Strawberry Mansion
F. Other areas *
*Ridge Ave. being a diagonal street, will
be broken
down to the areas nearest the major cross
streets such
as Columbia Ave., Susquehanna Ave.,
Strawberry Mansion, etc.
1 - each Agent (1441
1 - 170.6
1 - 170-93
1 - 170-00
1 • 66-244
,113.hec
(14 111

Do it Harder

TO
: ALL AGENTS
FROM : SAC (170-6)
DATE
: 8/12/68
SUBJECT: RACIAL INFORMANTS

RIM

By letter dated 7/24/68 the Bureau instru
cted that
all offices must now give serious and penet
rative
thought to methods for obtaining maxi
mum productivity from the ghetto Informants devel
oped by each
individual office. The instructions from
the Bureau set
forth a number of assignments which
the Bureau feels
should be given to each such informant
in order to in-

sure such productivity.
1. Attend and report on open meeti
ngs of known
or suspected black extremist organizatio
ns.
In the Philadelphia area the following
places can be
considered logical meeting areas where
ghetto informants might be sent in order to gathe
r information
for this office: Black House (157.2446)
738 West Columbia Avenue (This establishment is
open nightly
and has classes in Negro history on Wedn
esday nights
and on Thursday Swahili is taught.); COR
E (157-2827)
2229 North Broad Street; SCLC (10047194) 2511
Girard, Second Floor (over state liquo
r store); The
Black Coalition (157.2678) 5918 Ches
tnut Street; The
Ghetto Training Center, 1441 South Stree
t; Church of
the Advocate, 18th and Diamond (Rev.
PAUL WASHINGTON) (This location is the site of
the Third National Black Power Conference (157.2808)
to be held
in Philadelphia 8/29-9/1/68.)
2. Identify criminal individuals and gangs
operating
in the ghetto areas and analyze the effec
t they have
on creating or aggravating situations of
violence.
3. Determine if efforts are being made
by black extremists to take over such criminal activi
ties as narco, tics traffic and the operation of numb
ers rackets.
In this regard it should be noted that
any information received from racial informants conce
rning gambling activities in the Philadelphia area
should be directed to Philadelphia File 92-1570 Sub
B so that this
office might receive credit for any "hand
le" from such
a gambling operation.
4. Visit Afro-American type bookstores
pose of determining if militant extremist for the purliterature is
available therein and, if so to identify
the owners, operators, and clientele of such stores.
The following are known bookstores
in the Philadelphia area which have been described
in the past as
distributing extremist literature: The New
World Book
Fair, 113 South 40th Street, (WILLIAM
CRAWFORD,
Prop.); /Home illegible/ Book Store
, 200 Block of
South 60th Street; Community Book
Mart, 10-12 North
52nd Street.
5. Furnish copies of black militant
literature being
circulated in the ghetto areas.
6. Travel to and furnish running teleph
onic reports
on areas where situations of violence
are rumored.
7. Identify black extremist militants
who attempt
to influence the Negro community and
report on the
effect of such efforts.
In order to assist the agents in Philadelph
ia handling ghetto informants the following indiv
iduals are to
be brought to the attention of ghetto
informants as
being active in the Negro militant move
ment: WALTER
(—), 157-2459, Black House; DAVID
(—), 157-2399,
Black House, ARTHUR 1—) (ph), 157.2
547, Teaches
African history at Black House; WILL
IAM (—), 1571933, CORE; GEORGE (—), aka "Free
dom
157-2849, The Black Coalition; GEORGE George",
(—), 1571975, The Black Coalition; LONNEY
(—), 157.2387,
The Black Coalition; STANLEY
(—), 100-4
Black Coalition; JAMES (—), 100-49161, 7093, The
Ghetto Training Center; WALTER (—), 100-48776,
4213 Filbert
Street, Was leader of Phila. Black Peopl
es Unity Movement (No known office address); MAX
WELL (—),
105-8999, RAM, 807 North Perkiomen
Street; WILLIAM (—), 100-43189, 2621 Thompson
Street, (—)
is the publisher of a bi-monthly news
letter entitled
"The Black Ghetto".
8, Report on changes in the attitude of
the Negro
community towards the white comm
unity which may
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lead to racial violence.
9. Report on all indications of efforts by foreign
powers to take over the Negro militant movement. In
those cases where you have an exceptionally intelligent and knowledgable informant, such an informant
may be given the assignment of reporting on the general mood of the Negro community concerning susceptibility to foreign influence whether this be from
African nations in the form of Pan-Africanism, from
the Soviet or Chinese communist bloc nations, or from
other nations.
In addition to the above designated places and persons in which Philadelphia has interest, the below listed establishments have been furnished by the Philadelphia Police Department as being places where militant Negroes have been known to congregate:
North Phi!atldnhia
Green's Cafe, Ridge and Girard Avenues; Whimpy's
Cafe, Broad and Girard; Taproom located at the Southwest, Corner of 20th and Westmoreland; A luncheonette located on the west side of Germantown Avenue
just south of High Street.

West Philadelphia
Gus Silk's Bar, 52nd and Spruce; Nixon Theater, 52nd
and Chestnut; Foo Foo's Cafe, 52nd and Locust; Taproom located on the Northwest, Corner of 45th and
Parrish.
Sauth Philadelphia
Settlement House, Eighth and Snyder; The bars and
luncheonettes located on South Street from 13th to
16th Streets.
The Bureau has also instructed that we immediately
ascertain among all Negro informants, including ghetto
informants, which informants are planning to enter
college this fall and would be in a position to infiltrate
black power groups on campuses. Bureau desires that
we furnish them with the identities of these informants
and the colleges they plan to attend. Any agent who
has a Negro informant who is contemplating college
attendance should immediately report such to SA
TERENCE D. DINAN.
1-170-6
1-170-419
1-66.3910
1-Each Agent
J0.1:FSm
(147)

In the event of a "disturbance", do this:

: SAC (157-00)
TO
: SA JOHN L. ADAMS
FROM
: 8/6/70
DATE
SUBJECT : RACIAL DISTURBANCES
PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
In the future when there is a racial disturbance or a
possible racial disturbance, the Agent or employee
handling the matter should promptly ascertain the following:
1. The nature of the disturbance.
2. The names of those known to be involved.
3. Any indication that the incident was racial in
nature.
4. The time of the incident.

5. The nature of any attack, whether the attack
was on the street or inside, and any other pertinent facts needed to evaluate the incident.
After obtaining these facts, this information should
he immediately furnished to the 4/9 (Racial Matters)
Supervisor or the person acting for him.
1 • Each Sr. Resident Agent

1 - Complaint Clark
1 - Night Supervisor

1. Each Agent, 5te 9 Squad
1 - PH 157-00
JLA/kgg
(33)

In the event of a RIOT,
do all these things

: ALL AGENTS (157-1214)
TO
: SAC JOE D. JAMIESON
FROM
: 2/13/69
DATE
SUBJECT : POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS
I In the event of an emergency involving racial violence, the Philadelphia Police Department /word missing/ declare a situation under one of the following
categories:
AMBER ALERT - Limited Emergency (presently
in effect).
RED ALERT - Riot Condition Existing.
On being advised of a red alert, the Agent or clerk
receiving the call should immediately notify the following persons in the order listed:
ILLEPHONE NO.
643-0275
SAC
609-795-0041
ASAC
OL-9-4333
49 Supervisor (ADAMS)
Racial Squad:
1-609-HA-9.5784
a) EDWARD M. COLE
KI-3-6360
DONALD G. COX
609.665-9165
TERENCE D. DINAN
CL-9.8697
RALPH C. HAMNER, JR.
609-783-3817
NED W. HERSMAN
MO-4-7219
THOMAS W. SHERMAN
WI.7-3292
KENNETH K. SMYTHE
MI-2-8264
JOHN R. WINEBERG
Liaison Agents (as listed).
Stand-by Agents (as listed).
All Agents, whether receiving racial assignments or
not, must not leave the city without notifying the office. Agents not specifically assigned should consider
themselves available during any emergency. In the
event a Red Alert is called, Agents at home should not
telephone the office since they will be advised by appropriate office personnel what shift they are to work.
All Special Agents not at home who hear of a Red Alert
or emergency, should telephone the Philadelphia Office and advise of their where.lhouts. '
ALLAGENIS WILL BE PROPERLYARMEI1AL
LIUI.ES__ANQTREPARED FOR ANY EM.L.R
GLEAcI
A

_L_LlAISONAGEha-S_
5.000 Huorn,_Pi LEI)
(Emergency I leAlquarters) Room 107, Police

ministration Building, telephone
numbers to be supplied.
Two Agents - 1 a.m. to 1 p.m.
shift.
Two Agents - 1 p.m. to 1 a.m. shift
.
Duty Agent or clerk should assig
n
lowing Agents to proceed immediat two of the folely to the above
location and alert other Agents listed
:
(a) J. J. MURRAY (LO 8-3790)
IC K. SMYTHE (WI 7-3292)
E. E. SUSSMAN (1-609-LI 7-50
55)
E. J. KILDAY (609-227-8768)
II

It

It

(a) E. M. COLE (1-609-HA 9-57
84)
III. INTEL! LGENCE UNIT
(a) D. G. COX (KI 3-6360)
1V. COMMAND POST AT EME
RGENCY SITE
Philadelphia Police Department
car 1,000.
Telephone number to be provided
.
Two Agents on 12-hour shifts to
be determined.
Duty Agent or clerk on duty shou
ld dispatch first
two Agents available directly to
the site, when location
is furnished by Police Departme
nt:
(a)G. L. LAZZARI (KI 3-9423)
J. C MURRAY (TU 7-9197)
P. W. NOLAN (ME 5-3855)
J. R. PEARCE (OL 9-6574)
J. A. VERICA (MA 3-4750)
H. A. HOWELL (609.428-7321)
V. MAYOR'S COMMAND POST
Room 630, Gty Hall, telephone
MU 6-4500, 12hour shifts.
Duty Agent or clerk should assig
n one Agent and
alert second:
(a) E. A. SMITH (MA 6.7801)
J. W. DOYLE (TR 7.8651)
VI. MILITARY INTF LI IGENCE
AGFNCIES
Duty Agent should call one and
alert one:
(a) M. B. DAVY (MO 4.7546)
J. W. GOING (1-609-HA 9-5094)
MILITARY COMMAND POST
Call one and alert one:
(a)). P. SCHULTE (609-227-840
5)
R. J. MARTIN (1-609-TA 9-4350)
VII. COORDINATOR OF TRA
NSPORTATION,

LOGISTICS AND OFFICE.SEC
LIBILY___
Call two and alert two:
(a)O. B. REVELL (609-227-832
5)
F. W. MULDERIG (LA 5-8621)
J. E. SPI VEY (1.609-662-7539)
J. L. WILLIAMSON (1.609-784-34
08)
VIII. I IAISON AGENISI
DEEIC.E)
The following Agents will be assig
ned to one of two
squads to handle telephones, telet
ypes, LHMs and
other administrative duties as need
ed. They will be
telephonically alerted as to work
ing hours, and should
report to 9 Supervisor:
(a)). R. WINEBERG (MI 2-8264)
(IN CHARGE)
R. W. ARMSTRONG (1-609-ST
3-3774)
H. H. BREMER (TU 7.6292)
R. G. CHAMBERS (1-609-227-42
33)
M. B. DAVY (MO 4-7546)
'
P. L. BRINTON (353-2958)
C. M. PENNINGTON (KI 3-3677)
J. W. REINHARD (MI 6.8967)
E. F. UZZELL (609-234-056
0)
F. J. GAFFNEY (SU 9-4555)
C J. WYLAND (1-609-ST 3-78
15)
T. W. SHERMAN (MO 4-7219)
IX. STAND-BY AGENTS
The following Agents will be assig
ned to a Stand-by
Squad to perform investigative func
tions or act as an
emergency force as needed. Thes
e Agents will be telephonically alerted as to working
hours:
(a) R. L. BOYLAN (609.428-968
2)
R. J. T. CARTER (1-609-NO 7-30
21)
R. E. LOGAN (1-609-428-7748)
M. D. BROWN (TU-7.0952)
J. W. CULPEPPER (1-609-734-00
32)
C. A. DURHAM (1-609-BE 5-22
72)
D. R. EGELSTON (1-609-78
4-6005)
P. B. GIBSON (MA 64713)
T. M. HARDING (1-609-784-74
391
• E. D. HEGARTY (1-609-4241 605)
C. SILVERTHORN (1.609-HA
9-6649)
M. P. SMITH (1-609-428-6458)

• 157-1214
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RIOT CONTROL
INFORMATION BULLETIN
January 5, 1967
This material should be used for
background purtrol" as well as those instructors
poses by appropriate police instr
who lecture on "Techuctors and should not
niques and Mechanics of Arrest."
be reproduced for distribution to
class members.
The information contained in this
Training Bulletin
was furnished various field divis
ions by police officials
who were in positions to evaluate
civil disturbances
handled by their departments. The
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
purpose of this Bulletin is to furnish a brief summary
of events in selected
Initial Incident
cities where riots occurred in the
recent past, to show
The disturbance was touched off
the initial incident, the growth of
by a sit-in demonthe disturbances, the
stration held inside a welfare build
police tactics used and finally, the
ing in Roxbury,
objective observaMassachusetts, (a part of Boston),
tions that can possibly dicate proc
on June 2, 1967.
edures in future riots.
Eleven Negro females and four whit
The Bureau does not and cannot
e females were inapprove or disapitially involved and the sit-in was
prove of the procedures and tacti
held to support the
cs used as the control
demands of Mothers for Adequate
of civil disturbances is solely the
Welfare, a biracial
responsibility of local
group.
authorities. It is believed, however
, this current materScans.
ial will be of the utmost importanc
e to the Bureau's
The demonstrators refused to leave
police instructors who lecture on
the welfare
the topic "Riot Conbuilding and chained and padlocke
d the welfare office
SS'

ri

door virtually holding the wellare workers prisoners.
They resisted arrest and additional policemen had to
be called out 10 .1%SiS1 those already on the scene. A
crowd which had gathered outside the building started
throwing objects at the police and looting commenced
as police were trying to control the mob in the area of
the welfare building. The disturbance area consisted
mainly of 15 blocks in the predominantly Negro section of Roxbury. At the peak of the disturbance the
crowd was estimated to be 1,000 with approximately
200 actively involved. Practically all of these were Negro youths ranging from 15 to 20 years of age.
An estimated 100 people including police and firemen were injured during the rioting and newspaper accounts estimated the damage at 51,000,000.
One hundred eighteen people were arrested as a result of the disturbance.
[Vice Tactics_
The police had a tactical patrol force composed of
five squads of twelve men who were intensively trained
in all police procedures as well as mob and riot control
The squads are very mobile and have better than average compact communications equipment. These men
were immediately moved into the riot area and dispersed the crowd through normal riot control formations. Officers wore helmets and carried side arms and
batons. Selected members carried shotguns and tear
,gas was available.
The tactical force and precinct men involved were
directed to, and did exercise great restraint in connection with any actions taken against the rioters. No firearms, tear gas or unorthodox tactics were used. There
being no curfew law available, it could not be used
though people on the streets were encouraged to go to
their homes and remain there. Though no stores or filling stations were directed to close, the merchants almost unanimously locked up and barricaded their
places of business the first day of the hit and run tactics.
Due to the number of false alarms pulled in, it was
found that the Fire Department units and equipment
did need some protection to accomplish this end and
to avoid answering false alarms. From the second day
on, each call was answered by a fire official's car as
well as a police car. If it were Found to be a false alarm,
the Fire Department was so notified. It on the other
hand a fire was actually going, fire apparatus responded
accompanied by several police cars as is the usual practice.
Ctiservations
Police officials believe that snipers and "firebugs"
will probably have to be met with the same guerrila
tactics used by the snipers and firebugs themselves. To
this end, they have increased their intelligence unit for
advance notice and pinpointing trouble, have purchased
M-1 carbines for fire power and are training men in
their use and how to take cover in the face of fire.
They were impressed with the results of curfews imposed in other cities and arc considering the possibility
of having such a law available to them.
CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND

Init ial laddent

H. Rap Brown, National Chairman of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, spoke in Cambridge, Maryland, on the evening of July 24, 1967, to
a crowd of approximately two to three hundred Negro citizens at a street meeting. After Brown's speech,
violence broke out in the Negro section of Cambridge.
SCDOe__

Fires were started and two square blocks of the Ne-gro section of town were burned, including a public
school. Some shots were exchanged between Negro rioters and police. One officer was slightly wounded in
the neck.
Maryland State Police were called in to assist local
police assigned to the area. The National Guard was activated and used to disperse the crowd. A heavy rain
began to fall about midnight and the rioting subsided.
As of July 29, 1967, the National Guard remained on
duty in Cambridge. During the night of July 28, 1967,
a few shots were exchanged between the National
Guard and unidentified snipers.
Four adults were arrested by the National Guard in
connection with dispersal of the crowd. Three were
residents of Cambridge and were charged with disorderly conduct. An official of the Congress of Racial
Equality from Baltimore was also arrested by Maryland State Police and subsequently cited on a traffic
charge.
Eblice Tactics
The riot control tactics used were containment and
preventing the rioters from moving into the main
downtown business area. During the early stages, the
rioters attempted to move in mass into the main business area and were turned back by police who fired
approximately forty rounds of number six shot from
shotguns after giving ample warning to the rioters.
None of the rioters was seriously wounded as the weapons were fired at their maximum range.
Observations
It was advocated strong measures be used in a riotous situation such as issuing each police officer a shotgun loaded with bird shot and ordering them to shoot
at the lower portion of the body of any looters or rioters caught in the act of looting. It was stated when
the rioters realize the police are taking strong measures
it would give the police a psychological advantage and
if this is done during the initial stages of any riot it
might bring it under control prior to any serious outbreak.
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
initial Incident
Unruly Negro youths spontaneously committed
acts of violence in Chicago, Illinois, on July 25, 26,
and 27, 1967, when about 150 Negroes threw rocks
and bottles at cars and business establishments.
SCAM
Molotov cocktails were also thrown which started
several fires. The Chicago Police Department was able
to handle the situation without aid trom other police
departments although firemen and police officers were
harrassed when they responded to fire alarms. There
were no deaths and no injuries were reported. At least
twelve persons were arrested, including seven for making Molotov cocktails.
police Tactics
Once trouble began, the Task Force moved in for a
show of force and also to contain and isolate the riot.
In the past Chicago experienced difficulty in dispersing mobs because most of the participants resided in
the critical area. It was decided to use curfews to keep
people off the streets and to post officers to protect
property.
The most important thing was covert intelligence.
Having knowledge and being constantly aware of the
situation, the Task Force could concentrate on the critical area without affecting the over-all police responsibilities.
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CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Inital Incident
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Police Tactics
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As an outgrowth of the Oncinnati riot, every
radio and
police department in Hamilton County, Ohio, has
signed

mutual assistance pacts pursuant to state authority.
They are joining together in case of an emergency or
nccd for assistance. Councils and townships have
passed the necessary ordinances and resolutions authorizing the pact. This arrangement holsters the previous verbal working agreement of the departments
to assist one another and will give the assisting patrolmen jurisdiction to perform duties in his neighboring
community.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Initial Incident
The incident which sparked the trouble in the
Hough area, a Negro ghetto, was the refusal by a white
bar owner to give a Negro individual a drink of water
during the evening of July 18, 1966. This incident
took place at about 9:30 p.m. at East 79th and Hough
Avenue. The original disturbance after this incident
was the stoning of police vehicles that arrived on the
scene.
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The police vehicles arriving on the scene were met •
with sniper fire coming from apartment buildings.
There was no doubt that the police were being fired
upon because the men could hear the slugs hitting various objects around them, and one officer received a
superficial wound in the abdomen. At this point, police returned the fire and a "pretty good fire fight ensued."
Shortly after this the rioters began to hurl fire
bombs from the buildings and also hurled fire bombs
into business establishments. The trouble area was a
twenty-block-long area which helped to keep the disturbances rather a simple matter to contain.

Police Tactics
Roadblocks were set up. These roadblocks consisted of vehicles parked across the intersection, manned
by police officers. Side streets entering into the area
were blocked with vehicles manned with police officers. These roadblocks allowed those persons wishing
to leave the area to do so and to prevent anyone else
not authorized to enter the area from doing so.
National Guard began arriving on the scene the following evening to augment their forces. At this time,
an outer perimeter was formed several blocks from the
center of the trouble area, but no roadblocks were
used other than those that had been used the previous
night. The outer perimeter was patrolled by National
Guard and police officers. The first night was the time
when most of the action took place and the next several clays following were relatively calm, the majority
of the trouble being sporadic fire bombings and some
reported snipings.
After the first night, because of the widespread
disturbances, it was impossible to isolate the whole
area with the manpower available. Roving patrols were
used in these areas so they could have manpower on
hand if any situation arose. Any facilities such as utility power stations, schools, gun stores, etc., were
guarded to prevent looters from attacking these installations.
In order to coordinate the efforts of the National
Guard with the police, a National Guard command post
was set up with the police command post and the National Guard Commander was issued a police radio so
that he could act directly upon any reported disturbances.
Another problem was the fact individuals were re- porting that crowds were gathering or that fire bombings were going on at such and such a place, which
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necessitated sending vehicles there, when in reality
nothing was taking place. The police helicopter was
used in these instances to good advantage in that they
could he over the scene of a reported disturbance rapidly and determine whether or not help was needed.
The helicopter was extremely useful in determining
if any rioters were on the rooftops. It was felt the helicopter would be extremely vulnerable to rifle fire.
A problem which is felt they have now overcome
is the identification of those persons arrested during
riot situations. The booking officer assigned to the
police paddy wagon was equipped with a Polaroid camera and it was the duty of the booking officer to
take a Polaroid shot of the individual arrested along
with the arresting officer.
During the early stages of the riot, the main problem of the police department was the keeping of curiosity seekers out of the riot area. The roadblocks
and roving patrols were instrumental in overcoming
this problem.

Observations
Newspaper accounts mentioned numerous sniping
incidents; however, there were actually only a few
sniping incidents after the first night. Many sniping incidents reported by the newspapers did not actually
exist but were merely firecrackers exploding.
On one occasion a sniper was reported in an area
approximately a mile and a half from the riot scene
and upon arrival of the police, neighbors reported a
sniper was in such and such a building because they
had seen the curtains move back and a face appear in
the window. Many of the officers on duty were prepared to fire when the Chief Instructed them to investigate first and they found in actuality there was no
sniper but merely a curious individual who had been
looking out to see what was going on.
This incident was painted out to show that it
could be dangerous if undisciplined officers or troops
are used in such situations.
One of the problems encountered was in regard to
the use of police vehicles. Many of the vehicles were
damaged or broke down and became useless. In the
event of another riot, it is planned Brink's armored
trucks will be commandeered, if necessary, to afford
protection to men going into the trouble area.
At the inception, difficulty was experienced in mobilizing the officers and on several occasions many officers were away from their normal districts which
left these districts open to possible trouble. The city
was divided into six districts and each district was responsible for any disturbance within its area. In the
event of trouble in one district, each of the other five
districts could send two squads, or twenty four men,
into the trouble district. Using this plan it was believed there would be sufficient manpower in those
districts not having trouble to handle normal police
activities.
It is believed the best way to combat snipers is to
completely surround the building involved and search
it for snipers. In order to do this, it was necessary on
many occasions to order the people out of the building before the police officers could start conducting
their search.
The Police Department has recently obtained armored plating which can be mounted in the bucket
of a fire department snorkel truck, to give protection
to the men in the bucket. The snorkel bucket is so
equipped it can be used to search rooftops for possible snipers and that the armor plate used in this buck-
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et will withstand a 30.06 armor piercing slug.
It is believed the riot was handled quite well, with
a minimum loss of life and a minimum amount of injury. It was felt the news media tended to exaggerate
the extent and destructiveness of the riot and reported
too many unsubstantiated rumors or incidents.
DAYTON, OHIO

city. These personnel will not take police action; however, they will be dispatched to reported trouble areas
to determine it the trouble is legitimate before police
units are dispatched. Police cruisers will only respond
to legitimate calls.
Consideration should he given to integrating communication facilities between the National Guard and
InisiaLluiskaL
local law enforcement.
Local authorities stated the disturbance in racially .
The Dayton Police Department is presently contense Dayton, Ohio, was ignited by inflammatory
verting a snow plow into an armored vehicle in order
speeches to about 250 Negro youths by H. Rip Brown
to cambat snipers. They also are training "sniper
and Willie Ricks, both of the Student Nonviolent Cosquads" to handle snipers during a disturbance.
ordinating Committee. The disturbance occurred on
the west side of Dayton in a predominantly Negro
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
neighborhood. It began with rock and bottle throwing
initial Incident
by Negroes on the night of June 14, 1967. Scattered
The rioting in Detroit, Michigan, began on July 23,
incidents of rock and bottle throwing, window break1967, shortly after Detroit police officers raided an afing and looting occurred on June 15, 1967. Several
ter-hours drinking establishment at about 4:00 a.m.
fires were also set that night.
and arrested 70 individuals. A crowd of about 500 Nea0.12.t
groes gathered in the area and threw rocks and bottles
There were no deaths. Several persons including
at the officers.
four policemen were injured. Property damage was esScoot
timated at $175,000.
The riot started on Twelfth Street in Detroit's Tenth
The Ohio National Guard and the Ohio Highway
Precinct and quickly spread to a 12-square block area.
Patrol assisted the Dayton (Mice Department in quelRock and bottle throwing, fire bombing, looting, and
ling the disturbance.
sniping were prevalent. Policemen and firemen were
During the disturbance 182 persons were arrested
the targets of sniping and rock throwing. Many calls
on charges ranging from disorderly conduct to arson.
for police and firemen went unanswered because of
Police Tactics
the sniping and rock throwing. The rioting also spread
One procedure found to be effective was the rapid
to other Detroit precincts in the Negro area and lasted
mobilization of all police personnel.
until July 31, 1967. it was necessary to call in the
Three men were assigned to each vehicle, including
Michigan National Guard and Federal troops.
utilization of detectives and unmarked cars. All perFollowing are the statistics:
sonnel in disturbance areas had maps and were asDeaths — 41 (2 police officers and 1 fireman)
signed to specific areas and were not permitted to
Injuries — More than 386 (91 police officers, 29
leave these areas unless ordered to do so by command
firemen, 19 National Guardsmen, and
level personnel.
4 State policemen)
All police personnel were furnished photographs,
Fires — 1,516
descriptions, and license numbers of one hundred
Property damage was estimated to be in excess of
rogues, thieves, and troublemakers in the area. By the
;250 million. The total economic loss to the City of
end of the disturbance 80 of the 100 individuals had
Detroit was estimated in excess of S1 billion.
been arrested.
Approximately 4,000 Federal troops were utilized
The Mice Department closed all bars in the trouto aid the 8,000 National Guardsmen, 3,000 Detroit
ble areas, including carry-out stores which sold wine
policemen, and 750 Michigan State Police officers. Deand beer. This was found to solve the p.oblem of
troit police officers advised that 4,733 persons were
drunks and also deprived troublemakers of having a
arrested during the riots.
place to hang nut. The Police Department felt that by
Police Tactics
controlling known thieves' hangouts, they precluded
In view of tactics used by these rioters in the Michadditional trouble.
igan area, twelve — sixteen men units were formed
During the June, 1967, disturbance, the police imand were successful. This task force should operate
mediately began arresting juveniles; and within a short
under a command officer and should be assigned four
time the word spread throughout the community that
men to a unit or car and should be highly mobile,
the Police Department was arresting juveniles, and confast, hard-hitting units and should consist of three-four
sequently many of the juveniles who may have caused
cars. This task force is to be self-contained having
trouble got off the streets.
shotguns, rifles with scopes. tear gas, and bull horns.
Ralice, ambulance, and fire department sirens were
All departments felt that this system was very effecturned off while answering any calls or proceeding to
tive.
the area of the disturbance. The theory behind this is
Observations
that the siren is a device which attracts crowds, includRiots in these areas have not been of the static type
ing both troublemakers and curiosity seekers.
where the application of the riots formations could be
It was found to be important for top command
utilized. The command officers advised they feel that
police personnel to he in the field since the rank of
this riot formation training is still of value in that it
captain or above issuing orders to personnel is more
helps in training the individual police officers to take
effective than .1 lower ranking police officer.
commands and function as a unit.
Clb_aervalions
Communications during the Detroit riot presented
The Dayton Police Department has plans that in
a problem in that there were approximately three or
the event of any future disturbance, they will implefour frequencies used by various departments. These
ment other city radio-equipped vehicles to he used as
task force units comprising three-four cars were made
their "eyes and ears" in the non-troubled areas of the
up of State Police, City Police and National Guard. In
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some cases one task force unit woukl receive a call regarding a sniper and would be directed to proceed to
this area. Another task force would receive a call from
a different frequency and would also proceed to the
same arca. This resulted in the officers approaching
the building from different directions and on numerous occasions resulted in police officers firing at each
other. On several occasions because of lack of proper
communication, one task force would gas a building
resulting in the gasing of other officers who were unaware that gas was to he thrown. Communication in
the smaller departments where rioting occurred was
not too much of a problem as the riot area itself was
relatively small as compared to Detroit.
The feeding of men presented a problem in that the
men had to find food wherever possible, which in turn
resulted in a loss of control over men. They have set
up a plan with Michigan State University in the future
to have all food prepared and supplied in thermoses
which in turn is to be handled by the Michigan State
Police and furnished to the men at a given area.
Another problem encountered in the Detroit riot
which became almost critical was the supply of automobile tires and rims. These task force units would
travel at high rates of speed and through debris which
resulted in flat tires, bent rims, etc. These departments
further feel that one of the prime programs that must
be set up on the outbreak of a riot is the protection
of fire fighters and equipment.
They also feel they must have intelligence groups
working with the rioters. Also, that all runs to an area
reported to have sniping must be controlled and that
only the task force designated should respond.
All command officers of all departments felt that
system of anti-sniping teams should be developed although the sniping calls in the Detroit riot were definitely overrated and that there were a lot of firecrackers and cherry bombs which created unnecessary confusion. They felt that a sniping team of six men should
be developed and sent Into an area where actual sniping is occurring. The six-man team, or similar set up,
would consist of two men with binoculars, two with
handi-talkies, one man with a scope rifle and all under
the command of an officer. Any similar set up would
suffice but due to the fact innocent people are endangered where snipers are reported to be, it is important
the officer in charge be well-trained.
It was further felt if gas is to be used, it is vital that
every man be supplied with a good gas mask. They
further pointed out that large quantities of bull horns
were necessary although in some cases the bull horn
fixed to the scout car was of value. A bull horn is
needed by the command officer shouting orders from,
for example, the sixth floor window of an apartment
which is being searched for snipers. They felt that radio communication at this time was not fast enough.
It was also pointed out that when using a gas mask
it is difficult for voice communication and that a microphone must be developed so that the command officer can speak into the bull horn even though he is
wearing a gas mask. They pointed out that in searching for the snipers in large apartment buildings, it is
necessary to evacuate the building and search from
the roof down. Thus, they leave officers on all entraqces and exits on each floor to protect the area and
without some type of portable hull horn, it is difficult, if not impossible, to keep all the officers informed
of what is taking place.

Armored personnel carriers which were used in Detroit were excellent except that some modification
had to he made in order that turrets and eye slits
could he utilized to train guns and observe high apartment buildings. They recommended that these vehicles be completely covered and that extra protection
must he afforded them because a Molotov cocktail
could put them out of action. They recommended
this vehicle have rubber tread tires, which are puncture proof, be highly maneuverable and operate at a
high rate of speed.
In the Detroit riot, on-the-scene officers felt there
should have been some control over street lights which
presented a problem in the sniper fire. They advised
the officers were exposed to the light and when looking up into second and third floor buildings were blinded by the street lights. They stated as a result of this,
the first thing they would do would be to shoot out
all the street lights, including traffic control lights.
They stated arrangements should be made, if possible,
with the Public Lighting Commission, that on a telephone call or radio call lights in a certain sector could
be turned off until the problem is resolved.
They also stated cars entering a sniper area should
turn out their headlights and that back-up lights on
automobiles should be disconnected. They found that
on several occasions as a car would back up, back-up
lights would go on and they became targets by sniper
fire.
One of the big problems encountered in the Detroit
riot was the handling, booking and transportation of
prisoners. On-the-scene officers advise that they had
as many as twelve and fifteen rioters under arrest, but
because there was no transportation for them, they
had to release them. They advised that some system
of a mobile arrest unit should be devised. They suggested that possibly this could be done by use of two
or three buses which could be mobile and could proceed to certain points to pick up, photograph and
book prisoners. During the Detroit riot, it was necessary for the task force units making the arrests to leave
the riot area and transport the prisoners to a precinct
or temporary lockup, leaving the riot area unprotected.
No provisions were made in advance to handle large
volumes of prisoners. Mike-shift compounds were
made and were not adequate. Prisoners were transported as far as 75-100 miles away.
In general, it was felt that in the riots which occurred in Michigan, it was necessary that initially they
be "hit hard" and that they "stay on top of the matter" until it is resolved. It is further felt that command
officers must be on the scene to properly evaluate the
problems which occur and that indecision on the part
of command officers can result in riots getting completely out of control and a lack of direction after it
started to spread.
In the Detroit area it was felt by the on-the-scene
officer that the riot could have been stopped or at
least controlled had they had proper command.

ELGIN, ILLINOIS
Initial Incident
Between 10:00 and 11:00 p.m. on August 4, 1967,
fires were started by means of fire bombs at several Elgin business establishments in different neighborhoods.
Scam
A male Negro youth admitted to the Elgin Mice
that he and eight other Negro youths, who ranged in
age from 12 to 17, met on the night of August 2 and
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planned to make and throw fire bombs in Elgin. They
met again on August 4 at which time they gathered
bottles and made them into gasoline bombs. Assignments were made as to where these would he thrown
and the group proceeded to carry out the plan the
same night.
Fires were to he started at the North end of town
to draw the downtown police away so that two or
three groups could hit several downtown areas for
the purpose of starting fires and looting. It was learned
from some of the individuals arrested that they were
ordered never to get into groups, and were not to walk
in a group of more than two or three individuals.
Police_ Tactics
Due to the advance notice, the Elgin Mice Department was able to alert other surrounding police and
fire departments who are members of a mutual aid
program formed for such emergencies. Within fifteen
minutes, after the trouble began, there were about
175 policemen in the trouble area. These men were
stationed at all incoming highways to contain and isolate the affected areas, control traffic at detour
points, and maintain security of key facilities, such as
the police radio station, and protect large glass windows in business establishments. They also were
placed near gas stations and lumber yards where fires
could tie-up all or most of the fire fighting equipment.
Elgin assigned policemen to assist the fire departments
(two outside fire departments came to the aid of Elgin).
One Elgin policeman was assigned to each outside police car during this trouble to assist in direction, specifically in those instances where the cars were used
for surveillance of suspicious individuals in cars roaming the areas. The toll way police and neighboring larger cities were alerted to the trouble so that large minority groups entering the toll ways or leaving these cities in the general direction of the troubled area could
be observed and reported.
The police enforced a curfew and closed all taverns,
gas stations and business establishments by placing a
call to one tavern, gas station, and store. They in turn
would call two or three other establishments.
Police also used Citizen Band radios to contact cooperative citizens to ascertain if reports being phoned
in were authentic.
Observations
It was stated the most important thing at the outbreak of a riot was to contain and isolate it to the affected area, which could be done by speed in getting
officers to the scene, and a superiority in manpower.
HOUSTON, TEXAS
Initial Incident
There had been demonstrations previously on the
campus of Texas Southern University protesting the
banning of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee from the campus, On May 16, 1967, a false remor was spread on campus of Texas Southern University, a predominantly Negro institution, that white persons had killed a six-year-old Negro child. Snipers fired
on Houston police officers who were on routine patrol
duty in the area of the University.
SCSLIX

The disturbance was confined to the campus of
Texas Southern University and the surrounding area.
Students were armed with guns and /siolotov cocktails.
Snipers fired on police from dormitories and one police officer was killed. Additionally, two officers and
one student were wounded. Property damage was in

excess of $15,000.
The Houston police, numbering 200, moved in on
the rioting students and handled the disturbance.
The Fkiuston police arrested 488 persons but eventually released all but five who were charged with inciting to riot, which charges were later changed to
murder.
Police Tactics
Due to the suddenness of the occurence, police
tactics were formulated at the scene. All available personnel were brought into the surrounding area to cordon it off to restrict the scene from spectators who
might be injured and from a build-up of potential participants to the affray. Police personnel surrounded
the two dormitories from which the sniping was believed emanating. Illuminating equipment such as floodlights and spotlights were utilized briefly but later suspended due to the belief they made excellent targets
for sniping and since it was decided to rush the building under cover of darkness. Following the successful
penetration of the buildings by authorities, squads of
officers proceeded to make a room to room search,
§
removing the occupants to the lawn outside to await
transportation to jail while other officers searched the
rooms for weapons. Following this operation all personnel were placed on twelve-hour duty shifts for several days in the event of further disturbances.
In August, 1967, following the incident all police
personnel were placed on twelve-hour duty shifts, days
off and vacations were cancelled. A show of force was
maintained in the proximity of the trouble areas for
several days following the last overt incident. Seven
"groups" of personnel were on duty in the trouble
areas at all times, each "group" consisting of from fifty to sixty officers led by a lieutenant. A captain supervised three and four groups and each captain was
reporting to the inspector on the scene, who in turn
was reporting to the chief and city officials at the command post in the police station.
Personnel comprising the "groups" rode four and
five men to a squad car and each vehicle was mobile
throughout a predesignated section of the trouble area.
It was felt that barring any sizeable crowd build-up
an incident of disturbance would be restricted to one
or several individuals attempting to loot a building or
commit arson or to engage in physical violence and
thusly the deployment of personnel in four to five
man units would provide sufficient manpower to cope
with the immediate incident. In the event of arrests it
was planned to have the above units radio for paddy
wagons situated on the perimeters and these would be
available immediately to rush to the scene and remove
the arrested person or persons before a crowd had sufficient time to build up to interfere with the police action or seize upon it as a cause for retaliation.
Additional personnel were deployed through the
trouble areas in the role of "observers." These officers
were in civilian clothes and some carried concealed
transmitting devices while others utilized telephones
to communicate intelligence data to other units and
to headquarters.
Inasmuch as arson was anticipated to be the major
incident of violence, all telephone calls to fire stations
were routed through the police department communications system. The police dispatcher would then issue the fire call simultaneously to the appropriate fire
station as well as to mobile police units in the vicinity
of the fire alarm. These units, consisting of three wheel
4.1

motorcycles, were operating in a fixed area as traffic
point control. Upon notification that fire department
equipment was en route these mobile units would
"pick up" the fire units as they entered the area and
then proceed to accompany them to the scene of the
fire alarm. Several officers would then dismount Crum
their vehicles and assume guard positions around the
firefighters and their equipment while other motorcycle units would rove the street of the alarm and parallel streets. All officers in these units were equipped
with M-1 carbines.
To cope with any incidents of sniper fire, there was
a special task force stationed at the outskirts of the
trouble area. Two to three cars contained several officers each, all sharpshooters, who were equipped with
rifles with telescopic scopes. These units were prepared
to rush into an area of reported sniping to combat the
perpetrators of such aggression.
In the event of a crowd build-up or mob action, a
van-type truck was equipped with tear gas and other
chemical equipment and located in the general proxy imity of the trouble area. Fifteen and more officers
were on duty by this truck at all times and would have
been transported in the truck to the scene of the disturbance.
To curtail the possibility of "incidents" or a buildup of tension in the community, police personnel were
under orders no‘ to indiscriminately halt and search
vehicles moving into and out from the trouble area
unless a valid reason existed for the halting of such.
Vehicles whose occupants appeared "suspicious" were
afforded close police surveillance by one or more of
the mobile units until the destination of the vehicle
could be established or until it departed the trouble
area. Any effort to evade the police surveillance would
be cause for the halting of such vehicle.
Uilization of mobile units to accompany fire fighting apparatus into a trouble area and thereafter to
maintain security surveillance of the equipment and
its personnel was considered to be highly successful
and will be utilized in all future incidents. The arming
of such mobile officers with rifles and placing them in
close prozimity to the fire equipment and the scene
of the fire creates the desired impression that acts of
sniping, obstruction, or physical attack will not be tolerated and will be firmly combatted.
Deployment of observers into the trouble area for
purposes of gathering intelligence data concerning rumors, plans of violence, crowd build-up, identity of
leaders and incidents of violence was considered highly successful. These observers should not be in uniform and their general mission should not be known
to the habitues of the area. Personnel assigned to these
roles should be familiar with the area and should be
of the same race as the area residents, although some
white officers were utilized in the guise of news media
representatives.
The switching to the police dispatchers of all calls
made to fire stations was considered successful and
will be used for future incidents because of the case
of coordinating the dispatching of fire units with police accompaniment.
nervations
Police authorities and city officials believe without
equivocation that it must be stressed to the public
that no unlawful acts will be tolerated or condoned
regardless of alleged merits or grievances promulgating
such acts. Public pronouncements have been made to this effect by the Mayor, other city officials, and po.
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lice authorities.
At the inception of acts of violence or disturbance
firm anti positive police action will he instituted to quell
the acts and arrest any law violator. Attempts to "negotiate" .it the scene with those involved will not occur. During the sniping incident at the University in
May, 1961, several hours of police inactivity occurred
while attempts weic made to talk and reason with
those involved, all to no avail.
Lack of transportation for personnel and equipment
proved to he a problem and will he a recurring one
unless it is alleviated through purchase of additional
patrol cars and special vehicles. For the present, however, it is felt that by manning each patrol car with
four to five officers this will ease the burden as well
as provide sufficient "on the spot" manpower to cope
with isolated incidents assuring domination of the
scene and security for the personnel involved.
•
The creation of a special force for "sniper control,"
consisting of several patrol cars containing several
marksmen each armed with rifles with scopes, is considered an excellent means to combat isolate instances
of sniping within an area. These units have the sole
responsibility of nullifying the offenders and it is felt
that where the instances are isolated and sporadic a
group of several officers will be more effective than
"turning loose" a large number of officers in the area,
all of whom become prospective targets thus increasing the chance of police injury of death, as well as
minimizing ineffectual and random firepower which
might result in injury to innocent bystanders or to
their own members.
The procedure of not completely isolating a trouble area wherein only sporadic incidents were occurring, such as arson, is considered to be effective in diminishing any tension build-up on the part of persons
who would normally have legitimate business in the
area, such as residents or business operators. By permitting free ingress and egress of an area b y those persons not displaying unlawful tendencies was considered
instrumental in allaying hostility towards the police
and charges of police "aggression." Many instances
were reported of residents of trouble areas being permitted normal access to their homes and businesses
who thereafter would bring food and refreshment to
officers and firemen on the scene.
Inasmuch as the most serious offense encountered
was from arson, it was determined that existing ordinances prevented the police from making prosecutable
arrests except where they encountered persons in possession of an assembled instrumentality to commit
arson, such as a "molotov cocktail." Inasmuch as arrests were being made of persons who possessed cans
of gasoline, rolls of cloth "wicks," and empty containers, etc., their release was immediate when it was
believed they were bent upon acts of arson or had
committed such. When police authorities made this
problem known to city officials, they immediately
drew up and passed an ordinance making it an offense
to possess such instruments of arson in their unassem•
bled state. The passage of this law was given extensive
publicity via the news media, several arrests were made
following, and then all incidents subsided. It was felt
this strong support by the city administration of the
police and sympathy to the problems encountered for
maintaining law and order was of considerable significance in causing a cessation to acts of violence wherein the "troublemaker" was assured that his "escape"
from prosecution would not he through loopholes in

the law.
Within a few minutes after the checkpoints were
While acts of looting did not plague law enforcement set up, a large
bus arrived at the area loaded with Nein the above incidents, in the event of such acts teams
gro male and female students from an adjacent college.
of officers will be sent into the area with one team
. They were advised by the police they could go into
member being armed with a movie and "still" camera.
the area at their own risk. They were allowed to enter
The purpose of this is to photograph the looters as
the area. Several other carloads of Negroes were allowthey go about their "business" prior to any arrest as
ed to enter the campus area. The above individuals
well as the actual occurrence of arrest. It is felt such
joined the crowd on the campus and it swelled to
film and photographs will serve as identification of the
about 1500 members.
looter and provide evidentiary data of his offense as
At 12:00 midnight, May 10, 1967, the crowd of
well as to negate any claims of "police brutality" con1500 started marching in mass formation towards the
cerning the arrest.
police checkpoint.
Regarding equipment, it was decided that the wearOne Negro male was struck on the head by a flying
ing of the "motorcycle tf/pe" helmets for riot-control
bottle. No injuries to police olficers were reported and
personnel will be discontinued inasmuch as the color
no arrests were made. No firearm or gas was discharged
of these helmets is white. It is believed this color
by officers, but shots were heard by officers in the vimakes excellent targets of the personnel wearing these cinity of the campus, evidently
coming from the Ne- •
during the night time. Orders have been placed with
groes. A drug store was looted with estimated propersuppliers of surplus military equipment to purchase
ty damage of 5500.
1,000 "G.I." helmets with the metal shell. These helPolice_Ta..c tics
mets will then be sandblasted smooth and painted a
A police captain in command•ordered his men there
royal blue color which will provide a uniform concept
to drop back about one-half block east on Lynch Street
while diminishing their "target value."
from the checkpoint location. The mob took the barAll riot control batons less than 36 inches in length
ricades which had been placed in the street at the
will be disposed of and only those of this length will
checkpoint to block traffic and set them afire. They
be utilized since they provide a psychological imprestook large stones from the adjacent area and placed
sion to potential mob members that special equipthem in the streets to block them. They were throwing
ment is being utilized rather than something that apstones, bricks, bottles and yelling and shouting.
pears as a routine night stick. Also, it is felt with baThe plan that had been formulated by the police to
tons of this size personnel will he able to successfully
control the disturbance was a system of checkpoints.
utilize them against any mob and not have to resort to
The police called for and got other reinforcements
riot guns with bayonets, cattle prods, or other pieces
and then set up checkpoints at places designed to seal
of equipment. All police personnel will be thoroughoff the entire campus area.
ly and regularly trained in the use of the riot stick as
' The police system for their supply of reserves was
an offensive and devensive weapon while operating in
that off-duty police officers were placed on standby
riot control formations.
duty to report immediately when needed.
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
A meeting was then held by officials of the Jackson
initial Incident
Police Department, the Mayor, the Governor of MissisIn the late evening of May TO, 7967, two Negro posippi and officials of the Mississippi Highway Safety
lice officers stopped a speeding vehicle on the campus
Patrol to formulate plans to be executed in case events
of Jackson State College, a Negro liberal arts institution. su necessiatated. The
Governor ordered mobilization
When the police attempted to question the Negro male of a 385 man National
Guard unit, commencing at
driver, a Jackson State College student, students in the
3:30 p.m. on May 11, 1967. This unit was on standby
nearby vicinity began chanting "You can't take him,"
in the National Guard Armory to be utilized if necesand followed this with a barrage of bottles and rucks.
sary upon request of the Jackson Police Department.
The police officers departed from the scene and the
the Mississippi Highway Safety Patrol placed officers
demonstration followed.
in the Jackson district on standby basis in the event
Sat=
their assistance was needed.
Police officers abserved a Negro male driving a red
Observations
Falcon speed by them and cut in front of the police
The press had free coverage or the area, however,
car in a reckless manner. They pursued the car to a
coverage did not appear to work to police advantage,
point behind the men's dormitory on the campus of
but seemed to stimulate disturbance action.
Jackson State College at which location they stopped
The use of police dogs and fire hoses was considered
the driver of the car. While the officers were attemptundesirable under. the circumstances at hand.
ing to give him a traffic ticket, a crowd of Negro male
Several conferences of the Command Staff of the
and female students gathered around the police car
FOlice Department after the riot had terminated conand the Falcon and started throwing bricks and botsidered the facts and suggested in the future to move
tles, and verbally abusing the two &kers. the crowd
rapidly after the initial incident with more manpower
continued to increase and the officers were not allowand reserves more readily available; to keep the crowd
ed to give the ticket and were compelled to get in
•
dispersed; and to place the National Guard on standby
their car and call for reinforcements. Iwo squad cars
at the outset.
containing two officers each went to the rescue of the
Negro officers and were sucessful in getting them oil
the campus, but without the traffic violator or his
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
identity.
On command from headquarters the police in the
Violence broke out in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on
area withdrew from the campus and set up two checkJuly 30, 1967, when roving gangs of Negroes numberpoints to route traffic away from the trouble area as
ing about 25 in each gang roamed through the Negro
the crowd would throw missiles at cars driving by.
area breaking windows in business establishments,
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looting them, and setting them afire.
service. They were manned by police, one being armed
SiCoi
with scope equipped rifle. From the trucks, it was posThe disturbances continued until August 2, 1967.
sible for officers to utilize tear gas or.return fire.
Unruly Negroes broke windows in business establishCburvatians_
ments, looted them, and then set them afire. At least
The Milwaukee Mice Department and the National
332 fires were started. Sniper fire also took place. Sev- Guard operated as a team in the disturbed area. The
eral vehicles, including police vehicles, were overturned location of Guardsmen throughout the critical areas
Firemen were hampered at times by snipers. A 24-hour was considered a definite asset to the Police Departcurfew was instituted. All taverns, liquor stores, and
ment in securing these areas, thus relieving the police
gasoline stations were ordered to close. Roadblocks
officers to handle the hit-and-run tactics employed by
were set up and streets were closed to vehicles and
the smaller bands of individuals.
pedistrian traffic.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
Following are the statistics:
Initial Incident
Deaths - 4 (one police officer killed by gunshot)
At the conclusion of a parade at 11:00 pm on July
Injuries - 87 (12 police officers)
19, 1967, a scuffle occurred between two Negro girls
Fires - 332
which attracted a crowd of Negroes. The police separProperty damage; cost of additional salaries for
ated the girls and dispersed the crowd. This aroused
firemen, policemen, and National Guardsmen at
the crowd and resulted in some rocks and bottles beleast $1 million.
ing thrown.
More than 1,500 members of the %Visconsin National Scobe
Guard were utilized in the disturbance area.
The initial incident took place in downtown MinOne thousand seven hundred forty persons were ar- neapolis but the actual disturbance occurred
in the
rested. Most of those arrested were charged with curnorth side Plymouth Avenue neighborhood. The events
few violations.
occurred primarily on the nights of July 19, 20, and
Police Tactics
21. Crowds of approximately 400 Negroes participated.
On July 30, a group of 200 persons which had form- Violence took the form
of breaking windows, looting,
ed at an intersection had been fairly easily dispersed
and arson. The crowds were said to have included maby a riot control formation of police officers. It was
ny teen-agers and younger children.
stated however, that the riot control formation was
No deaths or major injuries were reported. Fire danot considered by the Police Department to have been mage was estimated at
$421,000. The cost of mainthe effective stimulus in dispersing the crowd, but that taining the National Guard and
of paying overtime to
it was rather the showing of force. After this initial
the firemen•and policemen was estimated at 5172,
utilization of a riot control formation they were no
000.
longer attempted since they would have been imprac- Observations
tical.
It was the opinion of the officers involved in the
In the area of greatest activity, walking patrols con- Minneapolis disturbances that occurred during
the
sisting of a Sergeant and ten officers were established.
Summer of 1967 that the large squad formations of a
They were highly maneuverable and were able to com- military nature are now obsolete. They recommend
pete with the equally maneuverable bands of rioters.
smaller units which will be in a position to operate
Although almost all the store windows on both sides
more flexibly and can be regrouped or organized in a
of the street were broken, the walking patrols were
short period of time.
able to keep the rioters moving so that it was virtually
A problem of mobilizift manpower was encounimpossible for any vandals who had broken windows
tered. Through telephonic contact, it took considerto stop and loot the contents of the store. The Milwau- ably longer than they had expected. Plans are being
kee Police Department utilized the tactic of keeping of devised for a new system of mobilization.
ter the rioters and placing so much pressure on them
Since police departments are not in the position to
they had no opportunity to loot.
have enough equipment, property, and materials needWhen the rioters then expanded into the outlying
ed to cope with riot demands, it was decided to pool
areas they were covered by officers in squad cars. At
the equipment of the departments in the area so that
first three officers were in each car, however as reinmmediate demands could be met.
forcements arrived, as many as five and six men were
Approximately seven men were hit in the face with
placed in a squad car. These squads roamed the entire
thrown rocks during the riots. It was felt helmets were
area waiting for an assignment. When a report was renecessary but that they should be equipped with face
ceived the squad nearest to that area would advise the guards to prevent such injuries. Had these face guards
radio dispatcher the identity of the squad and that it
been available, injuries could have been prevented.
would handle the matter.
The police were plagued with bad rumors on posMilwaukee Police Department also improvised a sys- sible occurrences, and it was concluded information
tem which they termed "sweeper teams." They conor intelligence must be developed to insure the departsisted of a patrol wagon and a patrol car which were
ment is in possession of accurate, exact, and precise
used to transport police officers to an outlying area
data.
where a group of rioters might be forming. The fairly
It was concluded police should not arbitrate or conlarge number of police officers, which could be transfer with the rioters. Police must be firm and give all
ported in the patrol wagon, and the follow-up squad
the orders. On one occasion when the police pulled
car were utilized to break up the concentration of
back to organize and form their units, it was an indirioters after which the patrol wagon was used to trans- cation to the crowd that the department must have a
port any prisoners taken,
weakness. At this point, the crowd became hysterical
In order to protect officers from sinper fire, four
and unruly and rioting broke loose. In retrospect it is
Prinks Company Armored Trucks were pressed into
believed the lines should have held and should not
W

have withdrawn under any circumstances. The strength
should move to the units already assigned to the trouble area.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
Initial Incident
The incident triggering the riot at Newark was the
arrest of a Negro taxicab driver who became loud, profane, and abusive when stopped by the police for a
traffic violation and physical force was necessary to
restrain him. This occurred on the night of July 12,
1967.
&ow—
Shortly after midnight, following the arrest of the
taxicab driver, a large number of unruly Negroes gathered at the police precinct station where the arrested man had been taken and threw stones, bricks, and
bottles at the police building, passing automobiles,
and onlookers. The riot spread and Molotov cocktails
were thrown at business establishments and stores
were looted in the vicinity of the police building before order was restored. The violence erupted again
. but with more intensity the following night and continued for several days before abating on July 17, 1967.
Further looting occurred on July 18, 1967. The area
involved escalated from eight blocks to an area roughly estimated at ten square miles. During the rioting
rampaging Negroes set fires, looted stores, and committed robbery and acts of vandalism. Heavy sniper
fire began in the late afternoon of July 14, 1967, directed principally at police and firemen. Approximately 300 fires occurred during the period of rioting and
60 false fire alarms were reported.
Statistics regarding deaths, injuries, and property
damage:
Deaths
- 25 (2 white persons, a police officer and a fire cap.
tain: and 23 Negroes)
Injuries
- -1,259, including 62 law
• enforcement officers
-Property damage
- Insured losses estimated at
$15 million: Uninsured
losses estimated at $15
million to $30 million
The entire force of 1,350 officers of the Newark
Police Department aided by 350 State Police Troopers,
and 2,300 Istitional Guardsmen ordered in on July 14,
1967, were utilized in putting down the riot. A total
of 1,456 persons were arrested.
Observations
Prior to the rioting the Police Department had a request in the budget for 200 shotguns but this was eliminated by the Gty Council. When the rioting broke
out, policemen were permitted to use their personally
owned shoulder weapons. During the height of the
Newark rioting, the Police Department obtained permission to make emergency purchases of shoulder
weapons, helmets and gas equipment, including masks.
Generally, in New Jersey, the governing bodies, since
the riots, have been more liberal in authorizing funds
for the purchase of necessary equipment.
The system of dispatching police vehicles to "assist" in a particular area frequently received too much
attention, as too many vehicles responded. They found
that they needed to dispatch a specific number of vehicles to assist.
There was some indication that the rioters had receivers for the monitoring of police radio calls, Rioters
also phoned in false reports, causing police cars to be

diverted and also tending to jam the Police Department switchboard. The Fire Department also responded to many false alarms.
Officials were of the opinion that the National Guard
needed many more walkic.talkies so that better communication could be had between the Guardsmen and
their immediate superiors.
In some instances, the rioters in Newark were using a citizen radio band to send instructions as to
which area should be fired or looted. Police had a radio expert set up similar equipment which the police
then used to "jam" the citizen band and thereby were
able to disrupt communications.
Because of the large number of arrests and frequency of arrests, there was confusion in booking of
prisoners. Officers would be at a police station booking prisoners and an emergency call would be received
indicating that officers were needed immediately at a
designated location to assist other officers. Prisoners
would have to be left at the station without all necessary information for detaining these persons.
Due to sniper fire, it was necessary to have police
ride on fire trucks to protect firemen from mobs and
snipers.
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
Initial Incident
On June 10, 1967, a crowd of Negroes gathered
and jeered the white owner of a hardware store for
his treatment of Negroes. This action followed the
store owner's accusation of attempted shoplifting by
a male Negro customer.
Scope
The Philadelphia Police Department promptly sent
heavy patrols into the area of the hardware store.
These dispersed the crowd of Negroes which had gathered and the only physical violence occurred during
the arrest of the male Negro when the arresting officer
was struck on the head by a thrown brick.
Patrols were promptly rushed to the area involved
and, though tension between Negroes and whites continued, there was no further action. During the riot
36 arrests were made.
Police Tactics
On June 10, 1967, at noon, the 27-year-old white
son of a hardware store owner, located in a predominantly Negro area, engaged in a fight with a Negro
who he claimed was handling merchandise on display
outside the store. The Negro claimed he merely picked
up a can of paint to read the label. The men were
fighting when police arrived. They were taken to headquarters where they settled their differences and refused to prosecute each other. At 1:00 p.m. a brick
was thrown through the plate glass window of the
hardware store and groups of people began to gather.
By 4:00 p.m. 300 persons were in front of the store
and an officer was struck by a thrown bottle as he arrived at the scene. Plate glass windows in several stores
in the block were broken and passing cars were struck
with rocks and debris. There was no looting.
A total of 700 police personnel were used to restore order. It was the opinion that the immediate show
of force in large numbers prevented this disturbance
from erupting into a large scale riot.
Observations
During the Spring and Summer of 1967 the Phila•
delphia Police Department purchased carbines, riot
helmets, and riot shields. As a deterrent to civil disturbance, each purchase was accompanied by a press

release. It was also publicized that shotguns and rifles
were being placed in both marked Ad unmarked cars.
In August, 1967, City Ordinances were passed with
the specific pui pose of aiding police during licit situations. 1 he orcli11,111CCS concern autlatiirilions of the
Mayor to limit coop egations of people on public highways; halting of access to highways, establishing of
curfews; halting movement tat airplanes, trains and
boats, closing of bars and taprooms; sale of gasoline
and weapons; and storage of firearms, explosives and
ammunition. '
Officers in Philadelphia have orders to shoot anyone who either fires at police or throws missiles of
any type. The opinion was expressed that police in
other cities have failed to take immediate aggressive
action to prevent rioting and looting. It was stated
that Philadelphia police will riot meet with any group
of people to negotiate any conditions and that the police personnel will never be withdrawn to allow leaders to attempt to control their people.
PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY

Initial Incident.
Violence erupted in the Negro district of Plainfield
on the night of July 14, 1967, when young Negroes
started throwing stones and breaking windows in a
five-block area.
Stag IV_
After a meeting at a civic teen center on July 15,
1967, Negro teen-agers began roaming the city mostly in the predominantly Negro west end. Fires were
set, a liquor store was looted and a lire engine responding to a fire was fire bombed. During the evening of
July 15, 1967, and the early morning of July 16, 1967,
carloads of people, predominantly Negro, were smashing windows, setting fires, and looting throughout
Plainfield.. In Dunellen, New jersey, 46 automatic rifles
and approximately 600 rounds of ammunition were
• stolen from an arms company. During the violence
that continued lady-47-18 in Plainfield, there was widespread and heavy sniper fire from automatic weapons.
The only death related to the disturbance was a
police officer who died as a result of a brutal beating
by a mob of Negroes. There were 25 injuries directly
related to the violence, ten of which were caused by
gunfire.
The force utilized to combat the riot in Plainfield
consisted of 100 New Jersey National Guardsmen, 100
New Jersey State Police Troopers and 150 officers
from the Iblice Departments of Plainfield and surrounding towns. Arrests related to the violence totaled 163.

Police Taeatei

In Plainfield, the prisoners, the loot, and the arresting officers were photographed by the police as
soon as they reached the station. A photograph could
then be used to clarify any mixup. Also, when the arrests were running high, a police van was called and
prisoners arrested by different officers were put in the
van and the officers remained in the area, while officers
operating the van transported the prisoners to headquarters. In order to identity those arrested, the police
used a ballpoint pen and wrote on the back of the
shirt of the person arrested his name, location of arrest, charge, date, and name of arresting officer.
CiaSerVations
Sniper lire was a serious problem and the police
had not been trained in anti-sniper tire.
Police and National Guard used armored personnel
carriers to draw sniper fire, with the hope that it could
then be pinpointed as to location, and ullicers would
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then move in. The difficulty was that the sniper bullets were piercing the armor, and this procedure had
to be discontinued.
Gun stores and liquor stores should, if at all possible, receive priority protection from looting.
It has been discussed the possiblity of requiring
merchants, who sell weapons, to remove the firing
pins and replace them only when a legitimate sale is
made.
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

Initial Incident
A disturbance was initiated in Providence, Rhode
Island, on July 31, 1.967, when a young Negro female
threw a bottle at a police squad car.
SCOoe
The initial incident occurred at about 10:30 p.m.
in the vicinity of the Willard Avenue Shopping Center
which is located in a predominantly Negro neighborhood. Following this, roving bands of young Negroes
threw bottles and stones at police officers, passing vehicles and windows of business establishments. A police official advised that no more than 100 Negroes
were involved.
A police officer was injured when hit in the face by
a brick thrown through the window of his squad car.
One white man was beaten and another was stabbed,
both by Negroes.
The Providence Police Department was able to quell
the disturbance without outside help.
No arrests were made.

Ftalice Tactics
Initially, regular police and crowd control tactics
dispersed this crowd after some rock throwing. Thereafter roving gangs of teenagers roamed the area, started several fires, pulled in many false alarms and in isolated instances resorted to sniping. The ordinary police tactics of crowd control proved ineffective against
these tactics and from that point, the area was patrolled by a specially trained tactical unit. This force
was composed of three platoons, each platoon consisting of three squads of twelve men each. They were
equipped with helmets, batons and side arms. Each
squad had a specially tra 4ted shotgun man and tear
gas was available. The gas was not used, however, the
shotgun men who were advised to return gunfire did
retaliate when the occasion demanded.
Early in the second day of the action, a curfew
law was passed.by the Oty Council and thereafter rigidly enforced. The law called for the closing of liquor
stores, gasoline stations and drugstores — for the most
part, already closed and barricaded their places of
business.
(laser vations
Providence officials credit the curfew law, which
enabled their patrols to interrogate and if deemed advisable to arrest, persons found on the streets, with
being extremely helpful in the suppressions of the riot.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

initial Incident.
A disturbance was started about 9:45 p.m., July
26, 1967, by small roving bands of ill,.mile Negroes
who threw bombs at a Mayfair Supermarket and engaged in strung-arm robbery in the Fillmore District of
San Francisco.
&opt_
On the following night and continuing into the early morning hours several hundred Negroes were involved in further disturbances in the Fillmore District
of San Francisco and in the area of Market Street in

San Francisco. Three cars were overturned, looting occurred in a pawnshop where an undetermined number of guns was stolen, and a large theft occulted at
a jewelry store on Muket Street. There were isolated
incidents of sniping.
There were no deaths as a result of the disturbances.
However, there was a shooting incident in the Fillmore
area involving three Negro youths and three white
youths which resulted in one white youth being
wounded by a .22 caliber rifle. Property damage was
confined to broken windows and small fires which
were easily extinguished.
MiCtiaCara_
Over the past year, the San Francisco area has experienced two or three full-scale riots in the areas principally inhabited by Negroes. There has been some
looting, however, it has been on a smaller scale and
they have not had the looting problem which has been
experienced by other large cities in their riot problems.
They have been able to contain these riots by an immediate display of manpower and by immediately dispersing these officers to close off the area where the
rioters are gathering. Officers are placed'around the
perimeter of the problem area.
The department has set up three tactical squads
and each contain seven officers and one sergeant.
These eight men for each squad arc placed in two patrol vehicles. Whenever intelligence indicates a possibel problem, these three squads are all placed on patrol duty. Their responsibility is to respond whenever
there is an indication of a problem. In the past, these
squads have prevented riots by immediately going to
a trouble area and arresting the rabble rousers.
There were very few problems involving sniper fire
or use of gunfire by rioters. This occurred on only two
or three occasions and the officers quickly determined
the source of the gunfire and went in and arrested the
offenders. The department has .30 caliber rifles available, which can be used to combat snipers.
Observations
They have had problems in successfully prosecuting
these arrests and it is difficult for the arresting officers
to testify in court on a particular arrest as they may
have made several in a short period of time. It was stated the ideal situation is to have the arresting officers
and the subject photographed at the time of arrest,
but this is not possible due to the riotous situation.
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
initiaLlocideoL
An argument by Negroes with a service station operator on July 24, 1967, was rumored to be the possible spark which set off a disturbance in South Bend,
Indiana, the following night.
&Sax.
On the night of July 25, 1967, a group of 20 to 30
Negro teen-agers turned in false fire alarms and threw
rocks and bottles at police cars, tire trucks, and other
vehicles moving in the area of IMIshington and Walnut
Streets. A number of Molotov cocktails were thrown
through the windows of business establishments but
no major looting occurred. Further violence occurred
on the night of July 26, 1967, when young Negroes
overturned several automobiles and sonic shooting occurred. Police returned the fire in one instance. Police
restored order alter a curfew was placed into effect.
No deaths occurred as a result of the disturbances;
however, four Negroes were reported wounded by gunfire. There were no serious tires and property damage
was not extensive.

The South Bend Nice Department assisted by 150
Indiana State Police Troopers contained the disturbances. Five hundred National Guardsmen were placed
on standby in the arca but were not used.
Thirty-nine persons were arrested, including four
white youths, all from the South Bend area.
Nice Tactic&
During the disturbance the entire department went
on a twelve-hour shift as it was determined the crucial hours were between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. In
case of additional disturbances, plans have been made
for a twelve-hour shift between 6:00p.m. and 6:00
a.m. to handle the bulk of this control. All days off
should be canceled, other than personnel who are on
regular vacation.
Early in the South Bend disturbance. fire trucks
would rush to answer every alarm, many of which
were false. It was deemed advisable to send out one
fire department car and one police car to answer each
fire call and then an immediate determination could
be made as to whether additional equipment would be
needed. It was also felt advisable that sirens not be
used in approaching the alarm scene. Sufficient fire
extinguishers should be assigned to each squad car.
Observations
The chief difficulty of the South Bend Department
during this disturbance was the lack of preparation
and a lack of adequate fire power and protective equipment. They have now obtained shotguns, .44 Magnum
rifles, tear gas guns, and Chemical Maces. Each officer
has also been given a protective helmet.
It was stated that in the event of any future disturbances they would consider the assignment of four
men to a squad car and each car would contain two
shotguns and two rifles as well as tear gas.
It is recommended that armored vehicle or vehicles
if possible be made available in the reserve zone.
Adequate incarceration quarters should be planned
in the event the local jail is filled.
It was recommended that ample space be provided
for rapid court action, It was also suggested individuals
be released individually and not in groups where they
cart immediately congregate to format more trouble.
Curfew is mast importan' and should be established
early by the mayor. Suggest utilization of city and
school swimming pools, inside and outside, for showering and cleanliness and relaxation of officers and
troops.
Adequate use of bull-horns to issue proclamations
and order dispersal if a riot is imminent. If possible,
suggest use of cameras and/or tape recorders if time
and conditions warrant.
Concerning protective head gear and wearing apparel, it was recommended the head gear be a good
quality, preferably dark and dull colored, so as to not
assist snipers. It was also recommended that large prominent badges and any shiny decoration, including
rank insignia, be removed by officers going to riot
scenes.
Upon arrival at a potential riot scene, the use of
formations to disperse the mob was recommended.
It is recommended also if riot appears imminent,
the Mayor of the Gty should immediately appeal to
the Governor of the State for the Rttional Guard.

TAMPA, FLORIDA
InitiaLlmident
A spontaneous disturbance was triggered by the
shooting and killing of a Negro fleeing from police on
June 11, 1967. The Negro was suspected of breaking
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and entering and of committing grand larceny.
Scups
Three nights of vandalism, arson, acts of violence,
and looting occurred as a result of the above incident,
entirely in the Negro and Negro-fringe areas of Tampa.
Most of the vandalism was attributed to groups of Negroes in gangs composed of youths in the 16-to-26-age
bracket.
hoperty damage was estimated at $250,000. Two
hundred eighty-five police officers and 65 men from
sheriffs' offices were utilized. In addition, 450 National
Guardsmen were mobilized although not more than
228 were on duty at one time. !Ninety one persons
were arrested.

Police Tactics
Very little difficulty was experienced in clearing
streets, alleys and projects using the line and wedge
formations. After a street or alley had been cleared, a
member of the National Guard was stationed to insure
the street or alley remained clear. Whenever a National
Guard unit was used, they would always place a police
officer with the unit in order that if any arrests were
made the arrest would be handled by the police officer
and not the National Guard.
The biggest task arose when the rioters started using "hit and run tactics," which necessitated breaking
up the formations. To combat this problem, three or
four officers were placed in patrol cars and the cars
spread throughout the city. Thereafter when a group
of rioters started any trouble it was possible to have
the unit in the area arrive on the scene in the shortest
possible time. They were able to combat most of the
rioters by the use of this method, although the disadvantage was the spreading out of their officer strength.

Observations

t'

Police found they lacked equipment and the men
lacked training.
If a riot should occur again, it is planned to have a
quicker show of force to help contain the riot. It is
further planned to make a search of projects in an attempt to locate all weapons that possibly would be
used by the rioters. If the rioters started shooting, orders would be given to the officers to return the fire
and "shoot to kill." Officers are presently being trained
in the use of the shotgun and rifle.
The training of officers has been coordinated with
adjacent departments for assistance and to insure unity
of purpose. Information relative to number and type
of equipment available is also being exchanged between departments.
DiffiCulty was encountered in mobilizing all of the
officers. This has now been corrected by having the
squad sergeant responsible for mobilizing his men.
The officers were equipped with plastic helmets,
but it was found they were too hot and they therefore
have been discarded. Steel helmets with liners have
been ordered as it is felt they are more comfortable
and have more safety value. In regard to the plastic
helmets, it was discovered the plastic visors fogged and
gave the officers distorted vision.

InitialJncitient

TOLEDO, OHIO

This fracas started when approximately thirty Negro youths in the 164°22 age group gathered at a subsidized youth center in Toledo, Ohio, and began "talking up a riot" in the aftermath of a riot condition at

Datroit, Michigan.
Scom
This group did not represent any particular organi•
zation and had nothing in common except the desire
to instigate a riotous condition in the Toledo area.
They picked two areas wherein they would start the
fracas and immediately purchased gasoline, bottles,
rags, and other paraphernalia, in order to make Molotov cocktails.
Their first targets were to start fires in stores and
they threw stones, rocks, and other debris at the firemen fighting this fire. They then attempted to steal
guns from pawn shops but were prevented from doing
so by police protectiOn. Their next target was a shopping center: however, this was already protected by
police. They then hit in other sections of the town and
the largest crowd assembled by them was approximately 500 persons.
•
Four arrests were made on a charge of "prohibited
rioting," and these charges were later reduced to loitering. Later the same day, eight persons were arrested,
charged with possession Molotov cocktails and four
more were arrested, charged with receiving stolen property, There was limited looting on the first night and
much of the looted material was later recovered by
the police.
There were 179 arrests made either directly or indirectly connected to the rioting condition. Of these,
fifty-three were juveniles. Of this group of fifty-three,
fifty had previous police contacts.
Police Tactics •
An on-the-scene command post was immediately
established. The Toledo Police Force was immediately
divided into two 12-hour shifts and the troubled areas
were saturated with officers. They were instructed to
make immediate arrests on the scene. The first arrests
were actually made when the rioters attempted unsuccessfully to set fire to a lumber company. The police
used every piece of rolling equipment and continuously cruised the troubled areas. A curfew was established
by the Mayor, stating all persons under the age of 21
must be off the Toledo streets between the hours of
9:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. in all areas unless accompanied by a parent or another responsible adult. This statement was not backed by law or local ordinance at the
tirne but it has since been enacted and can be used legally in the future.
It is noted instead of officially charging anyone during this period of time with violation of the curfew,
they were charged with loitering. There was excellent
cooperation from the majority of the Negro people
who called in information to the police department
concerning fire bombs and the like. This greatly assisted getting men to the appropriate areas promptly and
there was a minimum number of false reports recorded.
No snipers were involved. All the rioters were Negro,
except four white individuals from the Akron, Ohio,
area who were arrested approaching the Toledo area,
on a tip from a suburban police chief who stated these
individuals were carrying firearms and headed for the
Toledo area. These four individuals were charged with
carrying a concealed weapon in Toledo and were successfully prosecuted.
The availability of a prosecutor and a judge on a
24-hour basis was established and permitted the individual police officer making an arrest to get his subject
immediately before the prosecutor and the judge. Several of the charges of possession of Molotov cocktails
were lost in court because it was the opinion of the
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judge that the cocktail was so crudely made that it
could not have created a lire or an explosion.
Through mutual agreement, those business places
having firearms stored or lor sale immediately moved
them to more secure locations with the protection of
the police in doing so.
ClibeteatiOns
Damage and physical harm were kept to a minimum
because the police were on the scene full force immediately upon any Indication of trouble. At one time a
Mijor observed a group of police officers pulling back
from a riotous crowd, and he immediately instructed
them to approach the crowd with a show of force and
arrest any individual who refused to disperse. This immediately dispersed the crowd with a minimum amount of damage and actually required very few arrests.
Riot control formations were used in a minimum
number of instances but where necessary and appropriate they were used and were used successfully.
The use of the 36-inch baton proved highly successful and was preferred over the use of a shorter baton.
Photos and film were used to a minimum degree because of a lack of equipment which has been requested.
The use of the mace proved highly successful and
it is highly recommended in connection with arrests
made in these types of cases.
Members of paddy wagons should be available on .
the scene at all times so that those individuals being
arrested and taken out of the area can be removed
without unnecessary delay.
Although Ohio National Guard was on a standby basis, they were not actually used except to protect installations such as fire stations and other vital facilities.
It was the opinion the National Guard should have had
Toledo police monitors. The National Guard had to rely in most cases upon commercial radio or rumor, although National Guard representatives were strategically placed within Toledo Police Department and at command posts.
Use of police radio monitoring equipment by the
rioters and private citizens undoubtedly worked to the
police department's disadvantage and the police should
be prepared to operate on alternate channels during
such periods.
It was believed with minor exceptions, the techniques planned and actually used by the Toledo Police
Department were most effective and kept the rioting
situation from getting out of control for any extended
period of time.

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
InitiaLlacident
About 40 to 50 male Negroes began disturbances
during the night of July 28, 1967, which touched off
continued violence through the night and the following day.
Scope
The disturbance began on July 28, 2967, in the central-western section of Wilmington, Delaware. It was
slur acterized by the throwing of bricks, setting of fires.
looting and shooting. It continued through the early
morning hours of July 29 and throughout the day.
Two white bystanders were wounded by shotgun
blasts from an automobile believed to have contained
seven or eight Negroes. "there were no known deaths.
Approximately 140 arrests were reported.

BalieCiactics_
The Wilmington, Delaware, Police Department had
heard sonic rumblings and rumors that civil disorders
and riots were to occur in the area during the Summer
of 1967. Plans wcrc devised and distributed to all members of the Department.
The Training Division immediately conducted a
special weapon training course with qualified marksmen within the Department in order to develop marksmen who might have to counter sniper fire. The purpose was to minimize the indiscriminate use of firearms by all members of the police and have this handled by a select few. Training was given on the proper
use of helmets, riot sticks and chemical maces. Liaison
was established with other law enforcement agencies,
the courts (for prompt handling of arrests), transportation and detention facilities and the fire department.
Neighboring volunteer fire departments were to stand
by in the event the regulars were engaged in regular
fire details. Arrangements were made with a Hertz Rental Company for the purpose of obtaining additional
van type vehicles to transport officers and prisoners.
Maps of the city were distributed to all commanding
officers. All sporting goods stores and gun shops were
contacted and advised to remove all weapons from
their windows and to place them in a secure place.
Intelligence teams consisting of plain clothes officers
(both white and negro) were sent out into the neighborhood to gather intelligence information. This resulted in the location and confiscation of a large box
of Christmas bulbs containing gasoline and wicks.
These men also maintained close contact with sources
of information who continually furnished information
relating to civil disorders and riots.
All dogs in the Canine Corps were placed in kennels
to avoid the possibility of any agitation arising from
their use.
Prior to the disorders, a meeting was held with the
Mayor, the Chief, and Gty Solicitor at which time a
written plan was adopted and explained to all personnel which outlined exactly what the man could and
could not do in suppressing any civil disturbances. The
officers were advised that they would be backed by
the Gty Solicitor's Office to the limit if they abided by
the plans set forth at this meeting and the instructions
that they had previously received. All officers were
then given the opportunity to ask any member at this
meeting questions so they would be absolutely sure of
what they could and could not do.
Teams were formed, consisting of a Sergeant and
seven men. The Sergeant was equipped with a bull
horn or handi-talkie plus his side arms. One officer was
armed with a carbine or a scope rifle. One or two men
were armed with shotguns and the remainder of the
team would be armed with the riot stick. All men carried their side arms. The teams were given assignments
in the areas where it was felt disorders might occur.
Teams of officers were dispatched to the trouble
areas traveling in patrol cars and vans. In many instances the police teams were able to make arrests of subjects who were responsible for the rock throwing and
start of the looting. If the crowd was confronted, the
Sergeant via the use of the bull horn, would order the
crowd to disperse and when they did nut, two or three
officers with riot sticks were ordered to go into the
crowd and arrest the trouble makers or agitators. One
or two officers armed with shotguns would follow the
officers with the riot sticks and assume a position
where they could successfully cover the arresting officers. The refleman would assume a position of look-

ing out for snipers who might try to impede the arresting officers. This technique was considered excellent
as the officers made several arrests without a single officer being injured or a single shot being fired. Patrol
wagons were in the immediate neighborhood at all
times and as soon as a person was arrested he was immediately placed in a patrol wagon and taken to the
police station.
Later in the evening, the Mayor declared a curfew
and ordered all liquor establishments closed. After the
curfew was declared, patrol cars were dispatched into
the trouble areas to advise the people of the curfew
and to instruct them to immediately return to their
homes. In most areas the people complied. In those
areas where the curfew was ignored, a van type truck

was dispatched which contained two teams of officers
headed by a lieutenant. Upon arrival at the scene, the
two teams got out of the van, formed two columns
one on each side of the van and proceeded slowly
down the street. As the van proceeded, the people dispersed and went home. This technique was undertaken
in a couple of locations in Wilmington, thereafter, the
civil disturbances came to a halt and there have been
no further outbreaks.
Observations
_An observation made by this department was the
disturbances they experienced were not susceptible to
diffusion and control by the normal riot control formations due to the mobility of the crowds.

157, BLACK STUDENTS

Watch all Black Student Unions

Date
Via
To

: November 4, 1970
: Airtel
: SAC, Albany
PERSONAL ATTENTION From
: Director, FBI
SUBJECT : BLACK STUDENT GROUPS ON
COLLEGE CAMPUSES
RACIAL MATTERS
BUDED: 12/4/70
Increased campus disorders involving black students
pose a definite threat to the Nation's stability and security and indicate need for increase in both quality
and quantity of intelligence information on Black Student Unions (BSU) and similar groups which are targets for influence and control by violence-prone Black
Panther Party .(BPP) and other extremists. The distribution of the BPP newspaper on college campuses and
speakers of the BPP and other black extremists groups
on campuses clearly indicate that campuses are targets
of extremists. Advance information on disorders and
violence is of prime importance. We must target informants and sources to develop information regarding
these groups on a continuing basis to fulfill our responsibilities and to develop such coverage where none exists.
Effective immediately, all BSUs and similar organizations organized to project the demands of black students, which are not presently under investigation, are
to be subjects of discreet, preliminary inquiries, limited to established sources and carefully condusted to
avoid criticism, to determine the size, aims, purposes,
activities, leadership, key activists, and extremist interest of influence in these groups. Open individual cases
on officers and key activists in each group to determine background and if their activities warrant active
investigation. Submit results of preliminary inquiries
in form suitable for dissemination with recommendations regarding active investigations of organization, its
leaders, and key activists. These investigations to be
conducted in accordance with instructions in Section
10

87D of the Manual of Instructions regarding investigations of organizations connected with institutions of
learning.
Each office submit by airtel to reach Bureau by
12/4/70, a list of BSUs and similar groups by name
and school which are or will be subjects of preliminary
inquiries. This program will include junior colleges and
two-year colleges as well as four-year colleges. In connection with this program, there is a need for increased
source coverage and we must develop network of discreet quality sources in a position to furnish required
information. Bear in mind that absence of information
regarding these groups in any area might be the fault
of inadequate source coverage and efforts should be
undertaken immediately to improve this coverage.
A prior inquiry or investigation of a group or individual is no bar to current inquiries and inquiries
should not be postponed until submission of airtel due
12/4/70. Initiate inquiries immediately.
cannot overemphasize the importance of expeditious, thorough, and discreet handling of these cases.
The violence, distruction, confrontations, and disrup•
tions on campuses make it mandatory that we utilize
to its capacity our intelligence-gathering capabilities.
Above instructions supersede instructions in Bureau
letter to all offices 1/31/69, same caption.

We are watching these
Black Student Unions

Date
Via
TO
FROM
SUBJECT

: 12/2/70
: AI RTEL
: DIRECTOR, FBI
: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (157-3562)
: BLACK STUDENT GROUPS ON
COLLEGE CAMPUSES

RM
BUDED 12/4/70
Re Bureau airtel to Albany 11/4/70 and captioned
as above.
In accordance with instructions set forth in referenced Bureau airtel, established sources of four-year
colleges, junior colleges and two-year colleges located

within Philadelphia Division were contacted regarding

any Black Student Union (BSU) or similar organization

on the respective campuses which is organized to project the damands of Black Students.
As a result of the inquiries 'illegible' investigations
ate being opened or reopened on the following black
student organizations to determine the size, aims, purposes, activities, leadership, key activists, and extremist interest or influence in thew groups. This list includes the Black Student Union of Pennsylvania State
University and the Students For An Afro-American Society at the University of Pennsylvania, organizations
which are currently under investigation within Philadelphia Division:
Black Student Union (BSU, AMC), Pennsylvania MIitary College, Chester, Pa.
Black Student Union (BSU, WCSC), West Chester
State College, West Chester, Pa.
Black'Student League (BSL, MCCC), Montgomery
County Community College, Conshohocken, Pa.
Black Student Union (BSU, DIT), Drexel Institute
of Technology, Philadelphia, Pa.
Association of Blacks for Progress (ABP, 13U) , Bucknell University. Lewisburg, Pa.
Black Student League (BSL, TU), Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa.
. Black Student Union of (BSU, PSU), Pennsylvania
State University, University Park, Pa.
Afro-American Society (AAS, FMC}, Franklin and
Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa.
Swarthmore Afro-American Students Society (SAASS, SC), Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa.
Afro-American Society (AAS, DC), Dickenson College, Carlisle, Pa.
Black Student League (BSL, VU), Villanove University, Villanova, Pennsylvania.
Black Student League (BSL, OC), Ogontz Campus,
Pennsylvania State University, Abington, Pa.
Students for an Afro-American Society (SAAS, UP),
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Results of preliminary inquiries at above institutions
will be submitted to the Bureau in form suitable for
dissemination at a later date along with recommendations regarding active investigations of each organization, its leaders, and key activists.

A Dean at Lincoln University checks in
with the Bureau, through the Penn. State
Police.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE POLICE

INTELLIGENCE REPORT
NAME

CODE

421

LINCOLN UNIVERSITY

ADDRESS

LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, CHESTER COUNTY,
PENNA.

CATEGORY

SECURITY
(a) — Report submitted on subject, dated 12 Oct. 67.
(b) — Donald K. CHEEK, Dean of Student Affairs,
Lincoln University, interviewed at his office on
17 Oct. 67.
Stated that he has only been in his position
since September 1967 and during this period he

has attempted to determine what student organizations are formed at the University. Related
that some of the students have been in contact
with him to discuss his views on the Black Power
Movement.
Stated that he has learned that the organization,
BLACK STUDENT CONGRESS, with approx.imately 60 to 90 students attend the meetings
on campus. The leader Anthony ULLEN, Negro,
(words illegible' and Michael /name illegible',
Negro, Student, registered at the University
(words illegible' and is a brother of Anthony H.
'name illegible' a Negro extremist and member
of the 'illegible' organization who was arrested
in Philadelphia recently. Related that most of
the meetings held by the students related to the
new Civil Rights Laws of interest to the students.
No indications of violence or civil disturbances
proposed by the students.
Dr. CHEEK related that he will be in contact
with the members of the BLACK STUDENT
CONGRESS and their activities which will be
supplied to the undersigned in the event of any
violence on or off campus.

The Swarthmore Gty Police report on
their contingency plans with the Swarthmore College -administration: they include a list of all Black students, from
"Margie"
who is probably, Margaret
Webb, the registrar.

INITIAL REPORT RE: STUDENT PROTEST AT

SWARTHMORE COLLEGE
On Friday January 3, 1969, Mr. Edward Oatsley,
Vice President of Swarthmore College and William Stanton, Superintendent of Swarthmore College appeared
at Swarthmore Police Headquarters for a meeting with
me. This meeting was prearranged a day or two before.
Purpose of this meeting was to inform me that the
College had been served a set of demands by a group
of their students known as the Swarthmore Afro Students Society. They number approximately twenty
although this figure seems to fluctuate somewhat. The
demands which were made were non-negotiable according to this group and that they fully intend to
take whatever steps they feel necessary to obtain
these non-negotiable demands. This is what their
spokesman announced.
Mr. Oatsley and W. Stanton inquired as to what
action I would take if the College called for assistance
due to student violence. i informed them that in this
case I would ask for State Police assistance and they
agreed this would be the best procedure. Their only
request at this time was for the Police not to be involved until asked as they wanted an opportunity to
play their hand. They felt the College could handle
this problem as long as outsiders did not appear on
the scene.
Late this same afternoon Sgt. John Peacock of the
Penna. State Police appeared at headquarters to check
a report of problems at Swarthmore College. I told
him what had just taken place with Mr. Cratsley and
Mr. Stanton. I added that when it becomes necessary
7/

I would be asking for State Police help and he
informed
me that this was available at my request. Certain
things would have to be arranged in advance. This
would include routes to and from target area, a building to house men and equipment ctc. This was all
arranged on January 4, 1969 when Sgt. Peacock returne
d
to our headquarters with Sgt. Hankenson of Media
airracks and Trooper Prokopchuk and Trooper Priscill
a.
Surveillance of Swarthmore College Campus was
maintained continually. Sgt. Peacock would check
by
phone or stop in at close intervals. His two men were
here daily observing and obtaining all printed literature Irom College available. /Followed by a list of
all

block students at Swarthmore)

Keep your eye on NABS

TO
: ALL AGENTS
FROM : SA KENNETH K. SMYTHE
DATE
: 6/17/70
SUBJECT: NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK
STUDENTS CONVENTION
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, 6/26-7/5/70
RM
The National Association of (lack Students (NABS
)
is headquartered in Washington, D.C. It was formed
in
August, 1969, when Black Students split from the
National Students Association. The National Coordinator
for NABS is on the Al.
NABS has announced its first convention scheduled
for June 26-July 5, 1970, at Wayne State University,
Detroit, Michigan.
The Bureau has requested that each Field Division
canvass logical informants to locate NABS chapter
s
and representatives.
The Bureau is also desirous of having informants,
in a logical position to do so, attend the convention.
Any information about NABS activity, the scheduled convention, or an informant in a position to
attend the convention, should be brought to the attention of the /49 squad supervisor.
1.157-4250
1-Each Agent (1115)
KKS/vrh
(166)

Chancellor of the U. of Md. reports on a
troublemaker

2/17/71
AIRTEL
REGISTERED MAIL
TO:
DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM:
SAC, BALTIMORE (157-5119) -PSUBJECT: ROTAN (—)
RM BLACK NATIONALIST
00: BALTIMORE
Re: Bureau letter to Baltimore, 11/12/70 and airtcl
92,

1/28/71.
On 12/22/70 Doctor HOWARD E. WRIGHT, Acting Chancellor, University of Maryland, Eastern Shore
Campus, Princess Anne, Maryland advised that subject
is presently a senoir at that branch of the University
of Maryland (U of
, and is an exceptionally bright
young man who comes from a well-to-do family. (—)
has been a constant source of agitation at the Univer
sity for the past few years and in April, 1970, was
one
of the leaders in a student demonstration on campu
s
which resulted in one hundred eighty-one arrests
by
Maryland State Police for trespassing and disorderly
conduct. (—) is the President of the Student Govern
ment Association at the University and has constan
tly
attempted to raise issues with the University Admin
istrator with no success. L. WRIGHT recently confronted (—) with the rumor that he was a membe
r of
the Black Panther Party, but (—) denied this. (—)
did
state, however that he had worked for the Black Panther Party in New York Oty during the summer of
1969. (—)'s Report of Extra Curricular Activity Record
dated 9/30170 reflected that he was an "Amigo de
parte", New York Branch of the Black Panther Party.
1)-. WRIGHT advised that () [next page missing
/

2-Bureau (REGISTERED MAILI
2-PhIladeIphia (REGISTERED MAIL)
2-Alexandria (REGISTERED MAIL)
2- Denver (REGISTERED MAIL)
2-New York (REGISTERED MAIL)
3-Baltimore
RFM:sah
(13)

Informants report all is quiet at Penn
Military College

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
February 26, 1971
BLACK STUDENT UNION:
PENNSYLVANIA MILITARY COLLEGE,
CHFSTER. PA
A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past and is in a position to know
of
activities among students at Pennsylvania Military
College (PMC), Chester, Pa., advised during November
and
December, 1970, the following information:
During October, 1970, a Black Festival Week was
held at PMC. This was organized by about ten of
the
35 Negro students who arc currently enrolled as students at PMC. The arrangements and activity were
not
well-organized, and did not receive recognition or
publicity outside the college community.
The purpose of the festival was to invite persons
to
view the works of art and products developed-ou
t of
neighborhood arts and crafts programs which were
displayed at the school. These items had been created
reportedly by the black students at PMC and the black
high school and grade school students in the predominately black neighborhoods adjacent to the urban
campus of PMC.
This source stated that out of this activity, and as
a result of the planning that went into the activity
.
there was formed on campus, a Black Student Union
(BSU).
The BSU, at the outset, reportedly comprised all of

the Rack students at PMC who had
stated that the
purpose of this organization was
to enkindle a "spirit
of black awareness" among the whol
e student body,
and encourage a larger number of
black high school
students to seek enrollment at PMC
.
This source stated that B5U at PMC
is a legitimate
organization in that it is recognized
by the school administration as a proper school activ
ity; however, the
organization is not funded through
the student coup=
cil nor does it have representation
on the student
council. There does not appear to
be any connection
between this organization and other
s on campus, insofar as control or influence on the activ
ities of BSU. Also, there has been no indication that
the BSU is influenced or controlled by any black
militant individuals
or organizations outside the campus.
The source stated the BSU has not
engaged in any
militant-type activity on campus, and
have not advocated or supported any such activity
elsewhere.
On February 24, 1971, this same sourc
e advised
that he had learned that the BSU does
not have designated officers or leaders with spec
ific titles as do so
many of the other campus student
groups. He noted,
however, that the leaders of the BSU
are:
HERBERT I— ..a student who resid
es on campus.
DENISE I-1, a commuting student,
residing at
(address ornittecil
This first source, as well as a seco
nd and third confidential source, who are in a posit
ion to know of black
militant activity in the Chester, Pa.,
area and have furnished reliable information in the past,
advised the
BSU at PMC have been basically dorm
ant as an organization on campus and in the city
of Chester. The
groups has not taken an active role
in any local black
militant activity and has not advocated
or taken part
in any disruptive action on campus.
These sources described the BSU as
a somewhat
disorganized group of students, poss
ibly having a membership and/or following of no more
than 30 students

and possibly as few as a half doze
n, who have not displayed radical or militant ideas, and
do not appear to
be aligned with any radical or black
militant groups.
Re Philadelphia airier, 22/2/70, capti
oned, "Black
Student Groups on College Campuse
s; RM." •
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau
arc eight copies
of an LHM on captioned student grou
ps.
In view of the information developed
concerning
this group. specifically, that the grou
p has not been
involized in advocating or sponsorin
g black militant
activity, it is a legitimate student activ
ity and does not
appear to be linked with any black
militant group on
or off the campus. Philadelphia is
suggesting that no
further action be taken on this orga
nization. The activities of this organization will be follow
ed through regular contact with our sources in
the racial field in
Chester, and should any information
come to our attention to indicate the organization
is engaged in militant activity, the Bureau will be prom
ptly advised.
Philadelphia will, however, open case
s on the two
individuals listed as the leaders of
the BSU and information will be developed on these
individuals so that
this office is aware of their identity
and background.
The first source listed is Richard FERG
USON, security Officer, PMC, the second sourc
e is HARRY
MAITLAND, Ghetto Racial Source,
and the third
source is Sergeant JOHN F. PEAC
OCK, Pennsylvania
State Police, Community Relations
Officer.
Indices of the Philadelphia Office
contain no information identifiable with HERBER
T (--1 and DENISE [-1.
This document contains neither recom
mendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the
property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outsi
de your agency.
2-Bureau (Ft
(Encl. 8)
3-Ptilladelphla
1-157.5663
1-157-New
1-157-New
TFL.eg
(51

ONCE IN A WHILE: A RIGHT-WIN
G
GROUP

Interview with an informer in
the KKK

Philadelphia, Pa.
November 17, 1970
Date:
November 15, 1970
Time:
10 a.m. — 1 p.m.
Place:
Chelsea Hill Farm, Upper Chichester
Township
People whom I know:
ALAN I GEORGE I-1
BOB I-1, OTIS
VIRGINIA [—j, NANCY (LNU)
ALAN arrived at GEORGE's farm
at approximately 10:00 p.m. GEORGE told ALAN
there would be a
klavern meeting of Klavern /410 on
Thursday, November 19, 1970, at Keystone !till, Uppe
r Darby, Pa.
GEORGE told ALAN he would show
the new klan
movie he bought in New York Gty
for $300 in which
It shows a "nigger with KKK carve
d in his chest and
another nigger who was castrated
by the klan."
ALAN asked OTIS if he ever hear
d from his friend
CLAUDE 1-1. OTIS said he had recei
ved a letter from

157, 105

CLAUDE in Weaverville, S.C., wher
e OTIS lives.
CLAUDE was living in Winchester,
Va., on either
[—) or (—j Street as recently as Sept
ember 1970.
Also present at GEORGE's farm was
a young woman called NANCY (LNU) whose
husband is called
RICH (LNU) and is a new member
of the klan. NANCY was operating a yellow Pontiac
convertible approx.
mately 1964 with Pennsylvania Regi
stration (—I . NANCY (LNU) is a member of the wom
en's unit in Oxford,
Pa.
GEORGE asked ALAN to call AL[-1
and find out
BARRY (—I's phone number and
call BARRY and
tell him that he was welcome to start
attending Idavern meetings in Upper Darby. GEO
RGE further explained to ALAN that BARRY and
AL (—I of the Trevose, Pa., unit had been fighting and
that BARRY
would no longer attend meetings wher
e AL was.
This concludes this report.
IS/ HARRY B. CLIFF

Watch 'DI.

TO
:SAC, 105-18173
FROM : SA EDWARD A. SMIT
H
DATE
: 10/21/70
SUBJECT: JEWISH DEFENSE LEAG

UE (IOW
7.3

"TFTerlreSr^

1

IS — NATIONALISTIC TENDENCY

-

JP' .BUDID10/28/7,4

Attached hereto is one copy of 'Bureau airtel to
Philadelphia dated 10/20/70, captioned as above.
Agents having individuals listed as members of JDL
arc requested to immediately contact credit, criminal
and.public sources for additional identifying data on
JDL members. This information must he submitted by
memorandum no later than 10/26/70, in order that
BUDED he met.
On 10/21/70, SOI SAMUEL LEWIS GABER, ADL
(Ftotect), advised SA EDWARD A. SMITH that RUSSELL I-1, a teacher at (—I, who resides in Mt. Airy,
has been active in JDL affairs. He further advised that

BENJAMIN 1—I also active in JDL is an attorney with
office and residence in center city. In addition, he indicated that one IRVING (—) has been active in JDL
mattcrs and resides in either Havertown or Broomall.
In view of Bureau instructions, new cases are being
opened on (both' in order to obtain details of background and activities for evaluation as to need for interview and/or inclusion on SI.
1. 105.18319 ((BENJAMIN —)
2- 105.15173
1 - 105-18318 (RABBI MAR- I • 105.18314 NEIL —)
OLD —1
1 - 105-15310 ED —)
1 • 105.18312 (BEVERLY —1 1 - 105-18311 (BERNARD —)
1 - 105-183171HERSCHEL —I 2 • 105-NEW (RUSSELL—)
1 - 105-18316 LEONARD —) 1 - 105-18313 (PHIL —)
1. 105.18315 `GERALD—) 2. 105-NEW 0 Rvi NG —)

EAS/mlb
(16)

25 — DRAFT, AWOL

Watch all draft counsellors.

NEW YORK— 8 — 1035PM EXR
NEWARK — 4— 1035 PM EXR
BALTIMORE— 3— 1035PM EXR
PHILADELPHIA— & — 1035PM EXR
DEFERRED 12.1-67 RAK
TO ALL SACS
FROM DI RECTOR 2P
ANTI-DRAFT ACTIVITIES, COUNSELING, AIDING AND ABETTING, SSA
YOUR ATTENTION IS CALL TO PREVIOUS
INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING THE COVERAGE
OF ABOVE-CAPTIONED ACTIVITIES. IN THIS REGARD THE ATTORNEY GENERAL HAS REQUESTED SPECIFIC EVIDENCE IN COMPREHENSIVE
REPORTS BE SUBMITTED IN CONNECTION WITH
COUNSELING. AWING AND ABETTING UNDER
THE SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT AND IN CONNECTION WITH INTERFERENCE WITH ARMED SERVICES RECRUITERS PARTICULARLY THOSE
FUNCTIONING ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES.
WHERE RALLIES ARE HELD AT ARMED
FORCES INDUCTION CENTERS, IT SHOULD BE
DETERMINED WHETHER ACCESS TO BUILDING
WAS PHYSICALLY OBSTRUCTED AND WHETHER
SUCH ACTION HINDERED OR INTERFERRED
WITH EXAMINATIONS OF INDUCTEES OR ENLISTEES OR WITH THE PERFORMANCE BY PERSONNEL OF THE CENTER WITH THEIR NORMAL
DUTIES. INTERFERENCE WITH SELECTIVE SFRVICE_REG 1ST RANTS SHOILLD_BECONSI DE.RE
UNDER TITLE 50, USC, 462 AND WITH ENLISTEES UNDER TITLE 18, USC, 2388.
IF DEMONSTRATORS SUCCEED IN GAINING
ACCESS TO BUILDING INTERIOR, EVIDENCE OF
THEIR ACTIONS AND ATTENDANT RESULTS
SHOULD BE OBTAINED. ANY STATEMENTS
ORAL OR PRINTED DIRECTED TO INDUCTEES
SHOULD BE CAREFULLY NOTED AND APPROPRIATE NOTES TAKEN AND PRESERVED FOR
EVIDENCE.
IDENTITIES OF INDIVIDUALS SURRENDERING SELECTIVE SERVICE CARDS AND THE MENTITIES OF THE INDIVIDUALS RECEIVING THEM
ALONG WITH ANY STATEMENTS MADE SHOULD

BE NOTED AND APPROPRIATE NOTES MADE
FOR EVIDENTIARY PURPOSES. CLOSE COVERAGE SHOULD BE GIVEN TO ANY SPEECHES GIVEN AT RALLIES, PARTICULARLY TO EXHORTATIONS OF OVERT REFUSALS TO COMPLY WITH
THE SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT.
EVIDENCE WITH RESPECT TO THE PLANNING
OF DEMONSTRATIONS AND RALLIES. PLANS
TO INTERFERE WITH SELECTIVE SERVICE
SYSTEM ACTIVITIES OR INDUCTION CENTER
ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE OBTAINED. SPECIAL
EFFORTS SHOULD BE CONCENTRATED ON RING
LEADERS AND ORGANIZERS AND EVIDENCE
OF ANY OVERT ACTIONS SHOULD BE OBTAINED.
THESE INVESTIGATIONS SHOULD BE IMMEDIATELY THOROUGHLY INVESTIGATED AND
REPORTS SUBMITTED TO THE BUREAU AT THE
EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATE FOLLOWING RALLIES AND DEMONSTRATIONS WITH THREE
COPIES TO THE BUREAU.
END
Airtel
To: SACs,

Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinna'
Cleveland
Denver
Detroit
Los Angeles

Milwaukee
Pittsburgh
Minneapolis • Portland
Newark
Sacramento
New Haven
St Louis
San FranNew Orleans
New York
clsco
14-iltadelOnia
Soringfield
Washing) on
14menix
Held

From: Director, FBI
ANTIDRAFT ACTIVITIES
COUNSELLING, AIDING AND ABETTING
SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT, 1948
Reference Bureau teletype to all SACs 12/1/67.
Offices receiving this communication will immediately review files to insure in all instances individual
cases are being opened regarding leaders of antidraft
organizations and individuals not connected with such
organizations but who are actively engaged in counselling, aiding and abetting in the antidraft movement.
Reports arc being furnished the Department of justice.
Investigations concerning these individuals must be
probative, penetrative, and conducted with a view
towards prosecution. It is not sufficient to report.the
policy and purpose of antidraft aCtivi ties useful for intelligence information but you must bear in mind that
investigations must be directed towards developing evidence suitable for prosecution. Detailed evidence is
needed to prove not only the existence of a conspiracy
but its scope and ramifications and the roles of the individuals involved.

I

Reports must include a complete phys
ical descrip1 - SA LEWIS
1 — SA
1 — SA NORTON 1 —SA CARROLL
tion and background information. Books, leaflets, and
W. E. DAVIS
1 — SA MEADE 1— SA ooLA
pamphlets pertaining to the antidratt
ra
1— C. ADAMS
movement in
1 — SA DAANE
1 — SA JOHN DEVINE
which it Is evident the individual has
taken part in pre- JCO:EMR
paring or otherwise involved must
(15)
be included as enclosures to your reports. Cral state
ments made by the
individual must be completely and
accurately reported.
News media is a valuable source of
information conBe sure the Selective Service Harasses
cerning photographs and statement
s made by the individual and your reports should
them before you get involved
refer to identity of
the news media and what they obtai
n. If it is ascertained that the news media has obtai
ned items of an
evidentiary nature such as photograph
s or statements,
TO
: SAC (25.00)
the news media must be contacted
promptly in order
FROM : SA J. CLIFFORD OUSLEY
that the evidence may he securely
maintained for pos- DAT
E : 7/9/68
sible future use. Local police repo
rts and/or interviews
SUBJECT: SELECTIVE SERVICE MAT
with police officers who were at the
TERS
scene may be exIn SAC Letter 68.35 dated 6/18/68,
tremely valuable in developing prose
Sections D and
cutable cases.
E
set
forth
information concerning fugitive inves
It is recognized that reports regarding
tigasome indivitions and surrender of Selective Servi
duals who are considered leaders
ce cards in Selecof the antidraft move- tive Servi
ce matter cases.
ment have been previously furnished
to the Bureau,
Agents are to be guided according
therefore, by airtel to reach Bureau
to the instrucby 1/17/68 you
tions set forth in the SAC Letter, it
are directed to advise the names of
being noted that
the leaders prethe
Bure
au
instru
cted
sently under investigation and the
with regard to fugitive cases that
name
they should be handled promptly,
viduals of the investigations being instit s of the indiaggressively and
uted by your
that
all
investigative techniques which are
. office. If reports have been furnis
readily ahed to the Bureau
vaila
ble, including various record checks,
concerning leaders, you are to advis
are being fule Bureau the name ly exploited
in an all-out effort to effect the locat
of the dictating Agent and date of
ion
report.
and/or apprehension of the fugitives
It is to be noted the Department of
at the earliest
Justice has espossible date. In addition, agents hand
tablished a so-called "task force"
ling normal deto handle, coordinlinquent Selective Service cases, espe
ate, and prepare for prosecution of
cially the older
conspiracy, councase
s,
shou
ld handle them in the same aggressive
selling, and interference-type cases
manin regard to Selecner as noted above so that they can
tive Service Act and Sedition matte
be brought to a
rs. Bureau cannot
logical conclusion at the earliest poss
stress the need, too strongly, for prom
ible date.
pt, expeditious
With regard to investigations havin
handling of these cases.
g to do with surrender of Selective Service cards, the
Agents handling these investigations
Bureau's instrucshould be alert
tions
shou
ld be complied with in efforts to insur
to the possibility of harassment durin
e that
g each interview
no unnecessary manpower is expe
and cautioned to conduct the inves
nded and at
tigations in a most
the same time insure that all worth
businesslike manner.
while leads are covered which might have a bearing on
Initial reports concerning leaders of
prosecution in
the antidraft
connection with conspiracy, aiding
movement which are being opened
and abetting, and
in your office must interfering
with the administration of the Sele
reach the Bureau by 1/29/68.
ctive Ser vice Act.
In submitting reports, submit two
copies of pending
In
conn
reports and three copies of closing
ection with this type investigation,
reports to the Buit is to
be noted that under provisions of Selec
reau. Submit reports by cover routin
tive Service reg slip 'marked At
gulations, an inductible registrant may
tention: "Special investigative Divis
be declared deion."
linquent and ordered to report for
accelerated inducSAC (25-39622)
tion or civVian work in lieu' of induc
tion, if he fails or
SA J. CLIFFORD OUSLEY
neglects to perform any duty requ
ired of him under
1/15/68
the provisions of the law. U.S. Attor
neys have been
ANTIDRAFT ACTIVITIES
instructed that if local board refer
s an inductible reCOUNSELLING, AIDING AND ABE
gistrant for prosecution on the basis
TTING
of non-possession
SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT, 1948
of draft cards without first considerin
g his case for reRe Bureau airtel 1/10/68, which made
classification, the matter should be
reference to
referred to the
Bureau teletype to all SACs 12/1/67.
State Director of Selective Service
Copies of both
for further review.
these items are attached.
. Since no consideration of prosecuti
ve action will be
All Senior Resident Agents are respo
taken by the Department for failur
nsible for telee to possess
phonically contacting SA ROBERT
D. ALDRICH on
draft cards until after administrative
1/16/68 for the purpose of informing
review by SelecSA ALDRICH
tive Service, no unnecessary investigati
any cases that should be opened and
on should be
any cases that
cond
ucted
Upon
recei
pt, surrendered draft cards
should be reported to the Bureau as
requested in Bushou
ld_be
dupli
catecLandsonieslarnished to the_USA
reau airtel 1/10/68.
along with details of the surrendez
_fnuefenaaoSetec:
For future guidance, resident agen
ts should be alert ti_veService. The orietiaLca
pts should be maintaineaj__
for any cases that should be opened
and investigated
as evidence In this conn
ection, when Xerox copies are
concerning violations referred to in
Bureau airtel
received from WED or when cards
are received, two
1/10/68.
copies of either should he made and
furnished the USA
In the event violations arc received,
cases should be
along
with
the
summ
ary
of information developed.
opened and aggressively investigate
d.
This
shou
1 — 25.39622
ld
he
done
prior to submission of reports so
1 — SA HANNIGAN
1 — SA BASS
1 — SA
that USA's office can take immediate
1— SA CULLEN 1 — SA METCALF
action in notifyP. MORRIS
ing the Selective Service System conc
erning surrender

pply_to_a
of cards. Thtsdostructions_also_a
411111Y_OP4:110.1.161.1 ih reports have
not been submittal:
that the Bureau
The Department has instructed
tion as may be necshould conduct only such investiga
may furnish to the
essary to develop facts which USA
ice for a determination
Serv
tive
Selec
of
ctors
Dire
State
lved have given up
as to whether the registrants invo
current cards.
their
of
both
or
possession of one
ested by the USAs
if extensive investigations are requ
s prior to adminisconcerning surrender of draft card
tactfully referred to
trative handling, they should be
which sets forth in559,
dum
oran
Mem
ntal
Departme
There is no objecs.
case
these
ling
hand
structions for
d records that cards
boar
local
gh
throu
tion to verifying
se, should be incour
of
,
This
surrendered are current.
sing Xerox copies
cluded in the letter to the USA enclo
e will furnish sufficient
of returned cards. This procedur
Service may proceed.
ctive
Sele
h
whic
upon
on
mati
infor
trant he is delinregis
the
y
notif
will
d
boar
The local
of his card or
n
essio
poss
in
not
is
quent, in that he
in Local Board
cards. This procedure was outlined
tive Service headMemorandum 85 from National Selec
au should be notiBure
The
.
4/67
10/2
dated
ters
quar
ls whose cards are surfied of the identities of individua
opriately indexed.
appr
be
may
they
rendered so that
procedure that is
the
to
rding
This will be done acco
ying the Bureau of
presently being followed in notif
demonstrations or
cards that are returned either at
Service headquartive
Selec
State
the
by
ied
notif
when
opened on each
are
s
case
l
idua
Indiv
g.
isbur
Harr
ters at
.
card
his
ns
retur
person who

trial or sentencing.
rested, and waiting arraignment,
ict within the cateDistr
ern
East
the
in
s
case
Any such
will be reasector
Insp
the
by
e
abov
forth
gory as set
loyee on the
Emp
ial
Spec
or
k
Cler
ial
signed to the Spec
court, the
for
duled
sche
is
case
H8 Squad. %Then the
Agent who origincase will then be reassigned to the
d in a pending staally had the case and will he place
court action and
w
follo
then
ld
shou
t
Agen
tus. The
may he completed.
case
that
so
same
rt
promptly repo
cases are also reice
Serv
tive
Selec
Agents handling
y set out in my
minded of the instructions previousl
a copy of an airtel
memo of 1/27/70, which enclosed
h set forth specific
from the Director to Albany whic
the Gutknecht deto
rds
rega
with
ns
uctio
Bureau instr
ction has been
indu
se
who
s
case
to
cision. This related
instructions to reaccelerated and relates to Bureau
her they have been
view such cases to determine whet
rney with regards
accelerated to consult the U.S. Atto
is warranted and
tion
stiga
inve
d
inue
cont
her
to whet
erly concluding
obtain his opinion relative to prop
of the cases should
tion
stiga
inve
er
Furth
these matters.
with the apssion
discu
ing
pend
be held in abeyance
to Bureau airtel.
propriate U.S. Attorney according
that the above BuAgents are responsible for insuring
and they should
with
plied
com
are
ns
uctio
reau instr
was previously
h
whic
/70,
1/27
of
o
mem
refer to my
au instrucBure
g
ernin
conc
ls
detai
sent them for full
tions.
1 — 25-00
d (15)
1 — Each Agent pit Squat (52)
1 — Each Resident Agen
eas
JCO/
171)

: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (25-00)
TO
OUSLEY
FROM : SUPV. J. CLIFFORD
DATE :10/9/70
MATTERS
SUBJECT: SELECTIVE SERVICE
tive Service matAgents who are assigned to Selec
my memo of 2/12/70,
ters investigation should refer to
of Departmental
copy
a
ein
wher
e
abov
as
captioned
hed. It is noted
attac
was
/70,
1/30
Memo 660, dated
Department's Crithat prior authorization from the
Reaction to Gutknecht decision
to dismiss the indictired
requ
not
was
sion
Divi
l
mina
900, "Authorizament. However, forms number USA
Information,"
and
t
tmen
Indic
of
tion For Dismissal
instructions in Title
must be submitted pursuant to the
s 19-20.
II, U.S. Attorney's Manual, Page
: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (25-00)
TO
ned to them which were
assig
LEY
cases
OUS
D
with
ts
FOR
Agen
CLIF
J.
FROM : SUPERVISOR
memos in the indiopened as of 2/1/70, have received
DATE :8/28/70
h related to makwhic
/70,
S
9/10
TER
dated
MAT
files
VICE
case
vidual
SUBJECT: SELECTIVE SER
whether the cato
rds
rega
with
set
on
ector
inati
Insp
term
the
ing a rede
During the recent inspection,
instructions
sion
deci
t
nech
ctive
Gutk
Sele
g
the
in
ernin
ses come with
forth the following instructions conc
a_memo sub:
and
done
be
t
mus
were set forth thauhis
Service cases:
Monthn_45_days of 91_10/70, which is
sion
witIn
Divi
ia
file
the
delph
to
d
Phila
pitte
the
of
w
"A revie
plied to date
1970 dis10/26/70 Agents_thathattungsom
ly Administrative Report for July,
L1.0
0/26
ned
in..1
assig
dont
ive
is
ch
inact
s_su
ing
shautd ingir
closed there are 115 pend
cases with the
ctive Service
In connection with discussing any
cases in the 25 classification (Sele
necht and slso
Gutk
by
ted
in
effec
tion
be
t
stiga
inve
USA which migh
Act). The bulk of the remaining
prosecution and
ible
poss
rds,
ssing
reco
king of
in connection with discu
these instances involves the chec
tive Service subjects, agents
by
led
Selec
hand
any
of
be
ts
ld
tmen
shou
and
indic
etc.,
court dockets,
the USA any multiple
s. You, thereshould bring to the attention of
either Investigative or Special Clerk
Statute so that they
ice
Serv
s
case
ctive
115
Sele
the
the
of
of
h
violations
fore, should determine whic
indicting the subof
ty
abili
and
desir
ory
the
of
categ
e
this
can be awar
mentioned above come within
counts relative to
on
or
t
coun
to
one
ive)
than
inact
jects on more
they should be reassigned (pending
which would not
Act
ice
Serv
s. Any future
violation of the Selective
the Investigative or Special Cerk
necht decision. Numerous vioin
Gutk
led
the
hand
by
be
ted
ld
effec
shou
be
rion
crite
cases fitting this
ook, which include
lations are set forth in thelLindb
this manner."
ied, failure to renotif
d
boar
'Mid
draft
or
rn
the
Easte
keep
the
to
failure
Any Selective Service case within
etc. 1lihere inical,
phys
ction
s
indu
statu
ry
ive
mina
ing inact
port for preli
the country
dle District may he placed in a pend
left
have
and
ted
arindic
cts
been
subje
ucted, the
dividuals have
if all investigation has been cond

1—

25-00
Each Resident Agent (41)
1121
1 — Each Agent, W8 Squad
JCO:EMR
.
(54)

K

in order to avoid entering the
military, it would appear

e xtremely desirable to insure that
indictments remain
outstand

ing or if not, where appropr
iate, new indictments obtained.

2-25-00
Agent. 'fa Squad
I.Esch Resident Agent /16)
04)

Draft investigation of Ro
bert [-1 leads
through many Bureau file
s, including
that of SANE, which turn
s out to have
1126 entries.

Birth of I–j born 2/–/35, Phil
adelphia, verified
Registrant graduated from Rive
rford High School,
1952. Registrant's yearbook
reflected desired to become a Luthem minister. Reg
istrant advised Mrs. MARGARET ELIAS, former emp
loyer, he attended a communist-type organization mee
ting in Chicago "as a
lark." Registrant advised form
er employer he intended to do humanitarian work
overseas without salary.
Registrant was associated with
American Friends
Service Committee.
Philadelphia LHM 3/8/68 cap
tioned LEAFLET
DISTRIBUTION AGAINST
THE WAR IN VIETNAM
AND THE DRAFT, OUTSID
E- HAVERFORD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, HAVERT
OWN, PA., JANUARY
29, 1968 reflects that on 1/29
/68. Detective Sergeant
JOHN SCANLIN (NA), Haverfo
rd Township Police Department, l-bvcrtown, Pa., advi
sed that the individuals
who appeared in the vicinity
of Haverford High School
on the afternoon of January
29, 1968 and distributed
leaflets to students included

TO
: SAC (25-42675)
FROM : JO ANN SLAVIT
SKY
DATE :11/18770
SUBJECT: ROBERT I
-1
SSN 31-18-46-37
SSA
Master file concerning I-1,
professor of (–I, TemRe Philadelphia letter to Cha
rlotte captioned as aple University. This file cont
ains newsclippings from
bove dated 11/12/70. The files
vari
of
the
ous
Phil
papers indicating that (–j was
adelphia office reflect the following info
a member of
rmation possibly identithe Faculty Draft Counseling
cal with [–J.
Board, Temple University.
These clippings also set out
31753*
information concerning the distribution of leaflets
Master file concerning I–j born
at Haverford High School
2/–/35 in Philawhich was set out above.
delphia, Pa. I–I registered with
LDB 59, Upper Darby,
253$6.72-2
Pa_, classified 1-A on 3/13/58.
Registrant executed a
Philadelphia LHM 5/17/67 cap
special form for CO on 4/26
tioned FACULTY
/56, by reason of his reDRAFT COUNSELING BOA
ligious training and belief, he
RD TEMPLE UNIVERis opposed to participaSIT
Y, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSY
r:on in noncombatant training
LVANIA reflects
and service in the Armed that the "Temple Univ
ersity News," Philadelphia, Pa.,
Forces. On 3/24/58, his app
eal was forwarded to the
stud
ent
new
spa
per
of
Tem
Local Board.
ple University, 2/16/67,
carried an article captioned,
"Faculty Offers Di-aft AdSynopsis of reports in file refle
ct
that
vice
to
Con
[–I
scie
attendntious Objectors."
e
UNIVERSITY, Middletown;
Liste
d
as a member of this organiza
Connecticut, 9/52 to 6/10/56, at whic
tion was 1-1 Ash time he graduated and
sistant professor of philosop
received a B.A. Degree. Reg
hy.
istrant graduated with bon25-3
953
3-2
ers in general scholarship, and
on 6/7/56, was elected
"The Evening Bulletin" new
to Phi Beta Kappa Fraternity.
sclipping 11/16/67
Registrant was member
captioned COLLEGE TEACHE
c John Wesley Club and resid
RS HOLD ANTIed there during junior
DRAFT MEETING AT PEN
N reflects that a number
senior years. References desc
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re. able and of very high char
erence at the University
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rt what they are doing to
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as trustworthy and
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the draft.
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ple University.
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this "crime". We carry with us a list of some 450
/illegible/ Philadelphians pledged up support draft resisters.
The trial and sentencing of the four in aiston is a
.
blatant example of growing repression in our country
Their crime was the exercising of free speech: talking
to young men about the war and the Selective Service
System and supporting those men who, as an act of
,
conscience, decide to resist the draft. SPOCK, COFFIN
GOODMAN, FE RBER, and all of us maintain that
the war and draft systems themselves arc illegal and
immoral, and therefore we have not only a right, but
a duty, to oppose them.
We are here also to support the stand of 1--J who
was chosen to non-cooperate with the Selective Service System. We are submitting this letter and list of
names to his file in order to show that he does not
take the position alone, but that we have counselled
g
and aided him in his stand. If he is guilty for opposin
the Selective Service System, so are we all.
Among the signers of this letter was Prof. (—I Temple Univ. Phila., Pa. 19122.
100-0-418,65
Letter from 109th Counter Intelligence Corps Group,
Philadelphia, Pa., forwarding a copy of a Sworn Statealong with an Agent Report
ment executed by
indicating results of an interview with(—(,
o 98,
the details of his lillegiblei of his DDrm
Loyalty Certificate for Personnel of the Armed forces.
This statement explains his attendance at a meeting
sponsored by the Proletarian Party of America in 1955.
100-43508-7726
Letterhead of Greater Philadelphia Council Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy (SANE) includes the name
Prof. (—I is a member of the Executive Board. •
This letterhead was furnished by PH 27.5 on 2/3/69.
100-46423-17
"Daily Collegian" campus newspaper of the Pennsylvania State University 11/16/62 captioned I—I
DISCUSSES DRAFT FROM ETHICAL VIEWPOINT.
This clipping sets forth the speech - I gave at a meeting of SENSE, Students for Peace.
100-46423-18
"Daily Collegian" 11/14/62 ad reads as follows:
"Thinking about the Draft? Hear I-1 of the (—I Dept.
speak about the draft tonight, 109 Osmond, 8 p.m.
Sponsored by S.E.N.S.E."
The files of the Philadelphia Office fail to reflect
however the following
any references concerning
information was located under Mrs. ( — I.
6241-20504
This serial is a letter addressed to FBI Headquarters,
Washington, D.C., with return address of Mrs.
Ifilegibtel states as follows:
"To Mom It May Concern,
Dear sirs, some months ago an F.B.I. agent came to
my house asking for information. The information
which I gave him was inconsequential and of a trivial
matter. When he left he asked me to keep the information confidential. This I didn't do because at the
time I thought my higher obligation was not to he an
anonymous informant. Now I realize that the breaking of my word to one of your agents (however casually that word was given) was wrong. I wish you to
you
know that in the future there is at least one citizen
can count on to (1) tell you the truth (2) respect the
law and (3) keep their word.

Sincerely,
Mrs- — I
May God grant to us all the wisdom to know what is
right and the power to act on that knowledge."
INDICES I IAVE...11E.E.N.CO_NSOLIDATED WITH

Tt11 SUMO

Cooperation with the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police

: SAC (25-00)
TO
FROM : SA J. CLIFFORD OUSLEY
DATE : 6/2/70
SUBJECT: SELECTIVE SERVICE INVESTIGATIONS
The following information set out in SAC Letters
is for the benefit of agents handling Selective Service
matters. The instructions set forth in the two SAC letters should be complied with:
RE: SAC LETTER 70-27 DATED 5/1 '_/70
"DESERTER AND SELECTIVE SERVICE INQUIR
IES HANDLED BY ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED
POLICE (RCMP) — Reference is made to the Manual
of Rules and Regulations, Part II, Section 4, Page 14,
(2) (a) I.
"Mere information is developed indicating the desirability of verifying subject's residence in Canada,
the letterhead memorandum should not set forth a
specific lead for, or, request assistance of RCMP. Rather, the letterhead memorandum should conclude
with, 'for information.' It is anticipated that the RCMP, based upon notification that a United States citizen is possibly in Canada illegally, will initiate inves.
tigation to satisfy its own investigative responsibilities
be
subject
the
of
location
the
should
d,
expecte
It is
established, the RCMP will provide such information
to the Bureau."
RF: SAC LETTER 70-29 DATED 5126/70
"SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT.CASES — DISSEMINATION — National Selective Service Headquarters,
be
Washington, D.C., has advised that it will no longer
necessary for the Bureau to furnish a copy of a closing report or form FD 411 submitted in lieu thereof
to Selective Service Headquarters. Existing procedures
should continue to be utilized in the submission of a
closing report or form FD-411; however, effective immediately, only one copy of a closing report or form
ed
FD 411 submitted in lieu thereof, should be furnish
excourse,
Of
cases.
Service
e
Selectiv
in
to the Bureau
tra "copies of reports would continue to be required
in instances when the Department has requested the
investigation, when a clear indication exists that the
Department or some other Government agency would
require a copy and when Public Law 414, 82nd Con•
gress, involving exclusion of aliens from this country
is applied.
"In addition, it will no longer be necessary to furnish
in
the Bureau with a copy of a report or form FD 411
90
within
d
resolve
been
have
that
cases
-type
routine
days of receipt of the case by the field, that is, where
the delinquency has been resolved and the U.S. Attorney has declined prosecution. For uniformity, these
cases should he closed by use of form FD 411 being

in the field office file and designating a copy to
placed
the appropriate U.S. Attorney to serve as a confirm
ation of his prosecutivc opinion.
-Apropriate Manual and Handbook changes will
be
forthcoming."
Agents should amend the ID 4Ils where necessary
with regard to copy information. In all cases the
specific district of the USA should be set forth, such
as
CDPA or MDPA.
In the past, arrangements have been made where
by
automatically certain forms arc sent when cases
arc received from the USA by form 555 301. In the
recent
past a number of cases have been referted by the
USA
other than by SSS 301. The forms which have
automatically been sent are as follows:
FD 177 - to registrant
FD 178 - to person listed as always knowing
his address.
ro 179 - employer at time of registration
FD 180 - to an acquaintance of registrant
FD 181 - to the Post Office
In the future, in the interest of uniformity, these
forms will not automatically be sent out since
the information is not initially available unless the case
is received by SSS 301. The case agent is responsible
for
the evaluation of whether such forms are necess
ary
and insuring appropriate forms are sent out if
it is felt
they would be expedient and of prompt assista
nce in
bringing the case to a conclusion.
As a reminder to the agents, the following is noted:
Where a subject is in a fugitive status, it is necess
ary
that the court docket be checked annually to
insure
an indictment is still outstanding.
As an additional reminder, when information is
received that the subject of a Selective Service case
may
be unsuitable for the military because of menta
l or
physical disability or criminal record, the USA
should
be promptly contacted for prosecutive opinio
n in accordance with instructions set forth in the Handb
ook.
1- 25-00
— Laos Agent RI8 Snuaa 115)
1 — Each Resident Agent (60)
JCO:EMR
(76)

mass of spurious conscientious objector claims
have
been filed as a result of UNDO counseling.
3. The number of incidents of mass draft card
turnins reported as a result of UNDO activity.
4. The number of incidents reported where a mass
spurious material was furnished to draft hoards
as a
result of UNDO counseling other than t/2 above
.
LEADS
ALEIAIIRLSBURG._PA
In connection with the above, SA IIRINKLEY
should contact State Selective Service I kadqua
rters in
efforts to determine any cases received comin
g within
the above four items.
AT PHILADFLPHIA, PA.
1. Pertinent supervisory officials in the Selective
Service System at Philadelphia should he contac
ted inefforts to determine information concerning the
above
four items. •
2. Agents with the following assigned cases
should
expedite the investigation and pertinent inform
ation
developed indicating whether the subjects are
female
should be made a matter of record in instant file
as
well as the case file. This is for the benefit of SA
CARRIG, to whom instant case is assigned.
TITI F
Ell F NO,
AGENT ASSIGNED
B. ALLEN (no request received from the USA
regarding investigation of this individual)
N. CARROLL 25-42351
HILL
A. MICHEL (no request received from the USA
regarding investigation of this individual)
C. MOODY 25-42356
CORNICK
M. MAYSON 25-42350
FARLEY
A. DAY
25-42343
SCHULER
8 — 25-new
1 - 100-51003
1 - 25-42351 (HILL)
1- 25.42356 (CORNICK)
- 25.42350 (FARL
1 - 25-42343 (SCHUEY)
LER)

JCO:EMR

Women Undo FBI

TO
: SAC (25 - new)
FROM : SA J. CLIFFORD OUSLEY
DATE : 6/23/70
SUBJECT: UNION FOR NATIONAL DRAF
T OPPOSITION (UNDO), SSA
Re Newark airtel to Bureau 6/17/70 instructed
certain investigation be conducted with regard to
possible
violation of the Selective Service Act. In view of
this, a
25 case is being opened and Newark airtel to Direct
or
6/17/70 is being placed in the 25 file.
Among the leads set forth are the following:
1. The number of investigations, if
any, received
since the inception of UNDO wherein it has been
determined that females under the guise of eligibl
e draft
age males have written to draft boards indicating
that
they refuse to register although of age.
2. The number of complaints, if
any, wherein a
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Draft board rip-offs are effective

: SAC, INDIANAPOLIS (25-21182)
TO
FROM : SAC, PHILADELPHIA (25-42035) (RUC)
: 11/20170
DATE
SUBJECT: BILL STANTON
SSA
Re Indianapolis report of SA DONALD H. KIDD
dated 10/5/70.
The following investigation was conducted by
RECHARD A. MAZZEO on 11/16/70, at Lansdowne,
Pa.:
On 11/18/70, Miss DONNA DANSEPT, Clerical Assistant, Local Board 58, Selective Service, Lansdowne,
Pa., advised that due to the recent destruction of many of the current files of Local Board 58, she is unable
to forward any background papers regarding BILL
STANTON. DANSEPT stated she would search the
remains of the destroyed files for any background information she may have regarding STANTON and forward this to Local Board 87, Selective Service System,
Richmond, Inc. DANSEPT further stated she would
communicate with Local Board 87 and request that
they furnish subject with Selective Service System
Form 800 at Earlham College, Richmond, Inc.
DANSEPT recalled that she had sent Selective Service System Form 800 to the subject. She further recalled that subject responded by letter indicating that
he would not register for the Selective Service. She
could not recall any further information regarding
subject.

How to conduct and report interviews
with deserters effectively for prosecution

: DESIGNATED AGENTS
TO
FROM : SAC, JOE D. JAMIESON
DATE : 7/29/69
SUBJECT: FUGITIVE.DESERTER MATTERS
By SAC letter 69-22 dated 4/8/69, the Director advised as follows:
"INTERVIEWS AND CONFESSIONS — DESERTERS — SAC Letter 67.38 advised no warning of rights is necessary so long as the interrogation of the
deserter suspect or subject is confined to identification
only. Military court restrictions on interviews of such
deserters have resulted in the need to eliminate this
ipecial provision. Handle deserter cases in accordance
with the general rules applicable in other FBI cases of
in-custody interrogation."
It has been noted by the fr/7 Supervisor that in many instances, particularly in the Resident Agencies,
normal fugitive apprehension precedures have not
been followed. The following criteria should be utilized
when apprehending fugitive deserters:
(a)A deserter should he advised of the arresting agents'
identity and the purpose of the arrest.
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(b)lie should be advised of his Constitutional rights
and afforded an opportunity to read and execute
the warning and waiver of rights form.
(c)He should be interviewed regarding his activities
during the AWOL period and of the intentions he
has regarding his military service. Ibis interview, if
positive results are obtained, should be reduced to
an FD-302 and placed in the file and any pertinent
remarks set forth in the remarks section of the FD220.
(d)An arrest and interview log should be maintained
and the interview log and advice of rights form
should be maintained in a 1-A envelope submitted
to the case file.
These procedures arc necessary as in numerous instances within the recent past, Agents of this Division
and throughout the Bureau, have been called on to testify at court-martials and also to furnish affidavits to
the military concerning statements made by fugitive
deserters at the time of their apprehensions. This procedure will enable agents to properly handle either of
these instances at any time in the future in a satisfactory manner.
It has also been noted that in numerous instances
where investigations were being requested in a foreign
country that an improper format has been utilized upon submitting an LHM for dissemination to appropriate legal attache requesting overseas Investigations.
SAC letter 69-22 dated 4/8/69 advised as follows:
"There has been a significant increase in the number of deserter fugitives being sought by the Bureau
who have fled to Canada and other countries. To facilitate handling the letterhead memoranda both at
the Seat of Government and by the Legal Attaches,
you should insure that the requirements as set forth
in the FBI Handbook, Part I, page 50b, are closely followed.
"Some of the most frequent errors in the preparation of the letterhead memoranda are: failure to set
out specific investigation required, requesting that servicemen be interviewed rather than having their residence verified, use of the property stamp, and occasionally requesting the arrest of the servicemen.
"After setting forth the specifice investigation desired, the letterhead memorandum should re.o.est that
the deserter fugitive's presence in the country of asylum be verified. No request for arrest should be made.
Since the letterhead memorandum is to be delivered
to the foreign investigating agency, it should not contain the usual restrictive property statement."
The Bureau has also advised that leads should be
set forth in the last page of the LHM and should be
phrased in the following manner or a close proximity
thereof:
"It is requested that (subject's) residence in
(Country) be verified. If information is developed
that he is to be deported, advise this Bureau in
order that arrangements can be made to take
him into custody upon his return to the United
States."
As noted in the aforementioned SAC Letter, LHMs
for dissemination to foreign countries do not utilize
the normal admonition regarding FBI property, etc.
REPORT WRITING._.2__DES.ERIER.CASES_
By SAC letter 69-40 dated 7/29/69, the Bureau advised as follows:
"Reference is made to SAC letter 69.12, 2/17/69,
wherein all reporting in captioned categories was suspended for trial period of one year. This is continued

insofar as any reporting to Bureau is concerned. However. as results of analyses in inspections,
certain clarifications arc in order with respect to situations when
it will obviously be desirable to prepare reports at
the
field level....To assist in supervision and administration
of fugitive cases, succinct summary reports for field
use
should be prepared when fugitive cases are six months
old and at each six-month period thereafter. Along
the same line, SACs and/or field supervisors may certainly require an Agent to prepare a report when
deemed advisable to properly administer the case
such
as upon reassignment or to develop training in reporting procedures on the part of new Agents. Also, to
further reduce generation of unnecessary paper, whenever inserts and interview report forms (FD-302) are
deemed advisable, only an original and one (indexi
ng)
need be prepared rather than the usual original and
nine; and if it is subsequently found that additional
copies are needed they may be reproduced by duplicating equipment."
Pursuant to the above instructions, all agents presently handling deserter cases are instructed to review
all pending deserter matters and to submit summa
ry
reports with one copy to each active auxiliary office
and two copies for Philadelphia in all deserter cases
pending at least six months and to set appropriate
ticklers to submit summary reports each subsequent
six month period until subject is apprehended.
— 42-00
— SAC
ASAC
— //7 Supervisor
— Each Agent 07 Squad 411)
—SE PORTER
• Each Resident Agent (45)
OBRiib
01)
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Protect the FBI from Scandal: Investigate!

10
: SAC (77.00)
FROM : SA W. B. ANDERSON
DATE : 8/28/69
SUBJECT: DEPARTMENTAL APPLICANTS PROFESSIONAL STAFF
On 8/27/69 Bureau Supervisor JOHN CONNELL
reviewed at some length an additional step which he
tnsists be done in our DAPLI investigations.
We are to establish by actual investigation, the res4cnce
of the close relatives of a certain class of cmP"Yees, which will be set out below, and at the same
tine. we are to establish the reputation of these em7̀1"Yees. He said if their reputation could
be established '
(
win one reliable source, such as the chief of police
"4 small town who knew
the DAPLI it would be
"w3u8b, but it had to be done in some
reliable way.

We do this in SPI cases.
CONNELL said it should be done in the following
77 cases:
U.S. MARSHALL
U.S. ATTORNEY
AST.
JUDGESHIPS
DEPARTMENTAL ATTORNEYS
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATORS OF THE BUREA
U
OF NARCOTICS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS.
CONNELL acknowledged that this requirement is
not in the Manual of Instructions now but said it will
be inserted later and these additional investigative
steps will now be required.
The fact that we are required to duplicate investigation already done on Criminal Investigators for the
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs was discuSsed with CONNELL. It was pointed out to him
that in a heavy caseload situation this seemed unnece
ssary.
CONNELL pointed out there have been a series of
scandals in this bureau within the Justice Dept. at
Baltimore and New York Oty and that officials of the
Justice Dept. were deeply concerned about the quality
of
investigators in the narcotics field and were insisten
t
that we do a full, complete and thorough investigation.
He said this has been a matter of discussion at the
highest levels and is not susceptible to change.
WBA:VFM
cc: 77.00
Each Resident Agent
WinitgrceNSig
Auitcl
MISS RAFTER
Miss CAIRNS
SE Mt AROLE

MI investigations at educational institutions must be most discreet

TO
: ALL AGENTS
FROM :SAC
DATE : 4/26/67
SUBJECT: CONTACTS WITH EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS
Re my memo 4/5/67.
Referenced memo set forth in part rules governing
the handling of Security of Government Employee
investigations on campuses. As of today, those instruc
tions concerning 5GE cases are rescinded.
The latest Bureau rules governing the following investigative matters are being set forth below. It is
to be
noted that previously 151 classification was conside
red
an applicant investigation. This is no_longer true.
140 — SECURITY OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
138 — LOYALTY OF EMPLOYEES OF THE
UNITED NATIONS AND OTHER PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
151 — U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY.
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION (CIVIL
SERVICE COMMISSION)
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION
U.S. ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMA91

4"1"1"elinffirrhel.s•reirrakeemiipiaer.-e,
vieirWelirverrir.
",

MENT AGENCY
PEACE CORPS
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGAN I LA.
TION
WORLD I lEALTII ORGANIZATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
In the future, the above. cases, when received by
this office, will have the following addendum inserted
by the Bureau. This reflects the latest Bureau rules
governing thoszo..
"You arc authorized to conduct necessary investigation involving persons connected with educational
institutions unless your office is aware of a possible
problem at a particular school. No such contacts arc
to be nude on campuses. Should a problem exist or
should it be felt an interview on a campus is necessary,
furnish the Bureau full details together with your recommendation for specific Bureau authority. It is incumbent upon each office to insure that any such in-

vestigation involving persons connected with educational institutions arc handled by mature personnel
to avoid possible embarrassment to the Bureau. All
persons interviewed must be advised that the Bureau
is conducting a background investigation of the captioned individual who is an applicant or employee of
the Federal Government to preclude any assumption
that the investigation is of a criminal or security type."
It should he noted that line 4 of the above states
ts43 Stich gi)(1tAla,Ure to be made on campuses,
If you have any questions concerning this matter,
resolve same by contacting the H4 Desk. ALL INVESTIGATIONS AT EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
MUST BE MOST DISCREET.
All agents are to familiarize themselves with the
above instruction and handle their investigations accordingly. •

CC: SAC
ASAC 134-00
66.244
ALL SUPERVISORS 137.00
ALL AGENTS
140-00
ALL SQUAD SECRETARIES 13800
ALL INVESTIGATIVE CLERKS 151.00
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